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THURSDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 1995
          

Mr SPEAKER (Hon. J. Fouras, Ashgrove)
read prayers and took the chair at 10 a.m.

AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT

Mr SPEAKER: Honourable members, I
have to advise the House that today I received
from the Auditor-General the second report on
audits performed for 1993-94. 

PETITIONS

The Clerk announced the receipt of the
following petitions— 

Law Society Act

From Mr Beanland (15 signatories)
praying that the Parliament of Queensland will
amend or alter the Queensland Law Society
Act section 39 and repeal Rule 117 (4) to
enable citizens to conduct their own legal
matters with the right to use or employ a
person to act on their behalf.

Planned Parenthood of Australia

From Mr Beanland (92 signatories)
praying that an inquiry be set up to investigate
the legality of the Queensland activities of
Planned Parenthood of Australia.

Kewarra Beach

From Dr Clark (602 signatories) praying
for action to be taken to (a) suspend the
building proposal for land situated at 38/42
Portsea Crescent, Kewarra Beach; (b)
subdivide the land; (c) sell the land and invest
the income into single-dwelling housing blocks;
or (d) purchase established properties on
single lots.

Fishing and Recreation, National
Parks

From Mr Gilmore (52 signatories)
praying that the Parliament of Queensland will
withdraw and amend current legislation so as
to provide for continued public access to
waters in national parks for fishing and
recreation.

Electricity Supply, Bay Islands
From Mr Gilmore (88 signatories)

praying that SEQEB supply services to the
Bay islands of a standard equal to that of the
mainland.

Health Services, Mareeba
From Mr Gilmore (2,028 petitioners)

praying that the Parliament of Queensland will
ensure that (a) health services in Mareeba and
district are not reduced in the short term; and
(b) existing services are maintained and
increased over time.

Planned Parenthood of Australia
From Mr Horan (12,918 signatories)

praying that an inquiry be set up to investigate
the legality of the Queensland activities of
Planned Parenthood of Australia.

Great Barrier Reef Fishery

From Mr Stoneman (64 signatories)
praying for the immediate withdrawal of all
licenses and agreements which allow for the
commercial exploitation of the reef fishery for
live fish export purposes.

Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody

From Dr Watson (8 signatories) praying
that the Parliament of Queensland will,
wherever possible, pass legislation
implementing the recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody.

Bunya Wildlife Park
From Mrs Woodgate (102 signatories)

praying for the acquisition of land in Drapers
Road, Warner known as Bunya Wildlife Park,
for purchase under the terms and conditions
of the Government's Regional Open Space
System.

Petitions received.

PAPER
The following paper was laid on the

table—
Minister for Administrative Services—

Government response to the Report of
the Parliamentary Committee of Public
Works into Stage Five of the Queensland
Cultural Centre.
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PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE OF
PUBLIC WORKS

Report and Transcript of Evidence
Ms SPENCE (Mount Gravatt)

(10.05 a.m.): I table the following report from
the Parliamentary Committee of Public Works:
Technology Facilities, Toowoomba College of
Technical and Further Education. I also lay
upon the table the transcript of evidence from
the public hearing held in Toowoomba on 7
November 1994. 

The new technology facilities at the
Toowoomba College of TAFE comprise four
separate buildings which will provide
educational resources for students in the
building and engineering trades. These new
facilities will replace the inadequate
accommodation currently in use. The
committee initially resolved to inquire into this
project as a result of representations made to
it by the Toowoomba City Council, which has
been concerned about a number of aspects of
the project's development. In particular, the
council was concerned by the extent of
consultation and information provided to it by
TAFE Queensland and the Administrative
Services Department in relation to the
timetabling of construction. The council also
raised concerns about the adequacy of car
parking which was to be provided at the site.
The committee has made recommendations
in regard to these and other matters. 

Another factor in the decision to inquire
into this project was the committee's belief that
it is important for all areas of the State to be
involved in the parliamentary process. In this
case, the decision to undertake an inquiry on
a significant local issue has resulted in an
increased level of public awareness of the
parliamentary process and has directly met the
expressed needs of the local authority
involved. This local involvement was
evidenced by the submissions received and by
those who appeared before the committee as
witnesses. 

On behalf of the members of the
committee, I would like to recognise the
cooperation received from the departments
involved and from interested members of the
community. I commend the report to the
House.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION  
Mr A. Neal; Mr R. Goldring; Mr A.

Twohill

Mr CAMPBELL (Bundaberg)
(10.07 a.m.), by leave: In this House in
November 1992, in August 1994 and later in

1994, I warned Queenslanders of the activities
of Arnold Neal, operating Finance Services
from Bundaberg, Raymond Goldring, Anthony
J. Twohill of Singapore and others involved in
an international loan scam. Recently, I
received a letter from the solicitors of Anthony
J. Twohill. As honourable members would
appreciate, I am a very fair man. I now table
for the public record the letter from the
solicitors of Anthony J. Twohill. I highlight the
fact that that man did have dealings with
Arnold Neal.

QUESTIONS UPON NOTICE

1 .  Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix
Mr LINGARD asked the Minister for

Tourism, Sport and Racing—
"With reference to the platinum

sponsors for the 1995 Indy event,
including Conrad, Carlton United,
Queensland Newspapers, Caltex-Texaco,
Qantas and Coca Cola and in relation to
each of these sponsors—
(1) What is the total estimated value of

these platinum sponsorships to the
1995 Indy?

(2) What is the cash component of the
platinum sponsorships, sponsor by
sponsor?

(3) What is the value of the contra
component of the platinum
sponsorships, sponsor by sponsor?

(4) Insofar as these sponsorships have
been achieved by the IMG Group,
what is the commission to IMG in
relation to these sponsorships,
sponsor by sponsor?

(5) What is the projected cost to the
taxpayer for the 1995 event?"

Mr GIBBS: (1) Each platinum
sponsorship has a value of approximately
$300,000 to the event, providing a total
estimated for this year's event of $1.8m. 

(2) Confidentiality clauses are included in
each agreement signed with major sponsors,
and the platinum sponsors are no exception.
These confidentiality clauses are standard
commercial practice, and it would be
detrimental to the interests of the sponsor and
the partnership as well as being a breach of
contract to reveal the details of each. It is
possible to report that the majority of the total
sponsorship is in a cash component. 

(3) As stated previously, confidentiality
considerations preclude me from specifying
the exact contra component in each of the
sponsor agreements. 
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(4) IMG receives no commission for the
signing and acquisition of these sponsorships.
The contract with IMG provides for a fixed fee
with a performance bonus based on its
contribution in reducing the Government
investment in the event. IMG has been
retained to market the event, provide
merchandising expertise, to coordinate some
support services as well as to raise corporate
sponsorship. 

(5) As the relevant Minister, I am briefed
regularly on the financial projections for the
1995 event. It would be premature of me to
speculate on the final figure for this year's
event. These figures will be closely monitored
and are subject to the effects of adverse
weather during the period of the race.

Mr Connor: You must have had some
projections, surely.

Mr GIBBS: However, both the
partnership board and I remain confident of
achieving the best result to date, whilst also
delivering the most——

Mr Connor: No projections at all?
Mr GIBBS: Whoever that absolute fool

is, he would not have a clue. However, both
the partnership board and I remain confident
of achieving the best result to date, whilst
delivering the most exciting event schedule
both on and off the course. Immediately after
this year's event, I will announce the financial
result, including the Government investment. I
will also be in a position shortly after the event
to give full details of the economic benefit
attributable to this year's event.

2 .  Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix
Mr SANTORO asked the Minister for

Tourism, Sport and Racing—
"What was the total cost of the

recent weekend of entertainment on the
Gold Coast for Indy sponsors, which
included a visit to the Magic Millions sale,
and what element of this cost will be
borne by the taxpayer, in addition to the
$70m subsidisation of the event they are
already carrying?"
Mr GIBBS: The recent sponsors'

weekend organised on the Gold Coast was an
activity planned as part of the comprehensive
marketing program developed by the current
event management group. 

Mr Santoro: They were very
comprehensive.

Mr GIBBS: They were certainly not as
comprehensive as some of the activities that
the member used to indulge in. 

The activities referred to were budgeted
for as part of the marketing program and are
included as part of the accounts under the
category of corporate sales costs. The
activities involved showcasing the Gold Coast
to platinum sponsors, as well as providing the
opportunity for major sponsors to experience
the catering arrangements proposed for this
year's event. 

The visit to the Magic Millions and the
Gold Coast Turf Club was hosted by Jupiters
Casino and reflects the importance that major
sponsors attach to opportunities of this nature.
Incidentally, the cost incurred was $25,000
and, when contrasted against the net
sponsorship provided by this group of more
than $2m, this provides a clear indication of
the importance of this form of promotion.

Primarily, the activities were designed to
establish strong relationships with major
sponsors and to demonstrate the
professionalism of the 1995 event's
organisation. The event management is
determined that in 1995 no major sponsor will
feel that the event does not represent value
for money for their investment. The corollary to
this is that the event as a whole will also
represent value for money for the State of
Queensland.

In summary, the activity in question was
not entertainment at the taxpayer's expense
but, rather, sound commercial practice further
demonstrating the professionalism of the
event's management. It is relevant to point out
that, at this stage, corporate sales and
sponsorship in 1995 are expected to exceed
the 1994 result by at least $600,000.

3 .  Gold Coast Indy Car Grand Prix

Mr SANTORO asked the Minister for
Tourism, Sport and Racing—

"With reference to repeated
protestations from the Government,
including from himself and other senior
Ministers as far back as early 1991, that
they were aware of problems within Indy
management—

How was it possible that the due
diligence report of September 1993
reported that after three years' operation
of the race, management was
dysfunctional, at each other’s throats,
alienating sponsors and, on the evidence
of the then Assistant General Manager,
cooking the books to bring down a
politically palatable bottom line?"
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Mr GIBBS: During the period 1991 to
1993, the event was subject to the scrutiny of
the Auditor-General, the board of
management and Treasury. The Attorney-
General certified the financial accounts in the
annual report for each year of the event's
operation. Prior to September 1993, the
Treasury internal audit unit undertook several
audit reviews of the operations of the
partnership. All recommendations from these
reviews were implemented. After the 1991 and
1992 events, the financial management of the
partnership was rationalised and a full-time
assistant general manager was appointed to
enable a closer monitoring of this aspect.

Prior to my taking responsibility for the
event in 1993, neither myself nor the
Treasurer were aware of the race
management being dysfunctional or alienating
sponsors. The very nature of the pressure
cooker atmosphere of major events
sometimes leads to differences between
management. However, at no time has any
evidence been produced to indicate
dysfunctional management, corrupt practices
or financial mismanagement.

In respect of the due diligence report I
commissioned in September 1993, which
indicated some management problems,
immediate action was taken to institute
management changes in line with the report's
recommendations. In respect of cooking the
books—I have previously indicated in this
Chamber that there was no cooking of the
books. The previous management team
developed a budget based on a $5m
contribution from the Government. Both
myself and the review team formed the
opinion that revenue projections for the 1994
event were optimistic and the new board and
the management team that were put in place
for the 1994 event amended the projected
budget accordingly.

4 .  Khoumala Coal Train Derailment

Mr JOHNSON asked the Minister for
Transport and Minister Assisting the Premier
on Economic and Trade Development—

"With reference to recent reports that
the cost of the Khoumala coal train
derailment to Queensland Rail in
November 1994 was about $10m—

(1) Did this incident involve the loss of
three electric locos, worth nearly $4m
each, and substantial damage to a
fourth loco; if so, what was the total
damage bill for the locos involved?

(2) Did the incident also involve damage
to 102 coal cars worth about
$100,000 each and what was the
total damage bill for this rolling stock?

(3) What was the total cost of repairs to
the rail line as a result of the
derailment, including initial salvage
work?

(4) What was the total cost of (a) lost
freight revenue as a result of the
derailment and (b) lost freight
revenue caused by down time as a
result of the incident?

(5) How does he rationalise the damage
estimate of $10m against the total
damage outlined in questions 1 to 4
above?"

Mr HAYWARD: I seek leave of the
Parliament to table the answer and have it
incorporated in Hansard. 

Leave granted.
In reference to the honourable member's
question on the Hatfield-Black Mountain
derailment in central Queensland on November
17, 1994:

1. The replacement cost of new electric
locomotives—in today's dollars—is
approximately $4 million each. Queensland
Rail currently expects to repair one of the
three damaged locomotives from the
Hatfield derailment on November 17, 1994
at a cost of $400,000. Queensland Rail at
this time expects to write-off the other
two damaged locomotives with a written
down value of about $4m. There was no
damage to fourth locomotive.

2. Damage was sustained to 96 wagons in
the incident. The cost to replace these
wagons—again in today's dollars—is
about $100,000 to $120,000 each.
Queensland Rail has currently assessed
that 26 of the wagons are able to be
repaired at a total cost of about $600,000.
The balance of the damaged wagons will
be written off with a written down value of
$4.5 million.

3. The total cost of repairs to the rail line,
including initial salvage work, was
approximately $2.1 million.

4. The total cost of lost freight revenue as a
result of the derailment was approximately
$46,000. 

The total cost of lost freight revenue
caused by down time as a result of the
incident is nil, as QR does not expect to
lose any other freight revenue as a result
of the derailment. This is because QR has
caught up the railings that would have
occurred during the down time. 
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5. The honourable member would find that if
he totalled up the sums provided to him in
this morning's answer he would reach an
approximate cost of $12 million. This is
clearly in line with earlier estimates— and I
must emphasise these are estimates,
considering most of the repairs are still
continuing—of the incident costing in
excess of $10 million.

5 .  Train Derailments

Mr JOHNSON asked the Minister for
Transport and Minister Assisting the premier
on economic and Trade Development—

"With reference to the 14 derailments
that have occurred since October 1994
and the fact that his department has
effectively reduced maintenance crews as
a cost saving measure—
(1) What is the total estimated cost to

date of these derailments, including
line restoration and replacement of
rolling stock?

(2) What cost savings has he achieved
as a result of reductions in
maintenance crews?"

Mr HAYWARD: I seek leave of the
Parliament to table the answer and have it
incorporated in Hansard. 

Leave granted. 
(1) The total estimated cost to date of the 14
derailments referred to by the honourable
member since October 1994 but excluding the
major derailment of a coal train at Hatfield,
(details of which are contained in my answer to
a separate question) but including line
restoration and replacement of rollingstock is
$3,360,000.
(2) The estimated cumulative cost savings
achieved from 1990/91 to date as a result of the
re-organisation and re-structuring of
Queensland Rail's freight group infrastructure
maintenance functions is estimated to be
$81.7m. This has been principally achieved
through massive improvements in labour and
equipment productivity.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

 Industrial Relations Legislation
Mr BORBIDGE: I refer the Premier to

the fact that Queensland is now the most
strike-prone State in Australia by a significant
margin and that this gap over the rest of the
country will widen as a result of major strikes in
the building industry and the campaign of
rolling strikes threatened by his Labor
colleague, AWU chief Bill Ludwig. I ask: will he
now admit that his slavish adherence to

outdated, anti-worker, anti-jobs industrial
relations legislation indicates that he is merely
the puppet of the last-gasp union movement,
and what action does he intend to take in
respect of the wave of industrial relations
unrest now sweeping Queensland?

Mr W. K. GOSS: I read in today's Gold
Coast Bulletin that, from time to time, Sir Joh
Bjelke-Petersen calls the Leader of the
Opposition to give him a bit of advice. The
latest episode of that is that the people who
want to protest against the Eastlink project
cannot get Mr Borbidge, so they are going
even better, they are getting Sir Joh to go
down. 

Mr FitzGerald: Borbidge started that
Eastlink thing.

Mr W. K.  GOSS:  Is the member saying
that Joh is going to finish it off? 

Mr BORBIDGE: I rise on a point of
order. I invite the Premier to debate me on
Eastlink at any time and in any place. 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The member will
resume his seat. 

Mr W. K. GOSS: If the Leader of the
Opposition is going to savagely attack a
proposal that is supported wholeheartedly by
the Liberal/National Party Government of New
South Wales, then he is quite out of step with
the whole thrust of national micro-economic
reform, which is supported on both sides of
politics right around the country. 

An Opposition member  interjected. 

Mr W. K. GOSS: If the Leader of the
Opposition wants to make interjections about
Eastlink, then he will cop the answer.

An Opposition member  interjected. 

Mr W. K. GOSS: I will come to
industrial relations; I am ready for that. The
Opposition did not ask me a question
yesterday, so I have some answers saved up.
As to the Leader of the Opposition's
interjection—I conclude by saying that it is
supported on both sides of politics, all around
the country, as a major micro-economic reform
that will deliver cheaper power right around the
country and, therefore, be a boost for industry
and for jobs. 

Mr Borbidge interjected. 

Mr W. K. GOSS: The member can
keep sticking his head in the sand because
throughout the whole of the business
community of this State he is a joke and he is
just making a bigger joke of himself. 

Mr Hobbs  interjected. 
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Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Warrego under Standing Order
123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: As to industrial
relations—let the working men and women of
this State clearly understand what the National
Party still stands for. It stands for attacking,
wherever it can, the basic rights of workers and
of organised labour. This Government, as we
showed in 1990, swept away every bit of that
repressive Bjelke-Petersen legislation. 

Mr Borbidge interjected. 

Mr W. K. GOSS: That is the sort of
legislation that the Opposition supports, isn't
it? The Leader of the Opposition supports the
Joh industrial relations legislation, doesn't he?
Does he or does he not? Does he support the
Bjelke-Petersen industrial relations laws? Does
he?

Mr BORBIDGE: If I have your approval,
Mr Speaker, I am happy to answer the
question that the Premier has directed to me
without notice. Is that a question? Mr Speaker,
do I have your approval to reply to the
question without notice from the Premier, or
must I resume my seat?

 Mr SPEAKER: Order! I am on my feet.
The honourable member will resume his seat.

Mr BORBIDGE: I am sorry I can't
answer.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The honourable
member will resume his seat.

Mr W. K. GOSS: The question was,
"Does the honourable member support
Bjelke-Petersen's industrial relations laws?",
and he said, "I can't answer." What a coward!
What a papier-mache Bjelke-Petersen!

Mr FITZGERALD: I rise to a point of
order. That is disrespectful to the Chair. Mr
Speaker, that is disrespectful to your position
as Speaker. He is throwing off at your position,
Mr Speaker. You cannot cop that, or it will be
Rafferty's rules and we will debate it all day.

 Mr SPEAKER: Order! Mr FitzGerald, I
value your concern, I really do. 

Mr BORBIDGE: I rise to a point of
order. Mr Speaker, with your permission, I am
prepared to answer the question without
notice posed by the Premier.
 Mr SPEAKER: Order! The honourable
member cannot have my permission. He is not
allowed to do that.

Mr W. K. GOSS: He is a papier-mache
Bjelke-Petersen and a papier-mache National
Party Leader. What were the results of the
Bjelke-Petersen industrial relations regime that

the Leader of the Opposition supported when
he was in Government? The results were the
sacking of workers, the crushing of unions, the
arresting of—— 

Mr Horan  interjected. 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Toowoomba South under
Standing Order 123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: Finally, after the
former Government tried to crush workers and
unions, it set the police on workers and
students when they dared to protest.

Mr Veivers interjected. 
 Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Southport under Standing Order
123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: When the former
Government finished bashing and locking up
the workers, the unions and the students, who
was left? The Christians! The Christians came
out and sang in the street, so the former
Government locked them up, too. No wonder
the honourable member is a bit short on guts
this morning when it comes to saying, "Yes" or
"No". "Yes" or "No"—does the Leader of the
Opposition still support the Bjelke-Petersen
industrial relations regime and approach? I
gather that he will make a speech to a
business lunch today during which he will
outline his economic policy. Is that still on? He
should tell the business community whether
he still supports——

Mr Borbidge: Come along and we'll
have a debate.

Mr W. K. GOSS: I would love to, but I
am having dinner with the National and Liberal
Party Premiers in Adelaide to reach historic
agreement. They are winners. I am going off
to meet with National and Liberal Party leaders
who are winners. Does the Leader of the
Opposition remember that? Does he
remember winners? No, he has forgotten.

Mr Elliott interjected. 

Mr Lester  interjected. 

 Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
members for Cunningham and Keppel under
Standing Order 123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: I will try to
concentrate on the balance of my answer and
not be provoked or distracted any further. 

The Leader of the Opposition asked a
question about industrial relations. The results
of the former Government's policies were as
follows: under the Government of which Mr
Borbidge was a part, the average yearly rate
for strikes was 246.3—if the honourable
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member wants the exact figure—compared
with 109.62 working days lost per thousand
employees under this Government. 

Under this Government, the average
yearly strike rate to October 1994 was 109.
Under the former Government, it was 246. The
previous National Party State Government
experienced a yearly average strike rate of
246 working days lost per thousand
employees to December 1989 when we turfed
it out. Since December 1989, the strike rate
has not exceeded 153, with Queensland
experiencing its lowest strike rate in nine years
in September 1992 with a rate of 55. That is
our record. It leaves the record of the former
Government for dead.

Senate Whistleblowers Inquiry

Mr BORBIDGE: Written and authorised
by Bill Ludwig. 

In directing a question to the Premier, I
refer to the Cabinet submission tabled by the
member for Clayfield on Tuesday detailing
how the Government will seek to subvert the
inquiry of the all-party Senate committee into
unresolved whistleblower cases in
Queensland, and I ask: how is that disgraceful
document consistent with his fraudulent claims
to open and accountable government?

Mr W. K. GOSS: The inquiry to which
the member refers is a Liberal Party stunt
cooked up by Senator Parer.

Mr Littleproud interjected. 

 Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Western Downs under Standing
Order 123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: Members of the
Liberal Party are doing nothing more than
seeking to abuse the processes of the Senate
for political purposes in the lead-up to a State
election to try to compensate for the
incompetence of the Liberal Party in the
Queensland Parliament. In other words,
because members of the Liberal Party in this
place are unable to carry the argument, the
Federal Liberal Party has had to resort to a
misuse of the Senate committee system to
inquire into so-called whistleblowers, who are
not whistleblowers at all but simply muck-
rakers who cannot accept the results.

Mr Borbidge: Why cover up? 

Mr W. K. GOSS: There is nothing
covered up and there is nothing to cover up.
On behalf of the Government, the Attorney
has made a detailed statement in this place
with all the legal advice attached. All of that
information has been sent off to the inquiry.

Mr Borbidge: What are you hiding?

Mr W. K.  GOSS:  Nothing at all. 

Mr Borbidge: Why won't you front up?

Mr W. K. GOSS: The Government
simply will not dignify a Liberal Party stunt.
That stunt has been confirmed by the
comments of another one of those
high-profile, highly active, highly effective
Liberal Party senators from Queensland,
Senator Herron—a household name in
Logan—who claimed on radio this week that
the committee would summons or subpoena
State officers. I understand that the all-party
committee does not take that view. It does not
propose to take that course of action, and nor
should it. In other words, the committee
should not give in to those quite shabby
tactics. 

In relation to the inquiry—there is nothing
more to tell. There is nothing more to
investigate. Honourable members should
understand that the lot of some people in this
life—such as Mr Harris and his mate, Mr
Lindeberg—is never to be happy. They will
never be happy, so we are moving on.

Mr Santoro: They are unhappy with
your cover-up. You know that. That's what
they are unhappy about.

Mr W. K. GOSS: There is no cover-up.
Those matters have been investigated at
great cost to Queensland taxpayers.

 Mr Borbidge: Why are you running
away from it?

Mr W. K. GOSS: We are not running
away from it. We have met it head on and, if
they want to come again, we will meet them
head on again.

 Cabinet Reshuffle

Mr LIVINGSTONE: I refer the Premier
to this week's Cabinet reshuffle, and I ask: can
he assure the House that that reshuffle will not
lead to any fundamental change of direction
by the Government?

Mr W. K. GOSS: It is very
important——

Mr FitzGerald  interjected. 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Lockyer under Standing Order
123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: It is very important for
any Government, any political party, indeed,
any alternative Government, to have a clear
sense of direction. In short, the direction that
the Government has pursued is a policy of
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setting foundations of the tightest and most
responsible economic and budgetary discipline
in the country, something which is now
confirmed by every independent commentator
and shown by the balanced nature of our
Budget and our superior debt position. In
addition to that, our superior position on State
taxes and charges is also well recognised.
Those are the foundations. Beyond that, the
Government seeks to deliver the dividend of
financial responsibility to increase services in
areas such as education, health and police. In
recent years, we have seen big increases in
spending.

It is important to give assurances in
relation to basic direction because everybody
should have that fundamental sense of
direction and should be prepared to lay it out.
That is why I was curious. I was pleased to
note that, in September last year, the leader
of the alternative Government, Mr Borbidge,
promised that within two months he would be
issuing a statement of direction for the
coalition. He said that the document to be
released within two months would be a broad
statement of intention. He stated that it would
certainly be an indication to the people of
Queensland about the direction that the
coalition would be taking in 1995. Where is
that statement of direction? There is none,
because they have no direction. 

In terms of the basics, when it comes to
economic and budgetary policy, we have
heard three different positions so far this year.
The Leader of the Opposition stated that this
is the biggest spending Government in
Australia; it spends too much. That was quickly
followed by a series of statements from
himself and other shadow Ministers to the
effect that we should spend more in various
areas. When questioned on ABC radio in
relation to his Budget framework, he said that
he told his Ministers to stick to the existing
Budget framework. It is not worth much to get
an endorsement from him on anything, but at
least we got an endorsement in terms of our
Budget framework. 

I conclude by saying that, in terms of
direction, we will keep forging ahead and keep
Queensland as the No. 1 State. That is in
quite stark contrast to the only direction that
the Leader of the Opposition has, which, as
we saw yesterday, is reverse; that is only gear
he has. After promising the people in the
press gallery a hot document, a hot question
and a press conference out of question time
on the Indy, what did he do? He sent all the
lemmings over the division cliff so he could put
off his question and avoid the press

conference because he realised that he had
grossly stuffed it up and that he had grossly
maligned prominent businessmen——

Mr BORBIDGE: I rise to a point of
order. The Premier is hallucinating—— 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of
the Opposition will resume his seat. I warn him
under Standing Order 124. Next time, when
the member rises, he should take a point of
order, and do it properly.

Mr BORBIDGE:  I did.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The honourable
member did not. He should now rise and do it
properly.

Mr BORBIDGE: The point of
order—and I will repeat it—although I am sure
that if you want to read the Hansard it will be
very similar to what I just said, that is, that the
Premier is hallucinating. What he said is totally
untrue. It is offensive. I ask that it be
withdrawn. 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Premier
to withdraw.

Mr W. K.  GOSS:  Withdraw what?

Mr SPEAKER: Order! What is untrue
and offensive? What does the Leader of the
Opposition wish to be withdrawn?

Mr BORBIDGE: The final part of the
Premier's answer about lemmings over the cliff
and my seeking to delay question time. They
are absolute and total lies, l-i-e-s. 
 Mr SPEAKER: Order! I ask the
honourable member to withdraw that word, it is
unparliamentary.

Mr BORBIDGE:  Untruths, u-n-t-r-u-t-h-s.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Premier
to withdraw.

Mr W. K. GOSS: I rise to a point of
order. Mr Speaker, if you rule that I should
withdraw some words that I said, I will do so
unequivocally. Please tell me the words that I
am to withdraw.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! What are the
words?

Mr BORBIDGE: I referred to the final
part of the Premier's answer when I said that I
had promised a press conference yesterday
afternoon, that I had delayed question time,
and so on. The Premier knows what he said;
he should be big enough to admit it.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Premier
to withdraw.

Mr W. K. GOSS: I withdraw. I accept
unequivocally the Opposition Leader's
assurance that yesterday he did not give an
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indication to some members of the press
gallery that he had an important document
and an important question.

Mr BORBIDGE: I rise to a point of
order. Mr Speaker, we are required by you to
make an unequivocal withdrawal. I insist on
the same treatment.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Premier
to please withdraw.

Mr W. K. GOSS: I have given an
unequivocal withdrawal.

Mr BORBIDGE:  Mr Speaker——
Mr SPEAKER: Order! The honourable

member will resume his seat. I call the
member for Ipswich West.

 Coalition Election Promises
Mr LIVINGSTONE: In directing a

question to the Treasurer, I refer to his answer
in this House yesterday in which he revealed
the financial impact of a coalition promise to
abolish the Sunshine Motorway toll. I now ask:
is the Treasurer aware of any other promises
by the National and Liberal Parties and, if so,
can he inform the House of their financial
impact?

Mr De LACY: What separates
Queensland from the other States of Australia
is the strength of our financial position—our
financial management. The Premier just
referred to that. It is something that is
recognised by the business community in
Queensland, by the general community in
Queensland, by people around Australia and,
indeed, around the world. The strength of that
financial position as reflected in our underlying
surpluses, our debt position and our low-tax
regime is that that attracts business to this
State and is primarily responsible for our
superior economic growth and for the fact that
we are able to meet our social commitments.
It is something that we cherish very much and,
in the lead-up to the election, it is something
that the public ought to keep its eye on. 

In that respect, I intend to keep members
opposite honest. Every time they make a
promise to the community, we will record that
promise, we will cost it and then we will ask
them how they are going fund it.

Mr Borbidge: Using Treasury.
Mr De LACY: Yes, using Treasury.

There is no way we are going to let political
people do it when Opposition members have
made a promise.

Mr Santoro  interjected. 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Clayfield under Standing Order
123A. 

Mr De LACY: Every time they make a
promise, I will send it into Treasury and say,
"Cost that promise." That is a promise for
which I make no apologies. So far—and the
election campaign has hardly started—I have
a list of about six pages of promises made by
members of the Opposition. I have included
only the sort of hard promises; I have not yet
received clarification from the shadow Minister
for Transport about the issue I raised
yesterday of whether or not he has resolved
that issue with the Gold Coast Bulletin. Has
the honourable member considered the status
of who backgrounded the Gold Coast Bulletin
about piggybacking the south coast freeway? I
think they need to sort out what is a promise
and what is not a promise, so I have left those
out. 

There is a whole range of promises. I will
not go through all of them. Mr Horan was
going to provide a decompression chamber in
Brisbane. Mr Quinn was going to produce
measures to deal with unruly students. I have
the costs listed in this document, which I am
going to table. Mr Slack was going to
introduce inspectors to police the logging and
milling industry. Mr Borbidge was going to
retain the Cairns to Forsayth freight and
passenger service. Mr Perrett promised the
reintroduction of the forward drought freight
subsidy, and so it goes on. 

Of course, Mrs Sheldon promised to scrap
the Sunshine Motorway toll and so forth. So
far, the total capital cost of those promises is
$299m and total recurrent costs are $396m. I
have not yet included in those figures the
piggybacking of the south coast freeway.
There are plenty of others.

Mr Borbidge: You told us your Budget's
going to be a billion dollars more than last
year.

Mr De LACY: The big question is: how
are they going to pay for them. I can tell the
Leader of the Opposition that everything that
we deliver in the Budget will be funded. Not
only will it be funded, we will also have our
projections of underlying surpluses and we will
have the net debt position. 

In an effort to pretend that he is financially
responsible, Mr Borbidge said on 11 October
last year that he told all Ministers and shadow
Ministers—I do not know what "all Ministers"
means; is he telling us——

Mr Laming:  Looking ahead.
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Mr De LACY: We will be the only
Ministers around for a long time. He told all
Ministers that they will have to operate within
the framework of the existing Budget. I
presume that that is our Budget, and we thank
him for commending us. But how are they
going to fund the promises? There are a few
ways. They could be idle promises and they
do not mean them; they are going to increase
taxes; or they are going to increase debt. I
presume that increasing debt is okay, because
the shadow Treasurer said, "We'll put it on the
overdraft". So running an overdraft is
okay—"bankcard" Joan. Another option is to
cut other expenditure, but they have an
obligation to the people of Queensland to tell
them where they are going to cut expenditure
if they are going to keep all of those other
promises. As they make the promises, I am
going to write them down and then let the
people of Queensland know how much they
cost.

Senate Whistleblowers Inquiry

 Mrs SHELDON: I ask the Premier: will
he assure the House and all members of the
Queensland public service that no action will
be taken by or on behalf of his Government
against any members of the Queensland
public service who fulfil their lawful obligations
by responding to an invitation or summons to
appear and give evidence before the Senate
select committee into unresolved whistleblower
cases?

Mr W. K. GOSS: We have made a
clear statement of our position in relation to
the extent to which this Government will
cooperate with the inquiry, the way in which we
regard it and what we see to be the proper
responsibilities of State public servants. I have
nothing to add to that.

Senate Whistleblowers Inquiry

Mrs SHELDON: The Premier will stop
them. I refer the Premier to the advice of his
Solicitor-General, which is quoted in his leaked
Cabinet submission and backed up by
separate advice given to the CJC. The advice
from Mr Keane makes it plain that any State
Government challenge to the power of the
Senate whistleblowers inquiry, particularly its
power to summons State officials, would be
ultimately unsuccessful. I ask: will the Premier
now rule out any possibility that the State
Government will attempt to continue its
long-running cover-up and waste taxpayers'
funds by proceeding with such a futile High
Court challenge?

Mr W. K. GOSS: No, I will not. The
position in relation to the legal advice is that
there are a number of legal opinions. The
member should ask one of the senators of her
party to provide her with a copy of the
Senate's legal advice. There is an arguable
case, and our Solicitor-General is prepared to
take the matter on appeal to the High Court
and will do as he is instructed.

Mrs Sheldon  interjected. 
Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the

member under Standing Order 123A.

Mrs Sheldon  interjected.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I have warned
the Deputy Leader of the Coalition under
Standing Order 123A and I ask her to leave
the Chamber.

Whereupon the honourable member for
Caloundra withdrew from the Chamber. 

National Party and Queensland
Greens

 Mr BUDD: I ask the Premier: has he
seen reports of an alleged close relationship
between the National Party and the leadership
of the Queensland Greens? Does the Premier
believe this reflects badly on the Government's
environmental record?

Mr W. K. GOSS: Yes, I have noticed
the curious dance between the leader of the
Greens and the member for Burnett. I saw
their picture in the paper the other day. In
common with most members, I looked at the
photograph of Mr Slack and Mr Hutton and I
thought, "There is something missing here;
there is a missing link." Then I read the article
and I found it. 

Let me remind members of the record of
the National Party, and this is how this issue
will be decided. Although Mr Hutton may have
sold Mr Slack a pup and he, in turn, sold it to
the shadow Cabinet—I think the line is that the
Greens are going to deliver six seats—the
Opposition has not worked out that Mr Hutton
does not actually decide or deliver the
preferences. He has sold the Opposition a
pup. 

The important thing to remember for
those people who are concerned about the
environment, those who are members of the
broad coalition of people who become
involved in the environmental movement in
one way or another, and some of those
organisations that are involved in the
Queensland Greens, which is how it is
described, is the record of the Opposition. The
Opposition's record is clear and Mr Borbidge's
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record, as the Government will remind the
electorate, is clear. Let us look at the
highlights of Mr Borbidge's period in
Government and the things that give him his
badge of environmental credentials: the sell
off of Lindeman Island to Ted Lyons—"Top
Level Ted"—a good friend——

Mr Slack  interjected. 
Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the

member for Burnett under Standing Order
123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS: Ted Lyons is a good
friend of the Opposition Leader's regular
telephone pal, Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen. I
presume that he is going to try to duck an
association with Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen's
environmental record, the same way he ducks
any association with his industrial relations
record.

Mr Slack  interjected. 
Mr SPEAKER: Order! The member for

Burnett is warned under Standing Order 123A.
That is his final warning.

Mr W. K. GOSS: But the highlights of
Sir Joh——

Mr Slack  interjected.
Mr SPEAKER:  Order! I ask the member

for Burnett to leave the Chamber. I have
warned him under Standing Order 123A.

Mr BORBIDGE: I rise to a point of
order.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! There is no point
of order. I ask the member to leave the
Chamber.

Whereupon the honourable member for
Burnett withdrew from the Chamber. 

Mr BORBIDGE  I rise to a point of order.
Mr SPEAKER: What is the member's

point of order?
Mr BORBIDGE: Mr Speaker, my point

of order is simply this: when the Premier is
carrying on in this paranoid fashion abusing
members, you cannot expect us to be silent.
We will not be silent.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of
the Opposition will resume his seat. I say to
the Leader of the Opposition: I have great
difficulty in hearing what is going on in the
House and I am entitled as Speaker to get
some semblance of order. Members ask
questions and Ministers answer them. That is
the process. Previously, we had Mrs Sheldon
asking a question and then talking right
through the answer. I am not going to put up
with that.

Mr W. K. GOSS: The highlights of the
Opposition's period in Government were the

sell-off of Lindeman Island to Ted Lyons; the
blowing up of the Mount Etna caves for
limestone mining; the subdivision of the
Daintree for residential purposes, of which Mr
Quaid was a major beneficiary; the sell-off of
Cape York to overseas speculators, for
example, the Rand Corporation; and
opposition to World Heritage listing. The
Opposition, when it was in Government, was
so committed to World Heritage listing that it
was prepared to fly to Brazil, Paris—any Hilton
hotel in the world—to oppose it. Highlights also
include the midnight demolition of the
Bellevue and the loss of the Brisbane
landmark, Cloudland; thwarting the legitimate
aspirations of people such as John Koowarta;
presiding over the lowest percentage area of
national parks of any Australian State; failing
to introduce any form of heritage legislation;
allowing the logging of Fraser Island; aiding
and abetting the pushing through of the road
through the Daintree rainforest against strong
criticism, and so on. That is the record of Sir
Joh and Sir Joh junior, and this Government is
going to make sure that people understand
that all the way through the run-up to the
election. 

In contrast—and this is where this
argument will be won—I will refer to the record
of this Government. I will not read it all out,
because Opposition members are getting a bit
testy. That record includes banning logging on
Fraser Island; World Heritage listing of Fraser
Island; adding 1,300 hectares of Crown and
council land together with Emu swamp to the
national park estate on the Sunshine Coast;
establishing the Wet Tropics Authority;
establishing the Daintree rescue package with
the Commonwealth Government; enacting the
Nature Conservation Act; increasing the area
of national park estate in Queensland by
nearly 2.5 million hectares—and the
Government is not finished yet—acquiring the
Starcke holdings from the people the
Opposition flogged it to; acquiring Silver Plains
from the people the Opposition flogged it to;
supporting World Heritage listing for the
Riversleigh fossil fields; establishing the Youth
Conservation Corps; the SEQ 2001 exercise
and the ROSS scheme; the koala coast
protection plan; the first clean waters plan; the
alternative energy advice group; and the list
goes on and on. 

When it comes to putting their No. 2
preference, people who care about the
environment will compare the record of Sir Joh
and Sir Joh junior with the Government's
record. If the member for Burnett thinks his
mate is going to deliver it, he is in for a sad
surprise.
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Workers' Compensation
Mr BUDD: I ask the Minister for

Employment, Training and Industrial Relations:
is he aware of an article in today's Courier-Mail
which is critical of the operation of
Queensland's workers' compensation system?
Can the Minister outline to the House how
Queensland's system compares with the
systems in other States?

Mr FOLEY: I am aware of that article,
and I should indicate to the House that
Queensland's system of workers'
compensation compares very favourably
indeed with those in the other States. At the
outset, I note that Queensland's average
premiums are the lowest of any State in
Australia. Secondly, our system is fully funded.
Thirdly, the workers in Queensland retain full
access to the common law. The
Commonwealth's concern in this regard is
touching. Perhaps it would be more touching
had it not largely abolished access to common
law for its own employees in Comcare some
years ago.

This proposal that is still being floated by
the Commonwealth to have a national
scheme, which would impact adversely upon
the Queensland scheme, is but the third wave.
Firstly, there was a proposal some time ago
that Comcare extend its coverage to all those
employers who could be said to be in
competition with the previously nationalised
companies, such as Australian Airlines, as it
then was. That proposal seems to have
disappeared from sight to be replaced by the
Industry Commission proposals, which in turn
disappeared from sight. Now we are into the
third wave.

In the area of workers' compensation,
Queensland has very strong support both from
employers and employees. I table a press
release of the Queensland Chamber of
Commerce and Industry dated 4 October
1994 headed "Beware of a National Compo
System", indicating that that chamber is a
strong supporter of the Queensland workers'
compensation scheme. I table also a media
release dated 25 May 1993 from the then
Trades and Labor Council of Queensland—
now the ACTU Queensland Branch—in which
that body supported the Queensland
compensation scheme and said that—

". . . the Government was to be
applauded for its actions in being able to
maintain Queensland's compo scheme as
one of Australia's cheapest, and for
ensuring that at the same time workers
can be properly compensated for injuries
sustained in the course of their
employment."

It is very important that the scheme
continually improve itself and, for that reason,
legislation was introduced into this House as
recently as last year to increase the death
benefits, for example, from $96,550 to
$120,000. Reforms have been made—with
the full support of industry and the trade union
movement—to the merit bonus and penalty
scheme.

Mr FitzGerald: This is a ministerial; not
an answer.

Mr FOLEY: If the honourable member
for Lockyer does not want to stand up for
Queensland and for the Queensland workers'
compensation scheme, perhaps he should
make that plain to the House. This a very
important matter, and the House and the
people of Queensland are entitled to know the
response of the Queensland Government on
this very important issue. Opposition members
may not care about the fact that it is the
lowest premium——

Mr SANTORO: I rise to a point of order.
The Minister is misrepresenting the
Opposition. The Opposition has gone on
record many times supporting the Minister,
and we are against the implementation of a
national workers' compensation scheme.

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The member will
resume his seat. There is no point of order.

Mr FOLEY: I welcome the support of
the member for Clayfield, and I hope that he is
able to spread at least that part of his
influence to other members of the Opposition.

Mr SPEAKER:  Order! I suggest that the
Minister is starting to debate the question. I
ask him to conclude.

Mr FOLEY: Very well. I will bring my
answer to a conclusion. In short, the
comparison with the situation interstate
indicates a very positive position for
Queensland with respect to workplace
rehabilitation and enhanced compliance
through cracking down on fraud. I urge all
employers and unions to support the
Queensland system and to look very
sceptically at the proposal for a
Commonwealth takeover in this area.

 Brisbane Cricket Ground
Mr LINGARD: I direct a question to the

Minister for Administrative Services. The
International Facilities Corporation is involved
with the Cairns Convention Centre and it has
also been commissioned to plan the Brisbane
Cricket Ground redevelopment. I ask: does the
Minister agree that he is facing a massive
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blow-out in costs at the Brisbane Cricket
Ground and that this is the reason for the
delay in announcing the successful tenderer
for the present developments?

Mr MILLINER: As to the Brisbane
Cricket Ground—Administrative Services will
play a minor role in that development.
However, because it is a very complex issue,
tenders were called for that project and, at the
moment, those tenders are being evaluated.

Justices of the Peace

Ms POWER: I refer the Attorney-
General to his recent announcement that
certificates of long service would be made
available to JPs who have served 25 or 50
years and who have upgraded to a JP
(Qualified). I note that many long-serving JPs
have elected not to upgrade, and I ask: will
the Attorney-General undertake to find ways to
recognise the long service of these JPs, too?

Mr WELLS: When the original
departmental advice came through with
respect to this matter, it had regard to
resource implications. However, honourable
members of this House have made
representations to me indicating that these
awards will be highly coveted. In these
circumstances, I have instructed my
department to look at the matter again.

We have to remember that justices of the
peace are volunteer workers in the legal
system. They are protectors of the liberties of
the people of this State. It would be
impossible to buy the services that these
altruistic people provide in their own time.
Therefore, I have asked my department to
re-examine the matter, and I have instructed it
to make these certificates for long service
available to all justices of the peace, whether
they transfer to justice of the peace (qualified)
or not.

There will be two certificates. There will be
a gold certificate for those justices of the
peace (qualified) or justices of the peace
under the old system who have served 50
years, and a silver certificate for justices of the
peace, either old system or qualified, who
have served 25 years. However, I point out to
the House that these awards will not be
automatic; they will be made available only on
the nomination of honourable members of this
House.

Crown Reserves

Ms POWER: I direct a question to the
Minister for Lands. A recent newspaper article

has suggested that under a new policy some
community clubs, such as surf-lifesaving clubs,
face eviction from Crown reserves if they begin
to turn a profit from their operations. I ask: if
this is true, would the Minister please inform
the House as to what types of clubs may be
affected by this policy?

Mr SMITH: I thank the honourable
member for the question. A significant number
of sporting clubs and other organisations
operate from premises built on Crown reserves
and, for that matter, other trust land. The Land
Act makes provision for the leasing of Crown
reserves for purposes consistent with the
purpose of the reservation. Clearly, the intent
of this provision is to provide land at a
reasonable rental to community and sporting
bodies that benefit the local community.

My department had a previous policy that
aimed to prevent the leasing of Crown
reserves for commercial purposes. This
Government recognises the role that clubs
play in the community and does not
discourage these activities on Crown reserves.
However, with the introduction of gaming and
liquor licences in an increasing number of
these clubs, demands are being made for
additional land from the available areas of
Crown reserves, and my department is
concerned that, unless the allocation of
additional land is properly planned and
managed, the community use of the reserve
will be limited severely.

I have recently approved a new policy on
the complex matter of the secondary use of
trust land. This policy has been endorsed by
the executive of the Local Government
Association of Queensland, and aims to
manage the use of the trust land in a planned
way. And I will table the document that
evidences that support. I might say also that,
contrary to recent press articles, the policy will
not cause any relocation of clubs. I table also
a copy of a letter from the Southport Surf Life
Saving Club disassociating itself from the
article that appeared in the paper and
welcoming the support of the Government.

There is a further aspect to this issue.
There has been much debate about what
should be happening with reserves. Once
again—as is often the case—the Gold Coast is
in the news. The one-acre park and
recreational reserve which was referred to
recently in the press, namely, Reserve 1035 in
Hinde Street, Ashmore, is located in a Light
Industrial area off the Southport-Nerang road.
The local divisional councillor, Mr Keith
Thompson, has been instrumental in having
the Gold Coast City Council construct 16 car
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parks on the reserve at a reported cost to Gold
Coast ratepayers of $39,000. Although I
understand the council's desire to provide
recreational facilities on the reserve for those
working in the area, I find it difficult to believe
that the council is seeking to attract the
motoring public and tourists to a one-acre
reserve on the Southport-Nerang Road in
Ashmore. It is more believable to assume that
the car parking facilities provided by Councillor
Thompson are for the benefit of adjoining
land-holders. On one side of the facilities is a
business named National Photographics,
which I understand is owned by a former
deputy clerk of the council, and on the other
side is a vacant block zoned Light Industrial,
which I understand is owned by a former
mayor. A recent Department of Lands
inspection of the reserve during normal
working hours confirmed that the car parking
facilities are being used solely for additional
car parking for the adjoining commercial
operations.

Alderman Keith Thompson is the very
Gold Coast City councillor who, in January
1994, accused my department of being a
greedy, money-hungry monster because it
refused to hand over to him public land at no
cost. My department is awaiting advice from
the council on the car parking matter before
taking further action. In the meantime, I
understand that the circumstances
surrounding the matter have been referred to
the CJC by a local resident.

Senate Whistleblowers Inquiry

Mr SANTORO: I ask the Premier: how
does he reconcile his advocacy of Ministers
and public servants committing contempt of
the Senate with his role and responsibilities as
an officer of the Supreme Court of
Queensland and the High Court of Australia? 

Mr W. K. GOSS: There is no contempt
whatsoever of the Senate inquiry. The Senate
has decided to conduct the inquiry. It was
instigated for domestic political purposes by
Senator Parer. Now that the committee is
here, the Liberal Party is trying to deliberately
mislead people who are following this debate
by suggesting that the State Government is
somehow frustrating or preventing people——

Mr Santoro  interjected. 

Mr SPEAKER: Order! I warn the
member for Clayfield for the last time under
Standing Order 123A.

Mr W. K. GOSS:—from responding to
a summons or a subpoena issued by the
inquiry. As I said the other day, Senator

Herron was on the radio threatening, in effect,
to summons or subpoena people to appear
before the inquiry. The Liberal Party is
misleading people who are following this
debate, and it is misrepresenting the Senate
committee proceeding. My advice is that the
Senate committee has decided to respect the
convention—even if the Liberal Party does
not—that Senate committees do not
summons State officers, and the committee
will not be doing so. Therefore, the issue does
not arise. 

The issue will arise in relation to invitations
that have been issued to officers of the CJC
and at least two public servants who have
made submissions and claim to be
whistleblowers. Of course, those people are
entitled to attend the inquiry. The Government
would not put anything in their way, because
we have nothing to fear; we have nothing to
cover up. We have made a full statement, and
that, together with the attached
documentation, has been forwarded to the
Senate committee.

Senate Whistleblowers Inquiry
Mr SANTORO: I ask the

Attorney-General: as the top law officer in the
State, how can he ignore the Solicitor-
General's advice, and how can he allow
Cabinet to endorse the illegal position put
forward by the Premier in his Cabinet
submission which I tabled in Parliament on
Tuesday?

Mr WELLS: The advice of the
Solicitor-General was hypothetical advice
about a constitutional question. The question
the Cabinet had to decide was a question of
policy. The question of policy was: "Are we
going to allow a Senate committee"—which
has been constituted for a trumped-up political
purpose by the honourable member for
Clayfield's political party—"to push around and
compel Queensland public servants?" We
decided that we are not going to do that. That
was a decision of policy. We are drawing a line
in the sand. We are saying, "You are not
going to push our people around." The
honourable member for Clayfield simply does
not understand the sort of advice that the
Solicitor-General was giving. 

This is a political inquiry; it is a political
stunt. The Government agrees with the editor
of the Courier-Mail—— 

Mr De Lacy: You'd expect support from
the Opposition on that issue, wouldn't you?

Mr WELLS: One would expect such
support. The editor of the Courier-Mail said
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that it is a political stunt, and it obviously is a
political stunt which wastes time and money.

Mr Borbidge: It must be right; it's in the
Courier-Mail.

Mr WELLS: I am sorry; I missed the
interjection by the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr De Lacy: He said it must be right if
it's in the Courier.

Mr WELLS:  I am glad that we got that
interjection on the public record. The
honourable member who just interjected—
"Joh Junior", as he was referred to by the
Premier a few moments ago—is not really
living up to the standards set by his mentor.
What would Sir Joh have said if the Senate
had come into this State when he was Premier
and started purporting to conduct an inquiry
into the activities of State organisations and
the surveillance role that State organisations
played according to law?

Mr Borbidge: If you've got nothing to
hide, what's the problem?

Mr WELLS: Of course there is nothing
to hide! We put our legal advice down on the
table—all the most contentious legal advice, in
which we opened everything up—and we sent
it off to the Senate. We put it on the table
here so that everyone in this State could read
it if they wanted to. The Leader of the
Opposition is trying to portray that as a
cover-up. Nothing could be more absurd. 

What would Sir Joh say about "Joh
Junior" over there? He would be absolutely
distraught to see his protege performing so
badly. Mr Speaker, I know that you want me to
finish my answer, but I would just like to echo
your words to the honourable member
opposite yesterday: he should resume his
"feet" and, if he is looking for where they are,
they are in his mouth!

Police Numbers, Maryborough

Mr DOLLIN: I refer the Minister for
Police and the Minister for Corrective Services
to statements by the Opposition police
spokesman, which have been repeated by the
National Party candidate for Maryborough,
that another 65 police are needed in the
Maryborough police district. I ask: can the
Minister advise on what basis such a claim is
made?

Mr BRADDY: Despite the attempted
muddying of the waters by the Opposition
spokesman, one of the points that is
abundantly clear to the people of Queensland

is that significantly more police are now
available. Under the enterprise bargaining
agreement that we have just entered into with
the Police Union, not only are more police
available but they will soon be available on
weekends and at night-time. 

Mr Cooper:  When?

Mr BRADDY: The member should just
wait for it. That agreement has been
promulgated throughout the State. Training
teams are now operating, and the rosters for
the new system will shortly be available to be
published. 

As to Maryborough—there are a few
interesting statistics that the honourable
shadow Minister glosses over. Under this
Government, funded police positions in the
Maryborough police district have increased by
almost 27 per cent—from 71 under the
National Party—while the population in that
police district has grown by only 17 per cent.
So police numbers have increased by 27 per
cent but the population has increased by only
17 per cent. If Mr Cooper wants to continue to
be simplistic and say that we should have
exactly the same police numbers——

Mr SPEAKER: Order! The time allotted
for questions with or without notice has now
expired.

APPOINTMENTS

Government Whip and Government
Deputy Whip

Hon. P. J. BRADDY (Rockhampton—
Minister for Police and Minister for Corrective
Services) (11.10 a.m.): I have to inform the
House that as of 22 February 1995, the
member for Ipswich West, Mr Livingstone, has
been appointed Government Whip and that
the member for Redlands, Mr Budd, has been
appointed Government Deputy Whip. 

CASINO CONTROL AMENDMENT BILL

Hon. K. E. De LACY (Cairns—
Treasurer) (11.10 a.m.), by leave, without
notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act to amend the Casino
Control Act 1982."

Motion agreed to.

First Reading

Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and
Bill, on motion of Mr De Lacy, read a first time.
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Second Reading
Hon. K. E. De LACY (Cairns—

Treasurer) (11.11 a.m.): I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."

The Casino Control Act is the cornerstone
of a legislative package regulating the
operation of Queensland casinos. The Act has
been largely unchanged since its
commencement in 1982, and has withstood
the test of time. However, a review of the Act
in the light of experience and changing times
has resulted in various amendments to this
Act being proposed to enhance the
operational arrangements of Queensland
casinos; update some sections of the Act; and
incorporate measures to streamline the
administrative effectiveness of the regulatory
body.

Additionally, I recently announced the
amalgamation of the three existing Treasury
gaming regulatory agencies into the
Queensland Office of Gaming Regulation. The
amalgamation of the Machine Gaming
Division, the Art Unions Division and the
Casino Control Division into this new office will
create a one-stop-shop on all gaming
regulatory matters, and will achieve savings to
the Government through economies of scale.
Amendments contained within this Bill will
facilitate this amalgamation.

Essentially, this Bill makes a series of
machinery amendments to the operation of
the existing legislation, some of which have
been developed by agreement with the
various casino operators, and others which
relate solely to the internal operations of the
department. In the 10 years since the
introduction of casinos into Queensland, there
have been significant advances in gaming
technology, such as card shuffling machines,
and improvements to closed circuit television
equipment. These advances have
necessitated amendments to align the
operation of the Act with such technology. In
addition, references to outdated legislation
have been removed, and penalties expressed
in penalty units, in line with current practice.

Currently, the Act provides that a casino
operator shall not distribute alcohol to a
person within a gaming area at a casino. This
restriction was incorporated into the Act as a
precautionary measure in 1982, as a response
to concerns that operators would seek to ply
players with alcohol to loosen their judgment,
although it does not stop patrons from buying
their own drinks and consuming them
elsewhere, or indeed, at a table. As the

industry has grown and developed, other
jurisdictions have not imposed this restriction
on their operators, and the situation has
therefore developed where Queensland
operators are now placed at a disadvantage in
the industry. Rather than remove this
requirement completely, this Bill will allow the
serving of alcohol within gaming areas, subject
to such conditions imposed by the chief
executive. This would then allow the restriction
to be gradually relaxed, and monitored over a
period of time.

The Bill incorporates various minor
amendments which relate to the repair of
gaming machines, the destruction of gaming
chips, advice to patrons in relation to rules of
games, and the approval of casino bank
accounts. It also provides for the chief
executive to replace the Minister when
approving certain minor operational and
administrative matters, such as casino hours
of operation and internal administrative
procedures. 

This year will see some exciting
developments in the area of casino gaming in
Queensland. Obviously, the imminent opening
of Brisbane's new casino in the magnificently
restored Treasury building will be a major
highlight, followed by the opening of a casino
in Cairns later in the year. These
developments have had, and will continue to
have, significant impact on Queensland in a
number of areas. The Brisbane casino alone
has created the equivalent of 1,000 man-
years employment in the pre-opening phase.
The Treasury and Land Administration
buildings have both been fully restored, and
will for the first time be available as truly public
buildings. The restorations have taken place
under the careful supervision of heritage
architects and the Government, who have
combined to ensure that the architectural
integrity of the buildings is preserved. 

The complex, which contains a 137-room
boutique hotel, will act as a catalyst for the
rejuvenation of the river end of the Queen
Street Mall. Although the complex in itself will
result in the creation of 1,800 jobs, the
additional flow-on effect to associated
industries will be significant. 

The benefits do not stop there, however.
As well as providing a further boost to
Queensland's tourism industry, the casino is
expected to contribute approximately $40m
per annum in casino tax to the State, and
$2m per annum of assistance to worthwhile
community groups in southern Queensland. It
has also provided the funding for the Brisbane
Convention & Exhibition Centre on the South
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Bank, with all of the economic and community
benefits that will flow from that. 

In addition, the Cairns casino will open in
late 1995 or early 1996. Its construction is well
under way, and it has begun to provide
economic benefits to the local area. Again, it
will enable the development of an international
convention centre, as well as providing for the
employment of 400 people directly, and
contributing around $10m per annum by way
of taxes for important Government services.

I am confident that Queensland's new
casinos will join the two existing casinos in
stimulating development, enhancing tourism,
providing revenue to assist in the development
of Government initiatives, and providing
tangible benefits to local communities. In order
to facilitate these goals, it is vital that the
Casino Control Act be continually monitored to
identify those sections which need to be
aligned with new gaming technology, where
improvements in operational arrangements
can be made, and to identify where procedural
change can enhance the effectiveness and
efficiency of gaming regulation. 

This Bill is a necessary result of monitoring
the Casino Control Act's operation over the
last few years, and has been developed in
consultation with casino operators. I commend
the Bill to the House.

Debate, on motion of Mr FitzGerald,
adjourned.

WATER RESOURCES AMENDMENT
BILL

Hon. E. D. CASEY (Mackay—Minister
for Primary Industries) (11.17 a.m.), by leave,
without notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act to amend the Water
Resources Act 1989 and for related
purposes."
Motion agreed to.

First Reading
Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and

Bill, on motion of Mr Casey, read a first time.

Second Reading
Hon. E. D. CASEY (Mackay—Minister

for Primary Industries) (11.18 a.m.): I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."

This Bill provides for the implementation
of a number of procedural changes relating to

water resource and infrastructure
management. It provides a clear
demonstration of this Government's
commitment to meeting the water needs of
industry and the community in this State.

The first matter dealt with in the Bill relates
to facilitating the implementation of the Sugar
Industry Infrastructure Package. The Bill aims
to provide for a range of matters to clear the
way for the water supply and drainage boards
specifically required to be formed in
accordance with the agreement with the
Commonwealth for this package. Under this
agreement, the Commonwealth is contributing
$19m to be spent by 30 June 1997. The State
Government is contributing a matching $19m
under the agreement, plus a further $34m
towards the cost of the Teemburra project.
Industry is contributing some $45m towards
the construction of works funded by the
package. One-third of Queensland's sugar
growers will directly benefit from this package.

An amendment provides for more flexible
arrangements for constituting areas and
boards while continuing to ensure full
community consultation occurs. The Bill also
provides for the amalgamation of boards and
areas where there is a need for improved
management and administrative efficiency.
The second area of change which this Bill
supports relates to more flexible arrangements
for designated flood plain areas.

Land-holders on the lower Balonne flood
plain in south-west Queensland have
requested improvements in the processes for
establishing designated areas to provide for
the licensing of works on the flood plain where
these cause no adverse impact on other land-
holders. The Government supports this move
and considers similar considerations would
apply on other flood plains. This Bill will provide
a smooth way for the licensing of acceptable
existing and acceptable proposed works.
Land-holders on the Balonne flood plain below
St George are seeking such arrangements
and support the initiatives being proposed by
the Government.

Thirdly, the Bill provides for extending the
means by which water entitlements are
allocated in this State. The Government has
previously decided in 1990 that, as a matter of
policy, land-holders should contribute, in part,
to the cost of establishing water infrastructure
because of the direct benefits it brings. This is
not to say that the Government will not
continue to be a major contributor to new
water resource development in the future.
However, land-holder contributions enable
State funds to go further, and the
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amendments in the Bill provide a rigorous
framework for commercial water sales to be
managed. This policy is consistent with the
policy for water reform agreed to by the
Council of Australian Governments in Hobart in
February 1994 and which the Queensland
Government supports.

The Bill provides for the setting aside of
bulk allocations for future sale after
construction of new works and the sale and
resale of water allocation entitlements by
auction, tender or ballot, in addition to the
present method of sale at a price fixed by the
Government. The Bill also includes a range of
other enabling matters and makes
improvements to administration of water
resources. For example, the Bill provides for
improvements to the processes for allocating
water by agreement and further provides for
charges to offset the cost of ensuring the
safety of large referable dams. Owners of
normal farm dams will not be affected by this
change.

This Bill before the House is a good
example of the Government's commitment to
legislative reform and shows that the
Government is responsive to the needs of
rural water users and primary industry.

Debate, on motion of Mr FitzGerald,
adjourned.

CORPORATIONS (QUEENSLAND)
AMENDMENT BILL

Hon. D. M. WELLS (Murrumba—
Minister for Justice and Attorney-General and
Minister for the Arts) (11.22 a.m.), by leave,
without notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act to amend the Corporations
(Queensland) Act 1990."
Motion agreed to.

First Reading
Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and

Bill, on motion of Mr Wells, read a first time.

Second Reading
Hon. D. M. WELLS (Murrumba—

Minister for Justice and Attorney-General and
Minister for the Arts) (11.23 a.m.): I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."

The Corporations (Queensland) Act 1990
is effectively an enabling Act which allows the
Commonwealth to exercise governmental

powers with respect to corporations. This Bill
amends the Corporations (Queensland) Act
1990 with the objective of conferring
jurisdiction on lower courts to hear civil matters
arising under the corporations law and to
provide for the transfer of those matters
between courts. The Bill also makes some
technical amendments. The Corporations
(Queensland) Act 1990 is an Act which applies
the Corporations Act 1989 and the Australian
Securities Commission Act 1989 in
Queensland. Other Acts in virtually the same
terms have been enacted in all other States
and the Northern Territory. The object of these
"application Acts" is to allow the
Commonwealth corporations law to operate
effectively as a national law.

The Ministerial Council for Corporations
was established by the heads of agreement of
June 1990 between the Commonwealth,
State and Northern Territory Ministers on
future corporate regulation in Australia. Its
principal function is the consideration of
legislative proposals relating to the National
Companies and Securities Scheme. In this
regard, recent court decisions prompted an
examination by the Ministerial Council for
Corporations as to whether the lower courts
have jurisdiction to hear civil matters under the
corporations law and to what extent, if any,
lower courts should have jurisdiction to hear
such matters. The court decisions potentially
affected the validity of civil matters arising
under the corporations law which had already
been heard by lower courts.

Concern has been expressed by the
business community and the legal profession
that legitimate civil actions will not be able to
be brought under the corporations law
because of the cost and delay involved in
bringing actions before the superior courts. For
very small claims, it will often be that the cost
of the filing fees alone would prevent the
commencement of civil proceedings in a
superior court. The Ministerial Council for
Corporations has agreed that lower courts
should have jurisdiction under the corporations
law, subject to the courts' monetary
jurisdictional limits with respect to civil matters
involving debt recovery, monetary
compensation or minor administrative
remedies.

The legislative framework for the National
Companies and Securities Scheme means
that effective jurisdiction can be conferred on
lower courts—such as Magistrates Courts and
District Courts—only if complementary
amendments are made by State and Northern
Territory Governments to the corporations Acts
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of their respective jurisdictions. Hence, the
primary purpose of the Bill.

It is anticipated that these amendments
will receive widespread support from the
business community and legal profession,
particularly since there will be a reduction in
the cost and delays associated with bringing
small civil actions under the corporations law.
The Bill will also make amendments
consequential upon the Commonwealth
Corporate Law Reform Act 1992 and the
Evidence Act 1995 and will clarify the powers
of the Commonwealth Director of Public
Prosecutions in relation to offences under the
former Cooperative Scheme for Companies
and Securities.

Finally, this Bill is committed to the
principle that justice should be available to the
community at an affordable cost and with the
prospect of a speedy resolution. I commend
the Bill to the House.

Debate, on motion of Mr Beanland,
adjourned.

TRANSPORT OPERATIONS (ROAD
USE MANAGEMENT) BILL

Hon. K. W. HAYWARD (Kallangur—
Minister for Transport and Minister Assisting
the Premier on Economic and Trade
Development) (11.28 a.m.), by leave, without
notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act about road use
management, and other purposes related
to transport."
Motion agreed to.

First Reading
Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and

Bill, on motion of Mr Hayward, read a first time.

Second Reading
Hon. K. W. HAYWARD (Kallangur—

Minister for Transport and Minister Assisting
the Premier on Economic and Trade
Development) (11.29 a.m.): I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."

The Transport Operations (Road Use
Management) Bill before the House
represents not only a major legislative change
in the management of road use but it also
represents a milestone for micro-economic
reform and consolidation and simplification of
legislation. Queensland is at the forefront of

reform in the management of road use in two
important areas:

implementing a performance-based
regulatory philosophy for the transport
industry which emphasises the results the
Government wants and provides flexibility
in how the required level of performance
is achieved; and
the implementation of national road
transport reforms agreed to by the heads
of all Australian Governments.
I am justifiably proud of the leading role

Queensland has taken in these areas of
reform, which are vital to the continued
economic growth of this State. This Bill is one
example of that leadership. Queensland has
bitten the bullet on reform by restructuring its
road use legislation to both implement
nationally consistent road transport regulation
and bring the State's road use legislation from
the distant past into the 1990s and beyond.

This Bill provides the framework to
progress a number of important reforms in the
management of road use. It forms part of an
integrated legislative structure for transport
established in the Transport Planning and
Coordination Act 1994. The Transport
Operations (Road Use Management) Bill, once
enacted, will be one of four pieces of
legislation dealing with transport services.
Together with the Transport Infrastructure Act
1994, the Transport Operations (Marine
Safety) Act 1994 and the Transport
Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994, it
will sit under the umbrella of the Transport
Planning and Coordination Act. This Bill is the
final piece in this innovative legislative
framework which has been developed to
provide the platform for addressing the
transport needs of this State well into the
twenty-first century.

The primary purpose of the Transport
Operations (Road Use Management) Bill is to:

provide the legislative framework for
implementing national road transport
legislation;
provide the opportunity to reform existing
Queensland road use legislation; and
establish a framework for managing road
use in Queensland which takes into
account national and international
benchmarks and best practice.
The objective of this Bill is to provide for

the efficient management of road use in
Queensland, consistent with the objectives of
the Transport Planning and Coordination Act
1994, and to provide a regime for managing
the use of the State's roads, which will:
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promote the efficient movement of
people, goods and services;

contribute to the strategic management of
road infrastructure consistent with the
Transport Infrastructure Act 1994;

improve road safety and the
environmental impact of road use in a
way which contributes to overall transport
efficiency; and

support a reasonable level of community
access and mobility in support of
government social justice objectives. 

This Bill is responsive to current and future
challenges for the road system. These
challenges include:

excessive reliance on private vehicles; 

congestion; 

vehicle pollution and greenhouse issues; 

the safety of high-risk road users; 

mobility and access difficulties for some
community members; 

improving the efficiency of the road
transport industry;

population growth; and

the opportunities offered by new
technologies. 

The Bill will specifically provide for:

vehicles, drivers and other road users to
be identified;

performance standards to be established
for vehicles, drivers and other road users;

performance standards and rules to be
established for on-road behaviour;

compliance with this Act to be monitored,
including by using alternative compliance
schemes;

non-performing vehicles, drivers and other
road users to be managed; and

access to the road network or parts of the
road network for vehicles, drivers and
other road users to be managed.

The Bill seeks to deliver some key
outcomes. Firstly, to ensure that vehicles
which use the roads are safe. Secondly, to
ensure that road use does not unduly affect
the environment or amenity. The Bill is also
concerned with making sure that drivers have
the necessary skills, knowledge and attitudes
to drive safely. It is also essential to ensure
that traffic and road use is managed to
enhance safety and transport efficiency.
Finally, the Bill responds to community
expectations that the regulation and

administration needed to achieve these
outcomes will be efficient and accountable.

This Bill is the first step towards a
comprehensive Transport Operations (Road
Use Management) Act. It will draw together
the current fragmented approach to road use
regulation. This will allow an approach to road
safety and efficiency issues which considers
driver, vehicle and road factors in an
integrated manner.

This Transport Operations (Road Use
Management) Bill establishes a legislative
framework which will provide a comprehensive
coverage of all safety, efficiency,
environmental and social justice aspects of
road use in Queensland. I draw the attention
of the House to the staged approach which
has been adopted in implementing nationally
consistent road transport legislation, and
consolidating and reforming our current
legislation. 

The Heads of Government Agreements
for Light and Heavy Vehicles require the
States and Territories to repeal or amend
existing transport legislation which is replaced
or affected by national regulation. The
National Road Transport Commission, NRTC,
has developed—and had approved by the
Ministerial Council for Road Transport—
national legislation covering heavy vehicle
charges, vehicles and traffic and dangerous
goods. The Commonwealth Parliament has
approved two Acts: the Road Transport
Charges (Australian Capital Territory) Act 1993
and the Road Transport Reform (Vehicles and
Traffic) Act 1993. In addition, an Act for
dangerous goods is currently before the
Commonwealth Parliament.

The NRTC has also had regulations
approved for heavy vehicle charges, heavy
vehicle standards including heavy vehicle
roadworthiness, mass and loading including
safe restraint of loads, and bus driving hours.
The NRTC is also well advanced on
developing regulations for oversize and
overmass vehicles, and light vehicle standards
and roadworthiness.

As can be seen, there has been
significant progress towards the development
of national transport legislation. Queensland is
committed to implementing national
legislation, and this Bill puts that commitment
into action. Obtaining a uniform set of road
use laws in Australia is central to the task of
micro-economic reform. We, as Governments,
have to be willing to let business get on with
the job. 

National road use reform must be a
commitment of all Governments, and I note
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with concern that the New South Wales
Government is now considering not being a
part of the national reform. They will not be
following Queensland's lead on this issue for
at least a year. This should be of great
concern to all business people in that State.
New South Wales is a major centre for
business and industry, and if they are not part
of the system then they are undermining the
process. It is also worth pointing out that the
New South Wales Opposition has committed a
New South Wales Labor Government to the
national reform process on time, that is, July
this year. 

As important as national issues are, the
Bill is more than just a framework for national
uniformity. The Bill also begins a process
which will review road use arrangements
specific to Queensland, including parking
management, drink-driving provisions and
improved driver management. Each area will
be subject to detailed review and reform.

This Bill provides heads of powers to
make regulations in relation to vehicle and
road user charges, vehicle operations, vehicle
management and driver management. These
areas of regulation reflect the future policy
direction of road use management—these
subject areas reflect the outcomes which are
required.

This is a significant shift in approach from
the past where regulation has been concerned
primarily with the detailed prescription of
various functions. For example, we have
traditionally talked about vehicle registration
which describes the function, compared with
the focus in this Bill on vehicle management,
which describes the outcome. The regulation-
making powers under this Bill will provide for
the implementation of national regulation in
the areas of heavy vehicle charges, vehicle
operations, driver licensing and vehicle
registration.

As I complete the framework of road use
management legislation I will be bringing
further elements before the House. There are
two outcomes I will be implementing in doing
this. These are the consolidation and reform of
Queensland's fragmented and inconsistent
road use legislation, and the implementation
of national road transport legislation as it is
developed and approved. These two
outcomes are important achievements in
delivering the benefits of micro-economic
reform, and providing simplified, logical and
consistent road use legislation for the people
of Queensland. 

The next stages in this legislative program
will be the implementation of nationally
consistent dangerous goods legislation and
the incorporation of existing road use
legislation. Current road use regulations are
fragmented across six Acts which contain a
measure of duplication and inconsistency. The
legislation affected by this Bill includes:
Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road Act
1984, Motor Vehicles Control Act 1975, Motor
Vehicles Safety Act 1980, State Transport Act
1960, Traffic Act 1949, and Transport
Infrastructure (Roads) Act 1991. The existing
legislation referred to above will be repealed
as significant modules of national road
transport legislation are developed and
implemented, and reviews of Queensland-
specific provisions are completed.

The first issues to be covered by national
regulation will be heavy vehicle charges and
mass and loading. It will provide benefits not
only to the transport industry, but to the whole
community, underlining the Queensland
Government's ongoing commitment to micro-
economic reform to maintain Queensland's
position as Australia's leading State.

These actions will provide the Queensland
transport industry with a positive sign that the
Queensland Government is committed to
national outcomes as well as tangible benefits
from consistency of vehicle and operational
requirements. This Bill provides the framework
for Queensland to implement heavy vehicle
charges by July 1995, as agreed to in the
Heads of Government "Heavy Vehicles
Agreement".

Combined with a number of other reforms
it will signal to industry that worthwhile progress
has been made. Implementation of the
national mass and loading regulations will also
provide the opportunity to address the serious
safety problem of load safety. These
regulations contain requirements for the safe
loading of vehicles as well as an excellent
guide to meeting load safety performance
standards. This guide will be the basis of a
program by Queensland Transport to improve
the level of load security by all road users.

As my predecessor indicated to the
House in late 1994, transport inspectors will
begin assisting police in stamping out unsafe
loading. This is the first of many positive
reforms which this legislation will bring to
Queensland. 

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate, on motion of Mr Johnson,
adjourned.
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MINERAL RESOURCES AMENDMENT
BILL

Hon. T. McGRADY (Mount Isa—
Minister for Minerals and Energy) (11.40 a.m.),
by leave, without notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act to amend the Mineral
Resources Act 1989, and for related
purposes."

Motion agreed to.

First Reading

Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and
Bill, on motion of Mr McGrady, read a first
time.

Second Reading

Hon. T. McGRADY (Mount Isa—
Minister for Minerals and Energy) (11.41 a.m.):
I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."
This Bill seeks to amend the Mineral

Resources Act 1989. The amendments, in
part, are the latest initiatives by the
Government in its ongoing determination to
ensure that environmental best practice is
applied to the Queensland mining industry.

It is imperative that we take every possible
step to maintain, and even enhance, the
environment in this great State of ours for the
enjoyment of future generations of
Queenslanders—whether it involves the
protection of rainforests, river systems, fauna
and flora habitats, marine ecology, even
deserts. This, I am sure, can be achieved in
harmony with the mining industry, which is so
important to the State's economy. 

The Mineral Resources Act, which took
effect from 1 September 1990, obtained
assent following more than two years of
consultation involving Government, the mining
industry and other parties with a vested
interest—particularly local government and
major rural organisations. The Act adopted a
new approach to the definition of land and the
mechanisms available to the mining industry
for access to land. This was in addition to
establishing a framework for improved
environmental management and
rehabilitation.

Because the legislation contained new
concepts, my predecessor, Ken Vaughan,
gave an undertaking to review the operations
of the Act in terms of its practical application,
although not of the principles on which it was

based. Many submissions were received in
relation to the review and an options paper
based on these submissions was prepared.
The options paper was discussed with the
Queensland Mining Council, conservation
groups, local government and rural
organisations.

The present Bill was drafted to address
the submissions and issues raised during that
consultation process. The main provisions of
the Bill provide for—

a regional prospecting permit in addition
to the present permit for a particular,
relatively small, parcel of land;
extension of the right to lodge an
objection in the Warden's Court to any
person or group, including conservation
and special interest groups;
control of contaminated land and of
hazardous substances which might be
generated as a result of exploration or
mining activities;
life-of-mine environmental and
rehabilitation planning by use of an
environmental overview strategy;
modification of the environmental impact
assessment process to conform with the
February 1992 States-Commonwealth
intergovernmental agreement on the
environment;
conferences to be called by a mining
registrar when it is considered necessary
for matters of concern to be discussed by
interested parties; and
administrative changes to refine and
streamline current practices and to
improve the practical application of the
existing legislation.
I will now talk to these major amendments

in more detail. A district prospecting permit will
cover an entire mining district, provided the
consent of the owner of any occupied land is
obtained before entry to the land. Permits will
be available for terms ranging from a month to
a year, with prospectors being able to move
from property to property within a district. If a
landowner does not give entry consent, a
prospector can still obtain a permit for a parcel
of land in a particular area.

Under the Bill, the public will have the right
to much greater involvement in relation to
mining application objections in the Mining
Warden's Court. An entity, which includes a
person or an unincorporated body such as a
conservation group, will have the right of
objection. Present legislation provides only for
an eligible person, local authority or landowner
to object in the Warden's Court.
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The Bill addresses the possibility of there
being contaminated land and hazardous
substances as a result of exploration or mining
activities, with a provision that rehabilitation of
land be undertaken where appropriate.

The Bill gives legislative backing to the
key element of the environmental
management policy for the mining industry—
the environmental management overview
strategy. The industry has been subject to this
policy since July 1992—and it is a policy which
has quickly gained industry acceptance. The
environmental management policy for mining
is to be developed as an environmental
protection policy over the next two years under
the Environmental Protection Act. Therefore, it
may be necessary to introduce further
amendments to the Mineral Resources Act to
ensure that there is a uniform approach. 

The Environmental Protection Act will give
genuine third parties the right to seek an
injunction to restrain or remedy a breach of the
law which would affect their interests in the
environment. There are, however, appropriate
filters in the Environmental Protection Act to
ensure that third parties do not abuse the
legislation. For instance, the Act stipulates that
a court cannot hear a case unless—

environmental harm is being or is likely to
be caused;

the action is not deliberately intended to
delay a commercial competitor;

 there is a real likelihood of success in
gaining the court order;

the case is in the public interest;

the case has been presented to the
Minister and the Minister has not acted in
a reasonable time in the circumstances;
and
the person bringing the action can
adequately represent the public interest.

Third party rights with these stringent
safeguards against abuse will help ensure
consistent and fair enforcement to the benefit
of the environment, the community and
responsible industry. It will ensure that the
correct balance between development and
environmental considerations is always
achieved.

Existing provisions relating to
environmental impact statements have been
modified in the Mineral Resources
Amendment Bill now before the House to
enable greater public involvement. The public
will have the right to comment on draft
guidelines for an environmental impact
statement in addition to having the right to

comment on the completed statement. Also,
provision has been made for the holder of an
exploration permit or mineral development
licence to advise the Minister that there is a
willingness to prepare an environmental
impact statement for a proposed mining
operation and to request that draft guidelines
be issued. Again, the public will have the right
to comment on the draft guidelines and, in
these instances, the prepared environmental
impact statement would be made available to
the public along with any subsequent
application for a mining lease.

Provisions in the existing Act in relation to
conferences convened by a mining registrar
have been extended to enable a registrar to
call a conference when it is considered that it
would be beneficial for matters of concern to
be discussed by relevant parties and for the
registrar to act as mediator. Other
amendments to the Act deal mainly with
administrative matters, resulting from minor
deficiencies which have come to light.

This Bill has been generally accepted by
the mining industry and landowner groups and
I commend it to the House.

Debate, on motion of Mr Gilmore,
adjourned.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS REPEAL
BILL

Hon. M. J. FOLEY (Yeronga—Minister
for Employment, Training and Industrial
Relations) (11.47 a.m.), by leave, without
notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act to repeal the Factories and
Shops Act 1960, and for related
purposes."
Motion agreed to.

First Reading
Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and

Bill, on motion of Mr Foley, read a first time.

Second Reading
Hon. M. J. FOLEY (Yeronga—Minister

for Employment, Training and Industrial
Relations) (11.48 a.m.): I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."

It is with some trepidation that I urge this
House to repeal the Factories and Shops Act,
as this Act a century ago gave the first robust
legal protection to Queensland workers.
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However, time marches on and those
protections are now found elsewhere,
principally in the Workplace Health and Safety
Act. What remains of the Factories and Shops
Act is a mere shell housing minimal provisions
purporting to regulate the sale of motor fuel—
provisions now ineffectual and warranting
repeal.

There have been few Acts in the history of
this Parliament which have conferred greater
benefit on ordinary working men and women
in Queensland, so it is fitting that I recount to
the House a brief outline of the background to
this historic legislation which I am urging the
Parliament to remove from the statute books. 

The Factories and Shops Act 1896 gave
comprehensive protection to workers
throughout Queensland workplaces. The first
legislation to be introduced in Queensland
dealing specifically with the health and welfare
of workers was the Polynesian Labourers Act
of 1868, which applied to the so-called
Kanaka labourers. Sections of the Local
Government Act of 1878 covered the framing
of buildings and sections of the Health Act
1884 dealt with ventilation and sanitation, but
it was not until Premier Sir Samuel Griffiths
appointed a royal commission in 1891 that
any real attempt was made to examine the
work done in shops, factories and workshops
in the colony of Queensland. The royal
commission heard that children as young as
10 years of age were regularly employed,
many of them working for three to 12 months
without wages as "learners" and then receiving
an average of five shillings per week for the
succeeding six to 12 months.

The city inspector for the municipality of
Brisbane, Mr Robert Lee-Bryce, told the 21
commissioners of a below-ground machine
room in a printing shop which was not fit for
human habitation, with no ventilation, bad
lighting, a gas engine and seven machines
taking up most of the available space, and 14
men and young lads working in it.

In 1891, the royal commission produced a
majority report and minority report, with
recommendations covering a range of matters
from a 6 p.m. compulsory shop closing time to
an eight-hour day for all employees and seats
for female shop assistants. For five years, the
commission's report languished, with its only
supporters the Labor members of Parliament,
chief among them two of the commissioners:
Thomas Glassey, coalminer, member for
Bundamba and first Leader of the
parliamentary Labor Party in Queensland; his
colleague and fellow commissioner Frank
McDonnell; and, later, Matt Reid.

Finally, in 1896 the Factories and Shops
Act, with its 55 sections, was introduced into
Parliament and assented to on 31 December.
It contained provisions relating to sanitary
arrangements, fending of machinery, ages of
persons employed and shops provisions and
was described by historian Charles Arrowsmith
Bernays in his work Queensland Politics During
Sixty Years as "an awakening of the legislative
conscience".

Let me assure the House that the basic
protection initiated by these first pieces of
health, welfare and safety legislation will not
be erased by the repeal of the Factories and
Shops Act. Over the past eight years,
amendments have been made to the Act
which have resulted in the legislation virtually
containing provisions only in respect of the
retail sale of motor fuel. In 1987, with the
introduction of the Workplace Health and
Safety Act, the health, welfare and safety
provisions of the Factories and Shops Act
were captured by that Act.

The legislation pertaining to the sale of
motor fuel by retail was introduced into the
Factories and Shops Act in 1975. In essence,
the purpose of the legislation introduced was
to confine the retailing of motor fuel to bona
fide retail outlets and prevent bulk depots and
establishments with industrial pumps from
making sales in small quantities to the
motoring public. However, the aim of the
legislation has not been met fully. In this
regard—

occupiers of bulk depots have been
granted permits to sell motor fuel by retail
on appeal to industrial magistrates on
what constitutes "public interest"; and 

occupiers of bulk depots have set up
separate retail establishments in the
same locality as their bulk depots and
often on adjoining premises. There is
suspicion here that such retail outlets are
simply a means of channelling motor fuel
to the public at bulk depot prices.

In accordance with this Government's
systematic review of business legislation in
Queensland, a review of the sale of motor fuel
regulations was carried out. The findings of the
review were that the legislation should be
repealed as the prescriptions it contains are
ineffectual. However, in the report of the
review it was recommended that a prospective
date for the repeal of the legislation take
place, based on advice that in the interim local
governments can address any problems they
envisage by local laws as a result of the
repeal. Accordingly, it is proposed that the
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legislation be repealed 12 months from assent
of the Bill. 

Additionally, the Bill contains an
amendment to the Industrial Relations Act.
This amendment repeals an administrative
prescription which empowers industrial
inspectors to be inspectors for the purposes of
the Factories and Shops Act. Naturally, this
prescription will not be necessary with the
repeal of the Factories and Shops Act. I
commend the Bill to the House. 

Debate, on motion of Mr Santoro,
adjourned. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL

Hon. P. J. BRADDY (Rockhampton—
Minister for Police and Minister for Corrective
Services) (11.56 a.m.), by leave, without
notice: I move—

"That leave be granted to bring in a
Bill for an Act to amend legislation about
local government, and for other
purposes."

Motion agreed to.

First Reading

Bill and Explanatory Notes presented and
Bill, on motion of Mr Braddy, read a first time.

Second Reading

Hon. P. J. BRADDY (Rockhampton—
Minister for Police and Minister for Corrective
Services) (11.57 a.m.): I move—

"That the Bill be now read a second
time."
I introduce the Local Government

Legislation Amendment Bill. This Bill will
address the impact of the Commonwealth
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act
1993 on legislation which establishes
superannuation schemes for the local
government sector.

The Commonwealth Act covers a broad
range of matters relating to the operation and
management of superannuation schemes.
These matters include the essential duties and
obligations of trustees, custodians and
investment managers, controls over
borrowings and investments, rules for equal
representation on trustee bodies for employers
and employees and standards for benefits
and reporting to members. The
Commonwealth Act supersedes the
requirements of the Occupational

Superannuation Standards Act 1987 and
places additional prudential supervision
measures upon trustees.

I seek leave to have the balance of this
speech incorporated in Hansard.

Leave granted. 

These prudential measures are designed to
ensure the trustees of superannuation schemes
manage the funds in the best interests of
members. 

The Bill revises the legislation dealing with the
establishment and operation of superannuation
schemes for councillors, employees and other
persons for whom local governments make
contributions for superannuation benefits to
meet the compliance deadline of 1 July 1995.

The legislation affected is the Local
Government Superannuation Act 1985, the
Local Government Act 1993 and the City of
Brisbane Act 1924.

The Act which requires the most attention is the
Local Government Superannuation Act.

This Act provides for the constitution of the
Queensland Local Government Superannuation
Board, the powers of the board, the
establishment of the Local Government
Employees' Superannuation Scheme and the
Local Government (Relevant Persons) Plan, the
operation of those schemes and the level of
employer and employee contributions into the
employees' scheme.

The Act currently contains regulatory
provisions which do not enable the board (as
trustee) to comply with the Commonwealth
legislation.

To enable the board to comply with the
Commonwealth legislation by the due date, the
Bill revises the legislation to remove any
offending provisions.

Provisions which duplicate any of the
Commonwealth's regulatory requirements have
also been repealed.

The second major change to the existing
legislation is that the rules of the schemes for
which the board acts as trustee will no longer
require the approval of the Governor in Council.

The board currently acts as trustee of two
superannuation schemes—

the Local Government Employees'
Superannuation Scheme which provides
benefits to both casual and permanent
employees of local governments; and

the Local Government Superannuation
(Relevant Persons) Plan which provides
benefits to councillors and also to those
contractors for whom local governments
are required to make superannuation
guarantee payments.
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Membership of the employees' scheme is
compulsory for employees whilst membership
of the relevant persons plan is voluntary for
councillors. 

In accordance with the superannuation
guarantee legislation, local governments can
contribute to any complying scheme in relation
to contractors.

To comply with the Commonwealth Act, the Bill
provides the board with discretion to make and
amend a trust deed which embodies the rules of
a scheme for which it acts as trustee.

To rationalise the board's administration of its
schemes and to reduce administrative costs,
the Bill also provides for the relevant persons
plan to be absorbed into the employees'
scheme.

The board will therefore administer one
consolidated scheme, called the Local
Government Superannuation Scheme, for
councillors, employees and other persons for
whom local governments make contributions for
superannuation benefits.

The new arrangements will not affect
entitlements accrued by members.
The third major change to the legislation is that
the board will no longer be subject to the
Financial Administration and Audit Act 1977.
The Commonwealth Act provides the operating
framework for the board in relation to financial
management, investment arrangements,
temporary borrowing, keeping of accounts,
annual reporting and auditing.
Application of the Financial Administration and
Audit Act would duplicate and in some cases
conflict with the requirements of the
Commonwealth Act.
For instance, both Acts require annual reporting
but in different forms. 
Under the Commonwealth Act, annual reporting
is made to the Insurance and Superannuation
Commissioner and also to members of the
scheme.

The opportunity has also been taken in the Bill
to provide for two additional amendments to
the Local Government Act not relating to
superannuation.

An amendment to the Fire Service Act 1990 has
also been provided for in the Bill.
The first amendment to the Local Government
Act is clarifying in nature.
Under the Act, a local government can dispose
of land and goods (with an apparent value of at
least $1,000) by public auction or through a
competitive tendering process.
Where a local government has good reason for
not wishing to hold an auction or call for
tenders, it can apply for exemption from the
Minister.
For example, a council may wish to sell a
number of residential allotments directly to first
home buyers at a set price.

In cases such as this, it would be appropriate
for the exemption to be subject to conditions
so as to ensure the council is bound by the
reasons for which the exemption was granted.

As it is unclear as to whether conditions can be
imposed by the Minister, the Bill enables an
exemption to be given subject to conditions.

The second amendment to the Local
Government Act is designed to assist the
transitional process for the proposed new local
governments of Cairns, Gold Coast and
Ipswich City Councils.

The Act requires local governments to prepare
and adopt a corporate plan and an operational
plan for the financial year commencing 1 July
1995 and for each financial year thereafter.

The operational plan must address the methods
by which the objectives of the corporate plan
are to be achieved.

The elections for the proposed new local
governments of Cairns, Gold Coast and
Ipswich City Councils are to be conducted on
11 March 1995.

In view of the extensive arrangements which
must occur to implement the transition to the
new local governments, it is considered
appropriate to exempt these local governments
from the statutory requirements relating to the
preparation of corporate and operational plans
for the 95/96 financial year.

The proposed amendment accords with the
recommendation of the Local Government
Commissioner.

I now turn to the amendment to the Fire Service
Act 1990.

Members will recall the Deputy Premier
introduced an amendment to this Act last year
to enable local governments to raise funds
through separate and special rates or charges in
order to contribute to rural fire brigades
operating in their areas.

Under the Local Government Act, a separate
rate or charge must be levied on all parcels of
rateable land in a local government's area. 

A special rate or charge is levied only on those
parcels of rateable land which will specially
benefit from or will have special access to the
service provided.

The amendment limited the levying of special
rates or charges to land which a local
government considers to be rural residential
land. 

At the time the amendment was passed, the
Deputy Premier indicated he would monitor the
operation of this legislation and address any
problems which may arise.

It appears the determination of which land is or
is not rural residential is causing difficulties to
some local governments, and in some cases
inadvertently excluding land serviced by a rural
fire brigade.
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It is therefore proposed to remove this
limitation from the Act to ensure local
governments have the discretion to make and
levy charges on those properties that have
access to services provided by a rural fire
brigade.

On that basis, it would be clearly inappropriate
to levy a separate rate or charge to provide
funding for a rural fire brigade if any parcels of
land in the area attracted a levy for funding an
urban fire brigade. 

In the same vein, a special rate or charge
should not be applied to a property subject to
the urban fire levy.
I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate, on motion of Mrs McCauley,
adjourned.

TRANSPORT OPERATIONS (MARINE
POLLUTION) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 21 February (see

p. 10987).
Dr CLARK (Barron River) (11.58 a.m.):

Extending 2,000 kilometres along the
Queensland coast, the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park is the largest marine park in the
world. The combined area of Victoria,
Tasmania and the ACT would still be 50,000
square kilometres less than that marine park.
Its unique ecological diversity, its still relatively
pristine condition and its reasonable
accessibility make it an invaluable resource for
a whole range of users. That the Great Barrier
Reef was the first area in the world to be
designated "a particularly sensitive area" by
the International Maritime Organisation is a
further indication of its international
environmental significance.

The Transport Operations (Marine
Pollution) Bill being debated today replaces
the previous inadequate Pollution of Waters
by Oil Act, which came into effect in 1960.
Whereas amendments to the Act by this
Government in 1992 increased penalties for
polluters, bringing them up to international
standards of $200,000 for individuals and $1m
for corporations, the Act was too narrowly
focused on oil and, consequently, was
inadequate to deal with a range of marine
pollution issues.

A fundamentally important feature of this
Bill is that it provides a legislative basis for
upholding the MARPOL convention, to which
Australia is a signatory, and brings
Queensland legislation into line with that of the
Commonwealth and other States. MARPOL—
the International Convention for the

Prevention of Pollution from Ships—is the
most important and comprehensive of the
international conventions relating to protection
of the marine environment from pollution. It
was convened by the International Maritime
Organisation in 1973 to establish universally
accepted maritime transport standards relating
to ship construction, equipment and operating
procedures, survey classification and
inspection in relation to pollution control.
MARPOL has five annexes, all of which are
addressed in the legislation before the House
and which relate to control of ship-sourced
pollution from oil, noxious liquid substances,
harmful packaged substances, garbage and
sewage. This last annex is only in draft form at
present and applies only to large ships.

It is important to note that this legislation
applies equally to both deliberate and
negligent discharges from ships and provides
a legislative framework in which the provisions
of the MARPOL annexes can be enforced
within Queensland's territorial waters, which
extend to three nautical miles off the coast.
However, the legislation does provide a
defence against prosecution if the polluting
substance was released as a result of
accidental damage and all reasonable
precaution was taken to prevent or minimise
release of the pollutant.

Since there is no MARPOL annex as yet
for sewage, and it does not in any case apply
to small ships, Part 7 of the legislation sets out
the means of dealing with pollution from
sewage from vessels of all sizes. I am
particularly pleased that this difficult issue is
finally being addressed, because concern has
often been expressed to me—and it is a
concern that I share—about the release of
sewage from tourist and recreational boats,
both big and small, in coastal inshore waters
and estuaries as well as in reef waters. Of
course, given the high number of tourist
vessels in the Cairns area, that issue is of
particular concern to the people of far-north
Queensland.

It will now become an offence for medium
or large ships not to have a holding tank—in
the case of new ships by 1998, and in the
case of existing ships by the year 2000. These
time frames have come in for some criticism
by the Green Party in Cairns and elsewhere,
but I believe that they are reasonable given
the cost that will be incurred by boat owners
and the need to ensure that marinas and
ports have adequate reception facilities.
Although owners of boats of less than 10
metres will not be required to install holding
tanks—which is, of course, quite sensible—it
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will still be an offence for those owners to
discharge or release sewage. However, this
part of the legislation cannot come into force
until waters have been classified as high,
medium or low sensitivity zones, because
penalties will vary depending on the zone in
which pollution occurs. I hope that this task will
not take too long to complete, so that pollution
from sewage will not be tolerated for much
longer.

I am particularly pleased that irresponsible
boat owners can now be fined when they
throw their garbage overboard. Plastics, as
well as being visually offensive when washed
ashore, are a severe hazard to marine life. I
welcome, too, for the first time in legislation
the requirement on the Transport Minister to
develop marine pollution prevention and
response programs in consultation with
appropriate government agencies, industry
leaders and community interest groups. The
Bill obviously gives the Minister the ability to
direct resources to a wide range of measures
that reduce the risk of pollution, such as vessel
traffic guidance systems, compulsory pilotage,
pilotage training, ship surveillance and position
reporting schemes.

The Cairns and Far North Environment
Centre recently reviewed existing pollution
prevention measures with respect to oil spills in
the Great Barrier Reef and made four
recommendations in its report, The Ever
Present Danger, to which I shall refer.
Although the report was not particularly
comprehensive regarding the current work of
AMSA—the Australian Marine Safety
Authority—or international developments in
marine pollution prevention, the four
recommendations should be considered
seriously by the State and Federal
Governments, with perhaps one exception.

The centre has called for mandatory
pilotage for all ships of 70 metres in length or
more travelling through the Great North East
Channel, which lies between the Torres Strait
and the Gulf of Papua and is outside the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority's
jurisdiction. The 1991 amendment to the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act that made
pilotage mandatory in particular sections of the
Great Barrier Reef was therefore unable to
apply in the case of the GNEC. At present,
there is an IMO recommendation that ships of
70 metres in length and over carry a pilot
through that channel, but about 10 per cent of
ships continue to ignore the recommendation.
Obviously, this is an unsatisfactory situation,
and I join CAFNEC in urging the Federal
Government to overcome the complex legal

and diplomatic issues that are currently
preventing mandatory pilotage being
introduced for the GNEC.

CAFNEC's recommendation for the
establishment of a Differential Global
Positioning System—DGPS—to improve
navigation is also worthy of consideration.
David Longford of the Australian Maritime
Safety Authority Navigation Services
presented a paper at a workshop held in 1993
titled Hulls, Hazards and Hard Questions which
examined means of reducing the risk of
pollution in the Great Barrier Reef. The
proceedings of that workshop were published
last year, and I commend them to members.

Satellite navigation and, specifically, GPS
will be used extensively for marine navigation
throughout the world. The accuracy of GPS is
adequate for many situations, but not for
navigation in confined waterways. However,
DGPS services provide considerably enhanced
accuracies of up to 10 metres and are,
therefore, of great value. David Longford said
that AMSA is planning one or two pilot DGPS
services and may consider the establishment
of further services. He indicated further that
the establishment of a network of DGPS
broadcasting stations to cover the Great
Barrier Reef, Torres Strait and Great North
East Channel would appear to be worth
examining in view of the contribution that such
a network could conceivably make to
improving navigational safety. It would also
seem desirable for an examination to be
carried out into the provision of some form of
vessel reporting system for this region. I
certainly support Mr Longford's contention in
that regard.

The CAFNEC report omitted to discuss
another important innovation in the field of
navigation, namely, the electronic chart. That
device consists of a display that presents chart
information on which is superimposed the
continuous real-time position of the ship. It has
been claimed that 70 per cent of groundings
due to navigation error can be avoided by use
of Electronic Character Display Information
System—ECDIS—technology. The Australian
Hydrographic Office is working on developing
this electronic chart technology for Australian
waters. However, compiling the authorised
accurate database needed is expensive and
time consuming. There is clearly a need for
the Commonwealth Department of Defence to
commit the necessary funds to advance the
work of the Australian Hydrographic Program.
That is a matter that the Minister for Transport
could take up on behalf of the Queensland
Government.
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During this debate, members have
referred to the 1992 ships of shame report.
AMSA acknowledges that "ships of good
quality, well maintained and with competent
crews provide the best assurances that major
pollution will be avoided in future". That
statement reflects the recommendations and
major thrusts of the ships of shame report of
December 1992, and I am sure that all
members would support it. 

AMSA pursues an important inspectorial
role through its Port State Control—PSC—
inspections. At the moment, the number of
inspections is set at a minimum figure of 25
percent of all ships visiting Australia. The
original nature of PSC inspections was
concerned with ship safety equipment, but it
has been suggested that PSC inspections be
widened to include the detection of
substandard shipping. The final
recommendation from the ships of shame
report is to the effect that AMSA needs a
larger share of funds to ensure that PSC
inspections are upgraded to the point at which
"it ceases to be viable for substandard
shipping to call at Australian ports". I believe
this is absolutely essential.

Australia is currently at the forefront of
developing a memorandum of understanding
on port State control with the major maritime
nations in the Pacific and Asia rim. The
uniformity of inspections and the interchange
of data regarding suspect vessels will be major
tools in the development of a safe marine
environment. Once again, I urge the Minister
for Transport to ensure our involvement in
those measures. I believe that Australia
should follow the lead of the US, which is
acting independently of the IMO and is
unilaterally requiring oil tankers trading to the
US to have double hulls by the year 2015. If
all tankers travelling through the Great Barrier
Reef had double hulls, it would significantly
reduce the likelihood of a major oil spill. I look
forward to that development.

On the issue of ship standards—CAFNEC
merely recommended that the Federal
Government encourage other countries to
establish tanker surveillance programs similar
to those carried out by AMSA. However,
CAFNEC appeared not to realise that all
tankers, no matter what their origin, are
inspected about every three months and that
tankers engaged in overseas trade are
inspected at the first port of loading or
discharge on each occasion the vessels visit
Australia.

Important new developments include the
establishment of a new IMO subcommittee on

flag State implementation—FSI—to tackle the
issue of non-compliance by flag States of
international maritime safety and pollution
prevention standards. The ships of shame
report identified lack of compliance with IMO
instruments as the root cause of many of the
problems of modern shipping. Flag of
convenience ships will be the focus of the IMO
subcommittee, and this is a positive step
towards addressing these complex problems.
Other important developments include the
review of the International Convention on
Standards of Training Certification and
Watchkeeping of Seafarers—STCW—to
improve training of crews. Obviously, the
question of human error is of paramount
importance, and a number of measures are
being investigated to address the issue of
improving the standard of training of crews.

Finally, CAFNEC has recommended that
all ships not calling at Queensland ports pass
outside the reef. Some major shipping
companies are doing this already. However,
should an accident occur in the Coral Sea, an
oil spill could be just as catastrophic in that it
would be much more difficult to get to the oil
spill and do anything about it in rough seas.
Also, predominantly south-east winds would
propel the spill towards the reef, with
potentially devastating consequences.

Perry Sutton of the Queensland Coastal
Pilot Service has pointed out the
disadvantages of this outer route,
namely, that the outer route is not accurately
surveyed; there are few, if any, navigation aids
for the outer route; there are no pilot services
available for the outer route; and the outer
route is exposed to deep-sea weather
conditions, including cyclones, and
consequently the risk of foundering is high. In
the Courier-Mail of 12 January 1993, Mr
Sutton claimed that tankers travelling outside
the reef posed a greater risk than did vessels
using the inner passage. In the Cairns Post of
2 February 1995, Mr Sutton said of Chris
Nielsen, the author of the CAFNEC report, that
"part-time environmentalists formulating policy
based on poor research do more damage
than those they attack". I believe that such a
judgment may be a little too harsh, but at the
same time it is clear from the literature I have
researched that routing those vessels not
calling at Queensland ports outside the Barrier
Reef is not regarded as a high-priority,
practical measure likely to significantly reduce
the likelihood of an oil spill on the reef. I urge
CAFNEC to undertake further research on that
issue. I would be very keen to discuss that
matter further with that organisation.
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Prevention of marine pollution is a
complex issue that needs to be addressed on
a variety of fronts by a variety of bodies, both
domestically and internationally. The
Australian Government, the Australian
Maritime Safety Authority and the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority are taking a
positive lead, and much is being achieved.
Queensland can and will play its part. The
legislation before the House is an example of
our commitment to reducing the risk of
pollution from ships at sea and protecting the
Great Barrier Reef. I support the Bill.

Mr ROWELL (Hinchinbrook)
(12.12 p.m.): Firstly, I would like to
congratulate the Minister on attaining his new
position of Minister for Transport, which carries
with it a very onerous responsibility. However, I
am sure that he will be just as successful in
this portfolio as he was in administering the
Health portfolio. 

There is no doubt that the Transport
Operations (Marine Pollution) Bill is quite an
important Bill, because the eastern seaboard
of Queensland and the coastline of the Gulf of
Carpentaria cover many thousands of
kilometres. The areas are dotted with islands
and sand cays that contain a whole range of
seagrass beds and the ecosystems of the
marine environment. So, any spillage that may
occur along our coastline could do a great
deal of damage to those sensitive areas. 

The member for Barron River mentioned
optional routes for shipping and whether the
favoured route should go through the reef
itself or outside the reef. That has been a
contentious issue, and there are a number of
arguments for and against both routes. One of
the arguments for the route going outside the
reef is that it will certainly disperse the oil but,
of course, a major spill such as from the Exxon
Valdez or the Kirki over in Western Australia
shows that that could be an absolute disaster
for a very big area of reef. Some of those
reefs are some 30 to 40 kilometres off the
coast. Depending on where a spill occurred, a
wide expanse of a reef could be damaged. 

Recently, an oil spill in the Mission Beach
area caused quite a deal of concern. About
one and a half tonnes of crude oil was spilt
and it covered about 5 kilometres of beach. If
there is a spill in the inward reef routes—and
certainly this could be the case in those areas
between islands along our coastline—it is
more likely that any oil spill will wash up onto
the beaches which, consequently, makes it
easier to clean up. At Mission Beach the level
of spill was not particularly high, but on about
5 kilometres of beach the oil congealed and a

tar-like, oil substance washed up onto the
shore. About 50 workers using four front-end
loaders took two days to clean up the spill.
Carpenters, painters, drivers and a whole
range of other people were involved in that
operation. The cost of the clean-up was about
$9,000, which I understand will be covered by
the National Plan for the Prevention of Oil
Spills. Both the Johnstone and Cardwell Shires
were involved in that clean-up operation, which
was done quickly and effectively. That really
showed the commitment by those people to
the beach and tourist destinations in their
surrounding areas. 

Fortunately, that spill occurred along the
beaches from Clump Point to Wongaling
Beach, where there were no mangroves, no
reef and no seagrass, and, fortunately,
surrounding islands were not affected. At the
present time, I am not aware that there has
been any identification of the vessel that
caused the spill. It is presumed to be a vessel;
I think that is fairly logical. It certainly will be
difficult to identify that vessel, and I think that
is one of the major problems we face. I do not
know how the Bill will address that. 

My electorate has three coastguards, one
based at Mourilyan Harbour, one at the Hull
River and another in Ingham. If they received
more funding, they could act as agencies for
coastline surveillance on a more regular basis
and make the authorities aware of any
pollution that may occur and who the culprit is.
I have witnessed the loading of sugar ships at
Mourilyan Harbour. I have taken note of some
of the ships that have docked there; they are
absolute rust buckets that would certainly fall
into the category of the ships of shame. I think
that, in the future, we have to somehow apply
some penalty system when those types of
ships enter Queensland ports. However, some
ships that travel off our eastern coastline have
destinations further south such as the ports in
Melbourne, Sydney and Tasmania. So, that is
a major problem. Perhaps a solution could be
easier to find at a national level. I think the
shadow Minister talked about some of the
ways similar problems are being attacked in
Finland. 

The Queensland coastline contains many
kilometres of mangroves, which are another
part of the ocean environment that form part
of the fish habitat. Of course, it is essential
that those mangrove areas are not destroyed
by pollution. Oil could play a major role in the
destruction of mangroves, seagrass beds, and
so on. 

I would also like to mention commercial
and recreational fishing, because in some
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instances both of those industries play a part
in causing pollution. As has been mentioned,
recreational fishermen who throw plastic bags
into the ocean can cause problems not only
for boat propellers but also for fish, dugongs
and other marine life. Of course, commercial
fishermen have to be aware of where they get
rid of the fish they catch that they do not
regard as being suitable for sale. 

Of major concern in our part of the world
is the tourist industry and the impact that oil
spills and other pollution will have on the
marine environment. We have a number of
island resorts, such as Hinchinbrook Island,
Dunk Island, Bedarra Island, and so on, all of
which are very important to the economy of
north Queensland. Any oil spill or pollution that
may occur in the waters surrounding those
islands will certainly have a negative impact on
visitors, who might otherwise have returned
and who will tell others about their experiences
when they visited that area. 

The farming community also bears a
great responsibility for pollution. The
canegrowers and the banana growers in both
the Herbert River and the Johnstone River
areas are now monitoring the catchments of
both those streams, and they are certainly
assessing fertiliser usage and monitoring
phosphate and nitrogen levels in the streams.
When growers put fertilisers on crops, it is
important that the fertilisers do not enter the
streams and end up on the Barrier Reef,
where they will cause problems. Dr Brian Prove
is doing a great deal of work with the DPI in
that field. I congratulate him on that work,
which both benefits the agricultural industry
and reduces pollution in the rivers and
streams.

I will talk briefly about Port Hinchinbrook.
One of the contentious points about the
development is its potential to pollute areas
that are regarded as prime World Heritage
listed sites. Very stringent conditions have now
been imposed on the developer to put in
ponds to settle out any sediment that may be
created by the dredging operation. I
understand that he intends to use a cutter-
suction dredge that will put that sediment in
the ponds, which will reduce the turbidity of the
water that goes back to the ocean.

Another issue that has been considered is
sewage, not only in that development but also
in every town and every settlement on the
eastern coastline. We must come to grips with
that problem. Unless we can keep the effluent
down to an acceptable level, we will
contaminate those very valuable waters on the
eastern seaboard. 

I will speak briefly also about mariculture,
which the former Minister mentioned in his
second-reading speech. Along the coastline
and in many streams bordering the seaboard,
there is enormous potential for mariculture. In
my electorate, mariculture has really
blossomed. The farming of prawns and other
crustaceans is becoming a major contributor to
the whole economy of north Queensland. One
group has 60 hectares of ponds and is
seeking to increase its area. 

One of the problems faced by mariculture
farmers is that they must go through a
convoluted process in deciding what levels of
very minor contaminants should be in the
effluent that come out of those ponds. As a
result, the process of getting approval is taking
a long time and people are uncertain of where
they are going. They have dollars to invest.
They will contribute to the economy. The
Government cannot keep shifting the
goalposts for people who are prepared to put
their best efforts forward to contribute to our
economy, yet that is exactly what is
happening. 

Small craft in the region provide a major
source of recreation. Because of the placid
waters in the region, not only the commercial
tourism operators but also many people on
the eastern seaboard, particularly in the
coastal areas, have small craft. There is no
doubt that the limitation in the Bill that only
vessels of greater length than 10 metres must
have toilets could be a problem. In those
waters, people who are enjoying themselves
by fishing, by simply sailing around the islands
or by going to the reef owe a duty of care to
ensure that they do not drop plastic bags and
other things that might be of some
disadvantage to the reef areas. 

I am pleased to have joined in the
debate. The Opposition spokesman raised a
number of very valid issues. In the future,
identifying craft that contaminate waters will be
a major challenge for any Government and for
any authority. We must consider some type of
surveillance. Voluntary organisations such as
the Coastguard may be utilised. If there is a
necessity for mopping-up operations, the SES
has a great deal to contribute. It is looking for
suitable craft that can negotiate those waters.
As I said, I had much pleasure in joining in the
debate. I support the Bill.

Mrs BIRD (Whitsunday) (12.26 p.m.): I
will take up only a few minutes of the time of
the House. I take note of many comments
made by previous speakers in the debate,
particularly those made by the member for
Barron River and the member for
Hinchinbrook. 
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In relation to spills on the Great Barrier
Reef—my reason for speaking on behalf of
the people of Whitsunday is that we live in a
particularly beautiful region, which includes 74
islands, many of which are national parks.
Because of that, we have a huge number of
boats, including bareboats and fishing vessels.
The port has now been classified as the
second-busiest passenger terminal outside
Circular Quay. One can imagine that our
concentration in the main has not been on oil
spills as much as on the pollution from, in
particular, bareboat charters and the smaller
vessels in the region. 

I thank Bruce Laming, the member for
Mooloolah, for his comments on the smaller
craft. I concur with his comments. His
statement that the smaller craft are some of
the major polluters is just. However, it is
important to make the comment also that
some people within that community watch
what is happening within their own boating
community and that they, too, will concentrate
on self-imposed restrictions on what can and
cannot happen.

Over the past 20 years, my region has
experienced a boom in tourism. In addition to
that growth in tourism, there has also been a
growth in the types of things that we do as
part of tourism. No longer is it only the glitz
and glimmer of night-life and a good time on
the reef. What we do now happens, to a great
extent, below the water. Activities now focus
more on those ocean-based activities, such as
snorkelling, sport fishing, windsurfing, whale
watching, sailing and scuba diving. A huge
price must be paid for that, and that is
disturbance to the reef by people. 

People impact on the reef. The coral reefs
are particularly vulnerable. However, dive
guides, boaties and fishermen in the
Whitsunday are determined that the impact on
our pristine sites will be limited. They are aware
that their prosperity depends on and is linked
with careful management of the reef and what
happens to things such as garbage and
sewage disposal. 

Our operators have definitely become
"green". They focus totally on the protection of
the environment. They are switching the types
of activities that they focus on from, say,
spearfishing to photography, and those
activities have an educational focus,
particularly on the reef, the coral fringes and
their contents. It is interesting to note that the
tourists are responding in a very positive way. 

Too often in this place, we ridicule and
condemn much of what happens within the
tourist industry. When someone is an

exception to that, we ought to highlight it. I
commend one particular operator in my
region. As a member for a region such as the
Whitsundays, people say to me that it is a
great region and that I must have a great
time. I do not get time to do all the things that
I want to do. However, one of the things that I
can do occasionally is dive. I like diving. One
of the cruise ships that I choose to go on is
Fantasea Cruises.

The reason that I choose Fantasea
Cruises is that the entire theme on the boat is
educational and anti-pollution driven. For
instance, Dave Hutchen, the owner, has
determined that there is no reef walking. That
company does not allow anyone to get out of
the boat and walk on the reef, which most
environmentalists and conservationists will
recall was one of the worst things that could
have happened to the reef. They are also very
conscious of the fact that tourists dispose of
waste, such as containers, on the reef. They
are very careful to let passengers and tourists
know about the effects of pollution on the reef.
They have educational videos on board that
deal with such things as contaminants,
pollution, anchor drag—a whole heap of
matters—showing the effect of people impact
on the reef. They also have educational
videos dealing with the surrounding marine life
that show the biological effects of
contaminants on the reef. They always have a
marine biologist on board who dives with us
and explains factors that can have an impact
on the reef, as well its beauty and the process
of its development. 

There are diving subtours that one can do
and it was on one of those subtours that I
became conscious of the plastic bag
syndrome. That is something that angers me
more than anything else. We are constantly
picking up green plastic bags from the
beaches and from under the reef. Fishermen
tell of the number of times they pull up the
anchor only to find it dripping with plastic bags. 

Our proximity to Hydrographers Passage
helps us to perceive the danger, as was
referred to by previous speakers, of oil spills. I
must admit that there was a time when I was
committed to the idea of large vessels
travelling outside the reef because it seemed
to me that that was the way to protect the
reef. However, now I am convinced that that is
not the way; indeed, that that is more
dangerous to the reef and to the coastline
than if they travel through Hydrographers
Passage and down the inside of the reef. I
think most people understand that today.
Recently, I was at a school where some
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students informed me of their reasons for
wanting vessels to continue to take the same
route, but they did express their concern not
only about oil spills but also about bilge water
and the release of foreign impediments from
the bilge. That is one of the issues that we
know our younger generation has taken up. 

My electorate has taken a pro-active view
in relation to the spills on the reef. As most
members would realise, spills are an ever-
present threat, even from smaller vessels such
as tourist vessels. The Whitsunday Emergency
Management Committee, which is based in
the shire council chambers, has formed a
special task force to ensure that the potential
for disaster by oil pollutants is minimised
through a whole heap of planning processes.
That group will have its very first official
meeting in March. That meeting coincides with
the introduction of this legislation in the House
and also with the Coastal Protection and
Management Bill that proposes stricter
regulations for development and more wetland
protection. 

The strategic Whitsunday move also
follows the recent publication of the results of
a 3-year study by 140 marine scientists that
criticised coastal management and outlined a
range of environmental threats. That
nationwide State of Marine Environment
report, the first comprehensive examination of
the Australian coastline and seabeds, found
that north Queensland's beaches are some of
the cleanest in the world. I found that quite
surprising, given that one can walk along the
beach any morning and half fill a green bag
with ice cream and other plastic containers
and plastic bags. That report was the subject
of the major marine conference held last week
at the University of Queensland, Brisbane. So
locally we are taking a pro-active approach by
planning and putting in place the processes
necessary should a spill occur. 

I am delighted with this legislation. I would
like to see more attention paid to boats under
the size specified in the Bill. Perhaps some
self-imposed regulation would be more
effective. I support the Bill before the House.

Hon. K. W. HAYWARD (Kallangur—
Minister for Transport and Minister Assisting
the Premier on Economic and Trade
Development) (12.35 p.m.), in reply: I will
make some broad comments about the issues
that have raised by the various speakers. In
relation to the matter raised by the member for
Gregory, I have had a chance to talk to him
about clause 63, which refers specifically to a
restriction on operational conditions. It is
definitely not to be a prohibition. Those

restrictions refer to such matters as insufficient
lighting on a wharf. I foreshadow an
amendment at the Committee stage to clarify
that that refers to night operations. 

The second issue that was raised was a
matter of urgency which related to the
Australian Maritime Safety Authority and how it
collects its income. I am informed that it
always has and still does collect its income
from ships through three levies: a navigational
levy, which is used for such things as
lighthouses; a regulatory levy, which is used
for ship safety inspections; and a pollution
levy, which is directed towards equipment and
training to combat pollution at sea. As to the
extent to which any tax money is used—I think
that was the issue that was referred to—in
Queensland additional money amounting to
three quarters of a million dollars per year is
directed towards addressing the problem of
pollution. 

Mr Laming, the member for Mooloolah,
and Mr Grice both talked about whether or not
we needed more stringent requirements in
relation to the discharge of sewage. Mr
Laming referred to the different kinds of
effluent, principally sewage. In relation to
stringent requirements—I hope I am helping
the honourable member when I say this—it is
important that these matters will be addressed
and dealt with in the consultation phase of
developing the regulations. During that
consultation phase, people will have the
opportunity to contribute and raise issues. In
that way, those regulations will be able to
address the issues highlighted by the
honourable member in his contribution. 

As I said, Mr Grice, the member for
Broadwater, was also concerned with the issue
of sewage. He suggested that more stringent
requirements may be necessary. I take the
opportunity to refer both members to clause
51 which states— 

"This Part does not limit another law
imposing more stringent requirements
about the discharge of sewage in coastal
waters." 

So, clause 51 spells out that if there is a more
stringent law, it is not limited by this Act. 

Mr Rowell, the member for Hinchinbrook,
made some reference to ships of shame. I
can simply say that they are subject to
inspection by the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority. I think it should be understood that
there is, as there should be, some
responsibility on the part of the people who
charter ships to insist on better ships if that is
appropriate. 
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The contributions of Government
members, as has always been my experience,
were insightful regarding the issues. All
members demonstrated a detailed knowledge
of the issues contained in this Bill. 

I commend the Bill to the House. 

Motion agreed to.

Committee

Hon. K. W. Hayward (Kallangur—Minister
for Transport and Minister Assisting the
Premier on Economic and Trade
Development) in charge of the Bill. 

Clauses 1 to 25, as read, agreed to,
Clause 26—

Mr JOHNSON (12.41 p.m.): I alert the
Minister's attention to clause 26, but I shall
also refer to clauses 35 and 38. Clause 26
states that the discharge of oil into coastal
waters is an offence attracting the maximum
penalty of 3,500 penalty units. Clause 35 (1)
states—

"If a noxious liquid substance is
discharged from a ship into coastal
waters, the ship's owner and master each
commit an offence."

That offence also attracts the maximum
penalty of 3,500 penalty units. However,
Division 6—General is headed "Certain
noxious liquid substances to be treated as oil".
Clause 38 (1) states—

"The regulations may prescribe a
Category C or D substance as an oil-like
substance (the 'prescribed oil-like
substance') that may be carried on an oil
tanker if conditions prescribed under the
regulations are satisfied."

I have spoken to clause 26 to make these
comparisons.

A whole host of international pollutants—
as they are better known—exist, and the
effects of many of those compounds on
marine life are more detrimental than the
effects of oil on marine life. I compare the 850
maximum penalty units prescribed in clause
38 with the 3,500 maximum penalty units
prescribed in clauses 26 and 35. I would have
thought that clause 38 should have carried the
same maximum penalty units as those
contained in clauses 26 and 35. 

Mr HAYWARD: Clause 26 refers to a
discharge. I understand from what has been
explained to me today that that clause is not
necessarily applicable to clause 38. The
offence is the discharge, and that attracts the
3,500 penalty points.

Mr JOHNSON: The Minister is saying
that the offences outlined in clauses 26 and
38 are not the same. I am trying to point out
that the general information supplied by the
International Maritime Organisation in relation
to marine pollutants refers to flammable
liquids, such as acrolein, cadmium compound
and organochlorine pesticide. I believe that all
of those are environmentally hazardous
substances and have the same detrimental
effect on marine life as does oil—probably
more so.

I know that I have jumped to clause 38,
but I am trying to make a comparison for the
Minister. As I have pointed out, the heading
for Division 6 is "Certain noxious liquid
substances to be treated as oil". Clause 38 (4)
states—

"If an oil tanker carrying a prescribed
oil-like substance contravenes the
conditions prescribed under the
regulations, the ship's owner and master
each commit an offence." 

I cannot see any difference between that
offence and the offence outlined in clause 35
in relation to foreign substances that can be
dumped illegally into our waterways. It is for
that reason that I draw to the Minister's
attention what I believe is an anomaly in those
penalty units prescribed in clauses 26, 35 and
38.

Mr HAYWARD: Clause 38 (3) makes
reference to clause 26; so the offence would
then apply.

Mr JOHNSON: I take the Minister's
point. However, I raised the point of similarities
in the offence and differentiation in penalty
units. If there are to be 3,500 penalty units for
one offence, there should be 3,500 penalty
units for another similar offence, because they
could both have the very same grave
consequences.

Mr HAYWARD: Clause 38 makes
reference to clause 26, which prescribes the
penalty of 3,500 penalty units. Clause 38
refers to other things that can occur, other
than a discharge.

Clause 26, as read, agreed to.
Clauses 27 to 37, as read, agreed to.
Clause 38—
Mr JOHNSON (12.48 p.m.): Clause

38 (3) makes reference to clause 26. I believe
that there are still similarities in the offences
referred to in both clauses, but there are
conflicting penalties. That is the issue that I
am trying to draw to the Minister's attention.
To put it in blunt terms, I believe that it is
contradictory to prescribe those penalty units.
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Mr HAYWARD: I simply repeat what I
have said before. This clause is about other
conditions. We have agreed that clause 38 (3)
makes reference to clause 26. Clause 38 (4)
refers to other conditions prescribed under the
regulations—and that is what the clause is
about.

Clause 38, as read, agreed to
Clauses 39 to 49, as read, agreed to
Clause 50—

Mr JOHNSON (12.49 p.m.): In relation
to clause 50 headed "Ships to have holding
tanks"—during his second-reading speech, the
Minister made reference to vessels under 10
metres in length and said that new ships other
than those small ships must be fitted with a
toilet and a holding tank connected to the
toilet. I realise that this clause does not
become effective until January 1998. As I
have said during this debate, if shipbuilding
companies wanted to build boats to, say, 9.5
metres or 9.8 metres, this clause will exempt
them from having to install a toilet on board. I
believe that many of those manufacturers will
be looking at ways in which they can avoid this
stipulation. That is going to cause a lot of
inconvenience in the marketplace and
probably to manufacturers in general. T h e
clause states in part—

"An existing ship, other than a small
ship, must be fitted with a toilet and a
holding tank connected to the toilet." 

Nobody on the Opposition side of the
Chamber is in favour of dumping sewage or
waste into the ocean or waterways. However, it
seems to me that this clause will place some
manufacturers of ships in a situation in which
they will try to evade the issue.

Mr HAYWARD: I am not sure exactly
what the honourable member's point is. I think
he is referring to the rule about 10-metre
vessels—that is, if a vessel is less than 10
metres, it does not have to have a holding
tank. However, if a vessel does not have a
holding tank, it cannot discharge sewage.

Mr JOHNSON: That is right. However,
the point I make is that the manufacturers of
these types of vessels for the marketplace
could, by making the vessels larger or smaller
than 10 metres by a few centimetres, have it
one way or the other. That is what I draw the
Minister's attention to.

Clause 50, as read, agreed to.

Clauses 51 to 62, as read, agreed to.
Clause 63—
Mr HAYWARD (12.52 p.m.): I move the

following amendments—

"At page 36, line 26, after 'sunrise'—
insert—

'(a "night transfer operation")'.
At page 37, line 1, 'transfer

operations'—
omit, insert—

'night transfer operations'.
At page 37, line 6, 'transfer

operation'—
omit, insert—

'night transfer operation'."
Amendments agreed to.

Mr JOHNSON: I thank the Minister for
addressing this problem. I believe that the
insertion of the words "night transfer
operation" will address the issue that I raised
in my remarks. At the same time, I believe that
this clause could also probably cover the
transfer of oils or fuels during military
operations. Although I did not mention that
aspect, I was wondering how it would be
covered.

Mr HAYWARD: In simple terms, military
operations are outside the Act, which probably
does not answer the honourable member's
question. That is part of an international
agreement.

Clause 63, as amended, agreed to.

Clause 64—
Mr JOHNSON (12.53 p.m.): Clause 64

states—
"Several liability—ships

64.(1) This section applies to a
transfer operation involving oil or noxious
liquid substances in bulk.

(2) If—
(a) a discharge happens from 2

or more ships; and 

(b) it is not reasonably
practicable to identify the oil or
noxious liquid substance that has
discharged from a particular ship;

all of the oil or noxious liquid
substance discharged is taken, for
this Part and sections 113, 115, 122
and 127 . . ."

In relation to proposed section 122, to me
it seems that this is a little unfair if we cannot
determine from which ship the substance has
been leaked or dropped. I believe that to point
the finger at both ships when only one is at
fault is very unfair. I would like the Minister to
elaborate on that point.
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Mr HAYWARD: Maybe this is only
obvious to me. Basically, the Act refers to "a
transfer operation involving oil or noxious liquid
substances in bulk". That is what it is, a
transfer operation. I would have thought it
obvious that in such a situation both ships
would be equally liable because they were
both involved.

Mr JOHNSON: I take the Minister's
point. Although both ships may be involved, if
one is at fault and the other is not, this
provision would seem to me to be a little
unfair. That is why I wanted to draw the
Minister's attention to the matter.

Mr HAYWARD: To go on—and I do not
want to get too carried away with this
issue—the honourable member should read
proposed section 64 (2) (b), which states that
"it is not reasonably practicable to identify" it. If
a ship is that much at fault, it would seem to
me to be reasonably practical to identify the
substance.

Clause 64, as read, agreed to.
Clauses 65 to 72, as read, agreed to.

Clause 73—
Mr HAYWARD (12.56 p.m.): I move the

following amendment—
"At page 43, line 20, 'person'—

omit, insert—
'officer'."

Amendment agreed to.

Clause 73, as amended, agreed to.
Clauses 74 to 136, as read, agreed to.

Schedule, as read, agreed to.

Bill reported, with amendments.

Third Reading

Bill, on motion of Mr Hayward, by leave,
read a third time.

Sitting suspended from 12.58 to
2.30 p.m.

CRIMES (CONFISCATION OF
PROFITS) AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 9 September 1994

(see p. 9536).

Mr BEANLAND (Indooroopilly)
(2.30 p.m.): It would be fair to say that these
amendments are before the House because
the implementation of the criminal assets
seizure legislation, hailed as an answer to
organised crime when first introduced, has

been in reality far from successful. The
legislation has not only failed to live up to
expectations but has also failed to deter those
disposed to participate in criminal activity. This
has been the experience in most other places
around the world where this type of legislation
has been introduced. 

The moneys recovered and goods
forfeited to date would hardly amount to
devastating body blows against the organised
crime which we are told exists in this State. If
the authorities believe that it is a body blow,
then at the least we are being subjected to a
beat-up by those same authorities in relation
to the degree of organised crime and drug
trafficking occurring in this State. In addition,
this legislation has proved to be ineffective in
relation to the seizure of profits of crime by
other racketeers. Even with the significant
changes that these amendments represent,
there is no guarantee that there will be an
increase in the confiscation of profits from
crime. 

The Opposition will not oppose this
legislation. In his second-reading speech, the
Minister mentioned that on 1 September
1991—just over three years ago—he
established a review committee to examine
legislation existing in other Australian States
and the Commonwealth. The committee was
comprised of representatives from the Office
of the Director of Prosecutions, the
department, the CJC, the Queensland Police
Service and the Queensland Council for Civil
Liberties. However, there is no mention of the
Queensland Law Society or the Queensland
Bar Association, both of which I am sure would
have made worthwhile contributions. The
committee did include the Queensland Council
for Civil Liberties. The question must be asked:
why were those two bodies—the Queensland
Law Society and the Queensland Bar
Association, which represent the legal
profession in this State—also not included in
that review committee? One could be forgiven
for believing that they should have been
represented. I presume that the Minister will
say that those bodies were given the
opportunity to make submissions, as I
understand they have been, but that is a
different point, and the fact remains that those
two organisations were not represented on the
review committee, even though they represent
the legal profession. 

The selling of stories by offenders to the
media about their criminal activities would in
recent years have become a major growth
industry but for this legislation, and its
strengthening will close off to criminals a
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further avenue of profit. We are informed by
the Minister that the closure of several
loopholes in the current legislation will enable
the Director of Prosecutions to gain access to
the proceeds gained by those offenders for
their stories prior to their being convicted of an
offence. Currently, this is not covered under
the legislation. I am aware that in many parts
of the globe criminals have profited from
selling their stories to the media. A further
amendment to the current special forfeiture
order provisions will also enable the
confiscation of the benefits derived by a third
party on the defendant's behalf. 

Another amendment deals with serious
offences under the Drugs Misuse Act which
carry 20 years or more imprisonment as a
penalty. If a restraining order has been made,
an automatic forfeiture of property to the
Crown will occur six months after the
conviction, unless the convicted person
successfully appeals against the order by
showing that the assets were lawfully acquired.
This effectively reverses the onus of proof from
the prosecution to the offender or third parties.
This amendment is a central thrust of this
legislation. However, as I have already
indicated, it relates only to serious drug
offences. Although the Opposition is
concerned about the reversal of the onus of
proof, we are nevertheless prepared to accept
that in these cases there is a need to get
tough with serious drug offenders in the
confiscation of their assets. Naturally, society
seeks to curb this type of serious criminal
activity. Depriving serious drug offenders of
any opportunity to pocket the profits of their
criminal activities will be an added disincentive
to people disposed to undertaking that type of
crime. 

Although I am concerned that innocent
third parties be adequately protected, it would
appear that the legislation goes some way in
endeavouring to accomplish that requirement.
I note that, in addition to that, the section is
largely based upon the Commonwealth Act.
Further, I have noted the comments of the
judiciary on this issue contained in the
Minister's second-reading speech. However, I
am aware that concerns exist in the
community about inadequate protection for
innocent third parties and family members. I
will raise some of these matters later so that
the Minister may give an assurance to the
Parliament that innocent people will not be
caught up in this legislation and, if the
Government finds that this is the case, efforts
will be made to amend the legislation to
overcome that occurrence. 

Unfortunately, it appears that over time
the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) Act has
been used to gain favourable headlines; yet,
in reality, the large sums of money that we
had been led to believe would be forthcoming
simply have not eventuated. A reading of the
most recent annual report of the Director of
Prosecutions shows that, in 1993, 20
restraining orders were obtained over property
with an estimated value of $3,086,000 and 25
pecuniary penalty orders were obtained over
property with a value of $2.9m, yet only 22
successful forfeiture orders were executed with
a total approximate value of $734,424—quite
a considerable sum less than the original
amounts over which orders were issued. In
table 18, the 1993 Director of Prosecutions
annual report shows that, in 1992, 35
pecuniary penalty orders were obtained over
property with a value of over $3m, while only
18 successful forfeiture orders were executed
with a total approximate value of $137,000. In
1991, 11 forfeiture orders were obtained over
property with an approximate value of
$250,000. From those figures, one sees that
the amount forfeited was small indeed
compared with the restraining orders or
pecuniary penalty orders originally obtained. 

I ask the Minister to clarify whether the
amounts that I have listed as forfeitures are
net amounts less legal expenses paid into
consolidated revenue, because the net
amounts that the Government has received
are not clear from the Director of Prosecutions'
annual report. I am aware that just because
they are forfeiture orders does not necessarily
mean that it has all gone to consolidated
revenue, because it could mean that we still
have to take into account the amount for legal
expenses. That fact is revealed when one
examines the CJC annual report. 

Furthermore, it is pleasing to see from the
annual report that the confiscations section of
the Director of Prosecutions' office has
implemented new procedures to ensure that,
where possible, applications for the
appropriate confiscation order are made when
the convicted offender is sentenced. I
welcome that change, and I trust that it will not
only speed up things but also improve the
operation of that very important part of the
Director of Prosecutions' operations. 

The 1992 Director of Prosecutions' annual
report comments on the matter of Mr Terry
Page, which I have raised previously in this
place. It states that, in respect of Mr Page, the
accused was subsequently convicted of
money laundering. On the director's
application, a pecuniary penalty order to the
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sum of $2.7m was made. On 12 May 1993, I
raised the issue of the pecuniary penalty
imposed on Mr Terry Page in the Chamber, as
there were a number of alarming aspects to
that matter, not to mention the very favourable
press which the Government and various
authorities received from that so-called coup. 

Since that time, I have heard nothing
from the Minister or this Government in reply
to those serious issues that I raised. The
issues that I raised at that time, which were
supported by documents that I tabled in this
House, were as follows: on 18 November
1992, Mr Terry Page was ordered to pay the
$2.7m after being convicted. The headline in
the Courier-Mail of the next day read,
"Convicted SP bookie faces $2.75m payout",
as the court had ruled as such. However, eight
days prior to the court case, on 10 November
1992, a deed of agreement was entered into
between Mr Page and the Director of
Prosecutions, who was acting at that time on
behalf of the Criminal Justice Commission.
Clause 5 of that agreement states—

"T. A. Page and L. M. Page will
refrain absolutely from comment to any
person upon any matter in connection
with the terms of this deed and with all
dealings which have occurred between
themselves and the Director and the
Criminal Justice Commission or any other
officer of the Director or the Criminal
Justice Commission." 

Mr Page in fact agreed to pay $250,000
upon conviction under the Crimes
(Confiscation of Profits) Act. Unless further
assets were discovered, this would be the sum
total payable. This was agreed to even before
the matter went to court—a far cry from the
headline-grabbing $2.75m that the public was
led to believe was the amount to be paid in
this case. In a further letter to the solicitors for
Page, the secrecy provisions in the deed of
agreement were emphasised and regarded
most seriously by the Director of Prosecutions.

We operate in a society where justice
must not only be done but be seen to be
done. I would suggest that in this case the
type of behaviour and media management by
this Government is totally unacceptable,
because what followed was very favourable
publicity for the Government for not only
cracking down on crime but also for the
confiscation of assets—not the figure of
$2.7m, but $250,000. I would contend that
that is a vast difference. Members of this
House will now appreciate my call for
clarification of the net sum actually received
and paid into consolidated revenue less all

outgoings, because that is certainly not clear
from the reports from the Director of
Prosecutions. I would hope that in future
annual reports the director would see fit to
clarify this matter and make it perfectly clear
just what the net figures are. 

As well, I call on the Minister to explain to
the public the reasons for the secrecy
surrounding what I call the Page fiasco, as it is
this type of secret action that undermines the
justice system. If the Government believes it is
fooling the criminal elements in our society by
bolstering these figures, then let me refer to
the Director of Prosecutions' 1993 annual
report. It says that, in 1993, it became
apparent that a number of offenders were
organising their affairs to avoid or minimise the
effects of the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits)
Act 1989 and, in some instances, did so in a
highly sophisticated manner. Moreover, of
course, that is why the Government is making
these amendments to the Act today, in an
effort to close more loopholes. This
Government has been bolstering its figures for
the confiscation of profits of crime and has
presented a false picture to the public,
particularly via the media. We are seeing more
and more media management. 

I trust that in the future the public will
receive additional information in the annual
report setting out clearly what amounts of the
so-called value figures have actually been
received as net amounts by way of forfeiture in
satisfaction of these orders. In particular, I
refer to the annual reports of both the Director
of Prosecutions and the Criminal Justice
Commission. 

It should, for example, be made clear if
other offenders have been treated in a similar
way to Page. I think that it would be fair to say
that, to date, the amount of funds obtained
under the legislation by the Criminal Justice
Commission is disappointing. With the
awesome powers that that body has, in
addition to its ability to use this legislation, I
would have thought that more substantial
sums would have been gained. I say this
because I recollect the CJC report on
cannabis, which stated that it was the second
largest cash crop in Queensland, running into
hundreds of millions of dollars. However, to
date, while some people have been
apprehended for drug trafficking and the
growing of cannabis, that report says that they
would be rather small in numbers, as, no
doubt, would be the dollar figures involved. 

That I should mention cannabis without
referring to organised crime and other major
drug traffickers means that one has to look at
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how much organised crime and drug trafficking
in cannabis really exists in this State. At a
glance, the CJC 1993-94 annual report figures
on the confiscation of profits show that, for the
four years since September 1990, forfeiture of
funds—that is assets removed from criminals
by CJC operations and paid into consolidated
revenue, I presume—came to a total of
$844,000. There was another $611,000 in
legal expenses. That came to a total in all of
$1,455,000 that would come under the
category of forfeitures. This is why I want it to
be made quite clear just what the actual net
amount of forfeitures is after legal expenses
are taken into account. If one has a look at
the other figures listed in that report, there are
some quite considerable sums involved in a
number of operations. Clearly, at the end of
the day, a lot of those sums were not in fact
gained and paid into consolidated revenue. 

In fact, that report says that the total net
value of currently restrained assets is
$1,540,000. In fact, after an appeal by an
offender or a third party, a lot of the amounts
or assets that have come under pecuniary
penalty orders and that are restrained or
confiscated do not see their way into the
Consolidated Fund as a forfeiture of those
assets. This matter needs to be cleared up
because we have what are clearly a number of
sets of figures and various standards, but the
exact figure is far from clear. I presume from
the CJC figures that the $844,000 is the real
figure of forfeiture, that that is the net sum that
has been paid into the Government's Treasury
coffers. 

However, again I notice the Government
gaining additional benefits from a big headline
in the Courier-Mail of 17 August 1994: "CJC
Seizes $1.45m of Crime Cash". We will see
how successful the CJC is with the $1.5m in
property that is currently under restraint. The
important point is that people could be
forgiven for believing that the funds that have
been received by the CJC in satisfaction of
orders are paid into the Government's coffers,
but that is simply not the case. Instead, all we
have is more media management. One could
be forgiven for believing that media
management has become more important
than the real net sums forfeited under this
legislation. 

While the Opposition is concerned about
the enormous powers being given under this
legislation, it also appreciates that in this
instance these amendments are required if
our crime-fighting authorities are going to
make inroads into the assets of the criminal
elements in our society and move away from

what we have largely seen to date. However,
at this point in time, the Criminal Justice
Commission, with all its awesome powers, has
been sadly lacking in success. One must
wonder just what other powers it wants for it to
start making real inroads into the profits of
crime. 

In conclusion, I trust that the Minister will
mention these sections involving reversals of
the onus of proof and will monitor those very
closely for, should the innocent members of
the community be caught up in matters
covered by these sections, then we on this
side of the Chamber believe that there will be
a need to look further at amending this
legislation to give those innocent parties some
protection. Just how many more powers will
Parliament be asked to give to its crime-
fighting authorities before the rights of the
individual will be trammelled to such an extent
that society says that enough is enough? As
parliamentarians, we have a duty to ensure
that these very considerable powers do not
operate unfairly or unjustly.

Mr WELFORD (Everton) (2.48 p.m.): I
am pleased to speak in support of the Crimes
(Confiscation of Profits) Amendment Bill. The
primary purpose of these amendments is to
update our Queensland Act to bring it into line
with the Commonwealth Proceeds of Crime
Act. As some members may be aware, in a
previous life I was working for the
Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions
when the Proceeds of Crime Act was brought
into effect at the Commonwealth level.
Indeed, at that time, I had some experience in
applying that Act. 

There are a couple of short points that I
wish to make about the amendments in this
Bill, which I think are of interest and, to some
extent, are and have been in the practice of
law in this area somewhat controversial. The
first relates to the way in which the law deals
with assets which are seized and restrained
under the Act pending the determination of
the guilt or otherwise of the person the subject
of charges of a criminal nature. Under the
Commonwealth Act—and I understand the
situation applies similarly under the
Queensland legislation—that property is
restrained but there is provision in the Act for
the payment out of restrained property of the
reasonable legal expenses of the defendant
concerned. On its face this is, of course, a
perfectly reasonable arrangement. It does not
make sense that people who have assets
should be deprived of those assets for the
purpose of defending criminal charges,
particularly if they are serious criminal charges.
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Indeed, a fundamental tenet of our legal
system and our criminal justice system is that
people should have the right of access to
adequate legal defence, particularly in criminal
matters—as distinct from civil matters—in
which their very liberty is potentially at stake.
So it is that the Commonwealth law and our
State Act currently provide for the legal
expenses of the defendant to be paid out of
restrained property. Those legal expenses can
be paid by agreement between the applicant
Director of Prosecutions and the defendant;
or, if there is a dispute, the matter can be
resolved by application to the court as to the
appropriate rate of payment of the
defendant's legal expenses out of the pool of
assets, assuming that assets are restrained. 

Unfortunately, in practice, it does not
operate in such a straightforward manner as
that brief description would indicate. For
example, if an alleged offender has engaged
in a major drug-trafficking exercise and, as a
result of that drug trafficking, accumulates a
substantial pool of assets or cash or both, the
question arises—and it is an interesting
dilemma for scholars of jurisprudence—as to
whether illicit gains of that kind, the proceeds
of what is ultimately proved to be criminal
activity, should be made available to the
defendant to use as the sinews of war, as one
judge once described it, in the battle with the
prosecutors to determine his or her guilt. 

That is precisely what can happen in
circumstances in which, although a very strong
case can be made out against a defendant or
multiple defendants, those defendants
nevertheless have access to their assets,
which are often gained by virtue of their
criminal activity and which, in any normal
circumstances, one would not regard as
properly theirs. Nevertheless, the defendants
have access to those assets for the purpose
of defending the criminal charges. 

If we then say that we should allow
access to reasonable legal expenses—which,
on the face of it, is a perfectly legitimate
proposition—but the defendant is then
ultimately found to be guilty or pleads guilty at
the 11th hour, as often occurs, to quite serious
charges which involve the accumulation of
substantial assets and wealth, and a good
portion of that, if not all of it, has been spent
on fighting the prosecution, what then
becomes of the State's entitlement—which is
arguably the spirit of the legislation—to recoup
those illicit gains for the benefit of the
community to be reinvested in that
crime-fighting exercise or in other appropriate
programs to prevent criminal activity? That is a
serious challenge. 

Under the legislation in the United States,
when assets are seized and are subject to
subsequent automatic forfeiture upon the
conviction of the people whose property is
seized, none of those assets is made
available to the defendants to defend
themselves, at least not in the first instance. In
other words, the defendants are required to
either borrow money or get it from friends or
some other source to defend themselves. If
they then prove that the assets under
restraint, or the assets that have been seized,
are not tainted by their criminal activity—in
other words, they are not the proceeds of their
criminal activity—they can recover those
assets and pay their legal expenses or
borrowings for legal expenses out of them.

The better position is that which currently
applies under our legislation in Queensland
and at the Federal level. However, we must
keep it under review and ensure that we
achieve the primary purpose of the legislation,
namely, the forfeiture of tainted property so
that assets gained by virtue of criminal activity
are recovered by the State through its
prosecuting authorities and reinvested either in
crime-fighting resources or in other
rehabilitation or crime-prevention programs for
the benefit of the community. That is really
part of the substantial benefit of these types of
provisions. 

The purpose of the provisions is an
equally valid and powerful argument for that
kind of legislation, namely, that very often the
most significant motivating factor in the types
of criminal activity that the legislation targets is
profit. In many cases, people are involved in
that activity not because they are criminal by
habit or nature; they are in it for one purpose
and one purpose only: to make a lot of money
and accumulate for themselves an enormous
amount of wealth. 

If that motive can be scuttled by
legislation such as this, we effectively take
away from potential criminals the prime
motivating factor. For people who engage in
criminal activity with that end in mind, money
and wealth have always been an enormous
temptation. However, it only reinforces the very
point that we make about legislation such as
this, that in many cases it is potentially a very
effective—indeed, a more effective—means of
deterring profit-making crime than is the
prosecution process itself.

We should not only endorse the principles
that underlie legislation such as this but also
ensure that resources to apply it are adequate
to reflect the very significant benefit to be
gained if legislation such as this is truly given
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teeth and put into effect. That is the first
matter that I wanted to mention, namely, the
question about the availability of what are
potentially the illicit proceeds of criminal activity
for the defence of a person who might
ultimately be found to be thoroughly guilty.
That creates a dilemma for policy makers in
devising legislation of this kind. 

The second interesting feature of the
legislation—and it appears in the amending
Bill—is the question of the onus of proof in
respect of tainted property. I refer honourable
members to the amending provision 8B, which
in effect reflects the Commonwealth provision
in section 30, which simply states that where
property is restrained in relation to a serious
drug offence, once the defendant has been
convicted of that offence, six months after that
date of conviction and assuming no appeals
are outstanding, that property the subject of
restraint is automatically forfeited. 

That means that all the property of a
defendant that is restrained is potentially the
subject of a restraining order. In other words, it
can be seized and put under the scope of a
forfeiture order. It may be that some of that
property is the proceeds of the criminal activity
which is the subject of the charges against
them and of which they may ultimately be
convicted, and some of the property may be
legitimately accumulated assets that they had
before they ever became involved in the
serious drug offences in which it is alleged
they are involved. The question is: is it
appropriate that all the property, whether or
not it is the proceeds of crime, be restrained
and be automatically forfeited upon their
conviction? 

Interestingly, this amending provision
reverses the onus of proving whether the
property is tainted or not. In other words,
instead of saying that, in addition to its being
restrained, the prosecution can only ultimately
forfeit property that the prosecution can prove
to be tainted, under new section 18A the Act
intends to leave open to the defendant the
option of applying to the Supreme Court to
show that certain property that is the subject of
the restraining order is not tainted and, by
virtue of that reason, should be excluded from
the operation of the restraining order for the
purpose of any automatic forfeiture. 

It would not surprise me if there were
some who believed that this is, in effect, a
reversal of the onus of proof as to which
property is tainted and which is not and is,
therefore, inappropriate. A distinction needs to
be drawn, however, before one starts to run
off at the mouth about the potentially anti civil

libertarian aspects of such a provision. This
provision is not referring to the onus of proof in
respect of the guilt or innocence of a person
who is the subject of a criminal charge. The
issue is not that, in respect of a criminal
charge, we are putting onto defendants the
onus of proving their innocence. In effect,
these are proceedings that are civil in nature
and, in the terms of the way in which they are
conducted, they have all the indicia of civil
proceedings. 

Although on its face it does seem to be
somewhat harsh, if indeed one were to the
see it as a parallel of reversing the onus of
proof in the hearing of criminal charges, all
that is really happening is the person in the
best position to know about the nature of the
property and whether it is tainted by criminal
activity or not is the person who has the onus
of clarifying that issue. Again, in that respect, I
believe that the appropriate balance in terms
of policy has been achieved in this legislation.
I think it is important that people understand
that that is the rationale behind it, namely, that
very rarely will the prosecution know all the
history of the accumulation of a person's
property. The best person to present evidence
of that and provide documentary evidence,
where it is available, of the history of
ownership of property is very likely to be the
person who claims that ownership. For that
reason, I think it is appropriate that these
amendments impose upon defendants who
have been charged or convicted and who do
not want restrained property automatically
forfeited the onus of proving that certain of the
property that is restrained should be removed
from the operation of the restraining order and
left available to them after the criminal
proceedings, whatever their outcome. 

In general terms, I support the amending
Bill. As I have previously indicated, primarily it
brings Queensland's law into line with the
Commonwealth's Proceeds of Crime Act. On
numerous occasions in this place I have
advocated greater consistency of laws
between the State and Commonwealth,
particularly in relation to the enforcement of
the criminal law, because, of course, criminals
in their activities pay no particular attention to
State boundaries and, indeed, no particular
attention to international boundaries. If the
activities of our law enforcement authorities
are to be coordinated and our laws are to be
effective, then it is important not only that our
State laws recognise and provide reciprocal
enforcement of laws in the State and the
Commonwealth—as this Bill contemplates—
but also that their operation is consistent right
across the nation. 
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I support the amending Bill before the
House.

Mr SANTORO (Clayfield—Deputy
Leader of the Liberal Party) (3.06 p.m.): There
is no doubt that major and organised crime
cartels are becoming increasingly active and
more effective in Australia. The State of
Queensland, as the honourable member who
preceded me in this debate indicated, and as
successive reports of the CJC and the Police
Service indicate, is no exception.

In fact, some honourable members will
recall that a recent investigative media report
on Tuesday, 10 October 1994 by Channel 9's
A Current Affair highlighted a major drug
problem in the Noosa area. An ex-police
officer, with the assistance and resources of a
media outlet, was able to demonstrate not
only criminal activity but also substantial assets
gained by a Noosa drug trafficker. All
responsible Queenslanders would agree that
such personal gains should not remain in the
hands of the career criminal.

Obviously this is not, however, an isolated
case. The Commonwealth Government's
Coad report on the Review of Commonwealth
Enforcement Arrangements 1994 has
identified several major and organised crime
groups and activities in Australia. The Coad
report reported that numerous organised
criminal networks are active within Australia.
These networks are based on professional
criminal milieux in major capital cities, certain
secret societies, ethnically based groups and
certain common interest groups. Corruption
has facilitated the operations of many of those
networks. Also a number of criminal
organisations based in other countries are
attempting to establish themselves here or
may attempt to do so in the near future.

Mr Beattie:  That's very true.
Mr SANTORO: I take the interjection

from the honourable member for Brisbane
Central, who served with great distinction as
Chairman of the Parliamentary Criminal Justice
Committee and who, together with me, took a
great deal of interest in this most important
aspect of the commission's operations.

Mr Beanland: A boost to his ministerial
chances?

Mr SANTORO: Unfortunately for the
honourable member for Brisbane Central, it
was not a boost to his ministerial chances
because he certainly took his duties——

Mr T. B. Sullivan: He'll get there
before you.

Mr SANTORO:  There he is again. I wish
that fellow would get himself onto the

speakers' list and make an intelligent
contribution rather than try to knock somebody
who is making a sensible contribution based, I
should say, on three years of fairly solid
experience and work on the Parliamentary
Criminal Justice Committee. The honourable
member for Chermside would do well to try to
get himself onto that committee because, if he
did and, like me, he became aware of the
potential for organised crime to flourish in this
State and in Australia, perhaps his
interjections would be a little bit more
intelligent. When I say "a little bit", I know that
I live in eternal hope, but perhaps they would
be just a little bit more intelligent than the one
that he just made.

Major and organised crime has caused
considerable financial loss to the Australian
and Queensland communities. John Walker of
the Australian Institute of Criminology
estimates that the cost to the Australian
community for specific major and organised
crimes is between $11.2 billion and $20.7
billion annually. These costs do not include the
significant resources provided by the Federal
and State Governments in supporting health
and social welfare services, the funding of the
criminal justice infrastructure, specific
rehabilitation and education programs,
compensation to victims and, particularly, the
loss of taxation revenue.

The financial burden on our community
caused by this cancerous growth of criminal
behaviour seriously impedes our lifestyles,
business growth and prosperity and the ability
of Governments to direct resources where they
are most needed. The effect of failing to
address this type of criminal behaviour,
particularly white-collar crime, will be the
decline of social and public order in our
Queensland Community.

New or enhanced strategies using the
medium of legislation are necessary and must
be made available to the community, law-
enforcement agencies and the criminal justice
system to control and deter major and
organised crime in Queensland. To some
degree, the introduction of the Crimes
(Confiscation of Profits) Amendment Bill 1994
into Parliament will achieve the objectives that
our community wants to achieve in reducing
the increase in crimes and criminal behaviour
on our streets. 

Since the introduction of the Crimes
(Confiscation of Profits) Act in 1989, it is
estimated that the State Government has
netted over $10m and tightened up several
legal loopholes through which funds or goods
were laundered by criminals and their
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associates. I suggest to the Minister that this
legislation should also target specifically white-
collar crimes. 

Certainly, there is a need for this
legislation to demonstrate a consolidated and
coordinated approach to Commonwealth and
interstate legislation; a strengthening and far-
reaching application of specific laws related to
the confiscation of profits resulting from the
proceeds of crimes within Queensland; and
the adoption of substantive laws to cover
emerging criminal practices within the wider
community.

The essence of this legislation should
make the proceeds of serious crime and
property used in its commission liable to a
court order for confiscation after conviction.
However, when considering the adoption of
this legislation, I am particularly interested in
the balance between overgovernance and the
interests of the wider community. Good
government involves the application of sound
principles and the need to make informed
decisions based on issues that need to be
addressed. I believe that there are a
number of principles and issues that should be
considered before this Bill is enacted as a
legal framework in controlling major and
organised crime. Firstly, the legislation must
acknowledge the right of innocent individuals
and businesses to property which has been
obtained legally with wealth acquired legally.
Third-party interests should not be condemned
to guilt by association where evidence of lawful
activity can be substantiated. Also, any
investigations into major and organised crime
should consider the effects of stress and
trauma caused to innocent parties who may
be caught in the web of criminal behaviour.

That is not to say that a full and thorough
investigation should not occur. However, there
is a need to have a degree of sensitivity
towards people who are not responsible for
any criminal behaviour. The legislation must
strike a balance between the need to control
crime and values, such as fairness and justice,
accountability and the presumption of
innocence, which make up the criminal justice
system.

Secondly, the financial resources and
benefits gained by the Government from
property that has been seized should be used
to better the community in specific ways. For
example, similar pieces of legislation in other
Australian States provide for the funding of
law-enforcement agencies to improve their
capabilities, specific rehabilitation and
education programs, such as drug awareness
programs, crime prevention initiatives, and

support for or compensation to victims of
crimes.

Thirdly, law-enforcement agencies,
including the Criminal Justice Commission,
and their performance standards should not
be measured by how successful they are in
obtaining a financial return to the Government
by using this legislation, nor should the
agency's annual budget be varied or
determined by the Government where
budgets are supplemented by seizure of
profits. The Government has a responsibility to
maintain and enhance law-enforcement
capabilities to reduce the social problems
associated with major and organised crime.
The benefits and resources received from this
legislation should be given to law-enforcement
agencies to improve their sophistication in
intelligence systems to deal with such crime.

Fourthly, the legislation should be
compatible with Federal and other State
legislation so that there are no gaps through
which organised criminals can transfer goods
interstate. Such a cooperative approach
needs greater consultation between the
Federal and other State Governments on this
issue to identify any weaknesses in the
legislation and to ensure that the career
criminal cannot maximise the opportunity to
profit as a result of indifferent performances by
State and Federal Governments. I suggest to
the Minister that this Government has a major
responsibility to support a collective response
to the problem of national organised and
major crime. To the extent that this Bill
contributes to this process, I welcome it. 

Fifthly, any assets obtained by the
Government from this legislation should be
strictly controlled to ensure that the
Government obtains a reasonable financial
return on confiscated goods so that the
community can receive the maximum benefits
from these additional resources. There needs
to be an auditing process to ensure that
seized goods are not devalued to benefit the
personal interest that somebody from the
public sector or the wider community may
have in such goods.

Sixthly, the Government and the
legislation should monitor any arrangements
between the law-enforcement agencies, the
judiciary and criminals concerning any deals
where the payment of confiscated goods is
reduced in exchange for information to assist
in other prosecutions and to make sure that
the sentencing of criminals is not reduced
owing to their significant financial losses under
this legislation. Failure to address this issue
could lead to future corrupt practices in the
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criminal justice system. Terry Page's
sentencing for SP betting in 1991 may be a
case in point.

If these principles and issues are not
addressed fully in the legislation, then the
Queensland community will be getting a less
than effective approach towards dealing with
major and organised crime in this State.
Justice must be seen to be done. I believe
that there is a growing recognition in
Queensland society of the damage that crime
causes and, in a deeper sense, that criminals
should not be able to enjoy the fruits of their
criminal activity. If these issues are not
addressed, then the Government has failed in
its responsibility to provide a safe and secure
community.

With these reservations and suggestions,
along with my honourable colleague the
member for Indooroopilly and shadow
Minister, I am pleased to say that I support the
Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) Amendment
Bill 1994.

Mr BEATTIE (Brisbane Central)
(3.16 p.m.) I rise to support this important
piece of legislation, the Crimes (Confiscation of
Profits) Amendment Bill 1994. There are four
provisions of this legislation that I believe
deserve attention in this debate, and I intend
to refer to them. Before I do that, I think that it
is important to point out that an understanding
of the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits)
Amendment legislation is fundamentally
crucial to the fight against organised crime and
serious crime. 

If members look at the objective of the
legislation, they will see that it is to enhance
and strengthen the Crimes (Confiscation of
Profits) Act 1989. The Explanatory Notes, to
which I will not refer, set out the particular
reasons for it. 

Organised crime is a greater problem than
many Queenslanders and other Australians
believe it is. Organised crime has become
more global, it is extremely well resourced,
both financially and in a range of other ways
and, unfortunately, Queenslanders and other
Australians have for too long thought that we
live in the lucky country and that we are
exempt from the problems of organised crime.
We are not. As I said—and I
stress—organised crime has become more
global. I am not just talking about the
operations of the Mafia; the Triads and the
Yakuza. The South Americans, in particular
the Colombians have also become global in
their operations. Hence, to deal with this global
problem, we need appropriate mechanisms
and laws to attack organised crime, and this

legislation is an appropriate way in which to do
it. It attacks organised crime where it hurts,
that is, it seizes the profits of organised crime
and criminal activity. That means that people
who have been involved in organised crime
are not going to be sitting pretty in gaol for five
years, six years, seven years or eight years
knowing that their ill-gotten gains obtained
over a period are invested well and are gaining
interest. This cuts short that process, which
has occurred in the past. 

I want to refer to the fact that the
CJC—and I am aware of this through my
previous chairmanship of the Parliamentary
Criminal Justice Committee—certainly used
strategies to fight organised crime. As I have
said already, one of those strategies was to
use the seized proceeds of crime to attack
organised crime. In fact, the CJC established a
proceeds of crime unit. 

As members would expect, I take a
particular interest in the CJC, and I notice that,
on 18 November 1994, the CJC reported to
the second Parliamentary Criminal Justice
Committee that as at 30 September 1994, it
had a total net value of currently restrained
assets of $1,560,800. That information is
contained in the CJC's summary of activities
for October 1994, which was reported to the
committee on 18 November 1994. The same
CJC report lists $176,000 of recent forfeitures,
made up of $149,000 from Operation Dingo,
$11,000 from Operation Virgin, $11,000 from
Operation Whitewash and $5,000, also from
Operation Whitewash, making a total of
$176,000. 

It is worth setting out this detail because
of some of the comments that have been
made in this debate by Opposition members.
That report also sets out in detail all the
forfeitures since 30 September 1990. We
ought to keep in mind—as the honourable
member for Clayfield would know—that the
CJC did not commence operations until 22
April 1990. So the forfeitures from 30
September 1990 until now give some
indication of the success or otherwise of the
CJC's activities in this area in terms of
forfeitures.

Mr Santoro: That's certainly an
indication of the enormous potential to get a
lot more, isn't it?

Mr BEATTIE: I do not disagree with
that; that is quite true. However, it is a
mechanism that is working effectively now but
which needs the extra teeth of these
amendments to work more effectively.

Mr Santoro: Would you agree with me,
though, that that money should go back into
that law enforcement agency?
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Mr BEATTIE: Obviously, that is the
basic thrust of what the legislation is about. I
know that some may end up in consolidated
revenue but, if the money is there, inevitably
there will be more money for law and order.

I will deal with the figures for the total
forfeited pecuniary penalty order assets. There
was $288,000 from Operation Favour—Ripps.
There was $355,000 from Operation Aztec—
Page. And we have heard some reference to
Mr Page here, who was seeking as much
community sympathy as he could get for his
illegal activities. I have a great deal of difficulty
being sympathetic, bearing in mind the
attention that the Fitzgerald inquiry gave to SP
bookies. And yet when the first SP bookie was
prosecuted and had his assets forfeited, we
heard his bleating in an attempt to gain
sympathy. I am afraid that I found his
attempts a waste of time.

There was $60,000 from Operation
Whitewash; $169,000 from Operation Dingo—
Box; and $11,000 from Operation Virgin—
Hoff. That came to a total of $863,000. The
total of restrained assets expended in legal
costs included: Operation Aztec, $321,000;
Operation Whitewash—Onea/Pucus,
$200,000; Operation Whitewash—Runcan,
$70,000; Operation Fantail, $10,000; and
Operation Bandicoot, $10,000. That came to
a total of $611,000.

In summary, the CJC reported to the
PCJC that the total of assets removed from
criminals by CJC operations was $863,000
forfeited/pecuniary penalty orders, and
$611,000 in legal expenses. That came to a
total of $1,474,000. And that is not the total
picture. I am simply mentioning what the CJC
has reported to the Parliamentary Criminal
Justice Committee. So to some extent I think
people would appreciate the effectiveness of
the legislation to date.

It is worth looking at organised crime.
Going back a bit, the CJC proposed to the
Queensland Police Service that a standing
organised crime task force be created to
provide a progressive response to the
challenge of organised crime, with its expertise
growing with its exposure to the task. The
Criminal Justice Act said that the CJC had to
play a role supplementary to that of the
Queensland Police Service in the area of
organised crime, which was why the joint task
force was set up at the end of 1992.

In this regard, the CJC was conscious of
the experience of leading overseas
crime-fighting organisations such as the US
Federal Bureau of Investigation—the FBI—the
organised crime division of which over two

decades successfully destroyed the
effectiveness of the Italian organised group La
Cosa Nostra. To the CJC's knowledge, a
number of ethnically based and other
organised crime groups were active in
Queensland but had not previously been the
subject of dedicated targeting on any
continuing basis. Of course, this is now
happening.

Overseas experience indicates a long
lead time in developing within law enforcement
the expertise necessary to tackle such
problems. The basic CJC steps in fighting
organised crime include: the collection and
analysis of all information available throughout
the law enforcement community; the
establishment of an intelligence collection plan
which actively seeks to capture intelligence on
current criminal activities and to identify the
principals involved in that activity; the design of
an operational plan with pro-active
investigation of the organisation, in particular
by the use of mobile and electronic
surveillance; undercover penetration by a
police agent, which is a very difficult long-term
endeavour; the discovery of informants and
attempts to enforce cooperation by
peripherally involved people to gather
evidence; the pursuit of the money trail by
financial investigators and the conduct of
secret hearings; and leapfrogging from
operation to operation, widening the net by
targeting the organisation rather than
individuals, and gradually working to the top of
the tree.

Although the whole endeavour can be
simply stated, it is anything other than simple
in practice. It requires an understanding of the
culture involved, including the language, the
organisation, the attitudes, the strengths and
weaknesses of the principal players, infinite
patience and a preparedness to commit
resources for the long term. It is expensive in
resources for no immediate return and
therefore requires the understanding, support
and commitment of the supervising body,
such as the Parliamentary Criminal Justice
Committee, the Parliament, the Government,
the community and, of course, the media.

When the FBI decided to investigate
organisation-based rather than individually-
based targeting, it was concerned that the
necessary reduction in the kill rate would not
be tolerated by its political masters. However,
the US Congress showed great maturity in
accepting the change in direction as a
necessary step, as a result of which the
long-term viability of the program is
guaranteed.
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As I mentioned earlier, the CJC had the
philosophy of acting wherever appropriate in
combination with other law enforcement
agencies, both local and interstate. It
formalised these arrangements with the
Australian Federal Police, the Victorian State
Police and the State Drug Crime Commission
of New South Wales through the execution of
memorandums of understanding. The
commission negotiated with the Queensland
Police Service to enter a similar agreement
with that body for the investigation of
organised crime, a matter that I mentioned
before.

The typical memorandum of
understanding required the participating
parties to act in support of each other
wherever possible, to share intelligence
material and to provide for management of
joint operations by the constitution of
management and operational committees.
That agreement with the Queensland Police
Service was not reached during the early
period of the CJC's activities but, as I said
before, it was finally agreed to in 1992. The
CJC also examined and conducted a study
into Japanese organised crime activity, the
Yakuza, as well as Chinese organised crime,
the Triads, and Italian organised crime as well.
However, it is important that any discussion
about organised crime be put in perspective
and not blown out of proportion just for media
headlines. That gives some idea of the
effectiveness of the legislation to date and
how it has been used by the CJC in its joint
operations with the Police Service.

However, before I move on to particular
provisions of the Bill, it would be remiss of me
if I did not again place on public record in this
Parliament, as I have done, I think, on three
previous occasions, my concern that the CJC
has not produced for this Parliament a general
report for the populace of Queensland on
organised crime so that there is a better
appreciation of that problem. This problem has
been around for many years and has
intensified, as I said before, as the global
nature of organised crime has spread. The
people of Queensland have a right to know,
and I am disappointed that the CJC has not
produced, as promised to the first
Parliamentary Criminal Justice Committee, its
organised crime report. I hope that one day it
will do so.

I move on now to the particular provisions
of this Bill that I think are important. I
congratulate the Minister on their introduction.
As I have said in this place on previous
occasions, he has been at the forefront of key

reforms, in relation to which I have had the
pleasure of participating in debates in this
House. This is a very practical Bill which gets to
the heart of dealing with organised crime and
serious crime and does not simply provide
rhetoric but the mechanisms to do something
about it.

I want to discuss how this Bill strengthens
the current law. Clause 31, under the heading
of "Money laundering", states that a person
who engages in money laundering is guilty of
a crime. There is a maximum penalty of 3,000
penalty units or imprisonment for 20 years.
The clause states that—

". . . a person engages in money
laundering if the person engages, directly
or indirectly, in a transaction involving
money or other property that is tainted
property; or receives, possesses, disposes
of or brings into Queensland money or
other property that is tainted property;
or"—

and this is the crucial part of the section—

"conceals or disguises the source,
existence, nature, location ownership or
control of the tainted property; and the
person knows, or ought reasonably to
have known that the property is tainted
property or is derived from some form of
unlawful activity."

The problem here is that, although the
previous Bill did have a section that dealt with
money laundering and the concealing and
disposing of assets, it did not deal adequately
with the issue of disguising. Organised crime in
particular has almost unlimited resources—
millions, and billions of dollars in some cases,
if we look at it from a global point of view.
Using a loophole such as that could in fact
strangle the effectiveness of the money-
laundering section. So clause 31 introduces a
very specific provision that deals with those
money-laundering sleaze-bags who attempt to
disguise what they are about or what they are
doing. Importantly, this fills a gap. This is a
preventive measure to stop that weakness in
the legislation being used to avoid the money-
laundering provision. So it covers up the
weakness that existed before, because the
legislation, prior to this amendment, did not
deal with disguising assets. So that is an
important provision for which I congratulate the
Minister. 

The second provision that I want to deal
with relates to clause 8B, that is, the automatic
forfeiture of restrained property in relation to
serious drug offences. The definitions in the
Act reveal that this can occur only in relation to
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a serious offence. A "serious offence" is
defined in the Act as a serious drug offence or
another indictable offence, whether dealt with
on indictment or summarily, or an offence
against this Act for which an offender is liable
to imprisonment or an offence against an Act
or a provision specified in Schedule 2 or
another offence prescribed by regulation.
Clause 8B states—

"If—
(a) a person (the 'defendant') is taken to

be convicted of a serious drug
offence . . ."

So we are talking about serious drug offences,
and the need for a reversal of the onus of
proof issue. The clause states further—

"(b) a restraining order is, or was, granted
for property (whether the property of
the defendant or someone else) in
relation to—

(i) the defendant's conviction of the
serious drug offence; or 

(ii) the charging, or proposed
charging, of the defendant with
the serious drug offence or a
related serious drug offence;
and 

(c) the restraining order, to the extent to
which it relates to the property, is not
the subject of a declaration under
section 18B (3); and 

(d) the restraining order is enforced at
the end of—

(i) the period (the 'forfeiture period')
of 6 months starting on the day
of conviction; or

(ii) if the forfeiture period is
extended under subsection (2)—
the forfeiture period as
extended; 

the property is forfeited to the State at the
end of the forfeiture period or the
forfeiture period as extended." 

It goes on—

"(2) On application made to the Supreme
Court within the forfeiture period, the
Supreme Court may extend the
forfeiture period by not more than 3
months if it is satisfied it is in the
interests of the administration of
justice to extend the period in the
special circumstances of the case." 

Those are very specific provisions that deal
with serious offences where the penalty is 20
years' imprisonment or more and with people
involved in the commission of drug offences,

which are of grave concern to the community
generally. I believe that this legislation would
be enthusiastically supported by the
community generally. 

As a civil libertarian and a lawyer, of
course I have concerns about mandatory
provisions, but at the end of the day, if we are
going to deal with these issues, we need the
appropriate weapons in the legislation. It is all
very well using rhetoric, but we have to give
the legislation and those who are required to
enforce it the teeth to deal with these issues.
That is achieved by this provision. 

In conclusion, I want to deal with one
other matter which I believe is important, that
is, the issue of legal expenses. That issue is
not covered in the amending legislation, but it
is covered in the Crimes (Confiscation of
Profits) Act 1989. The relevant provision,
section 17 (10), is contained in Part 3, which
deals with restraining orders. It states—

"A restraining order against a
person's property may be made subject to
such conditions as the Supreme Court
thinks fit and, without limiting the
generality of this, may make provision for
meeting, out of the property or a specified
part of the property, one or more of the
following:—"

So these are the things that can be exempt
from the restraining order—

"(a) the person's reasonable living
expenses"—

that is fair enough—

"(including the reasonable living
expenses of the person's
dependants (if any)) and reasonable
business expenses."

That is a reasonable provision. It continues— 

"(b) the person's reasonable expenses in
defending a criminal charge or
proceedings under this Act to which
he is a party." 

So a person is entitled to have
reasonable expenses to defend himself or
herself out of his or her assets. The claims of
those who have complained—and I have seen
a little bit of this—about not having adequate
resources to defend themselves are simply not
true. The provision allows them reasonable
expenses in defending a criminal charge or
proceedings under this Act to which they are a
party. The provision continues—

"(c) a specified debt incurred by the
person in good faith (being a debt to
which neither paragraph (a) nor (b)
applies)." 
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That is the law that applies generally around
Australia, but subsection (11) is a specific
Queensland provision, which states—

"The Supreme Court shall not make
provision of a kind referred to in
subsection (10) unless it is satisfied"—

and this covers legal expenses—

"(a) that the defendant cannot meet the
expenses or debt concerned out of
property that is not subject to a
restraining order." 

In other words, our provisions are tougher than
those in the rest of Australia. Subsection (11)
continues—

"(b) that the property, or a specified part
of the property, was not derived or
realized, directly or indirectly, by any
person, as a result of the commission
of the offence in reliance on which
the application referred to in
subsection (1) is made." 

Section 17 (10) provides that the
Supreme Court can allow a person to use
reasonable expenses to defend themselves,
provided that the court has looked at this and
then only if the defendant cannot meet the
expenses or debts concerned out of property
that is not subject to a restraining order. So
Queensland's provisions in terms of fighting
crime are tougher than those in the rest of
Australia. I believe that these provisions are
important for the continuing battle against
organised crime and serious crime. As serious
crime and organised crime become more
sophisticated and better resourced, these
measures and mechanisms are the only way
in which those problems can be dealt with. I
applaud the Opposition for supporting this Bill,
and I hope that all members will be
enthusiastic in their support of it. I conclude by
congratulating the Minister on its introduction. 

Mr HEALY (Toowoomba North)
(3.36 p.m.): It gives me great pleasure to
speak today, albeit briefly, on the Crimes
(Confiscation of Profits) Amendment Bill. This
Bill takes on particular importance in light of
the latest police statistics which show that
crime is escalating throughout Queensland at
an unprecedented rate. It is no secret that my
electorate of Toowoomba North has not been
spared from that crime wave. It behoves this
Parliament to put in place legislation that
serves as a deterrent to that ever-increasing
criminal element that is placing exceptional
social and economic strains on Queenslanders
everywhere. 

In speaking to this Bill this afternoon, I
want to address three points specifically: firstly,

closing the loophole that has allowed criminals
to seek gain by selling their stories to the
media and thereby profiting from their criminal
activities; secondly, the reversal of onus of
proof for tainted property under the Drugs
Misuse Act 1986; and, thirdly, some serious
concerns which I share with my colleague the
member for Indooroopilly, as expressed in his
contribution earlier this afternoon, pertaining to
the innocence of the third party under the
proposed new category for serious drug
offences under the Drugs Misuse Act. 

Before I elaborate on those points, I
remind the House that it was the previous
National Party Government that first
introduced the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits)
Act in 1989—an Act that was assented to on
12 May that year. It was the previous
Government that took that significant step to
combat crime after it became patently clear
that traditional methods of punishment by
imprisonment and fines were not enough. So
effective, in fact, was that legislation that many
aspects of it have been suggested as a model
for other States to adopt. Indeed, in his
second-reading speech on this Bill, the
Attorney-General cited papers from the CJC
that were submitted to a recent national
agency's criminal assets conference on
attacking proceeds of crime. One of those
papers commended the Queensland Act
which, for the most part—unlike those of other
States—prevents a criminal from accessing
restrained funds for the purpose of legal
expenses. The paper presented by the
Criminal Justice Commission stated that—

". . . the most satisfactory solution is that
contained in the Queensland provision." 

Any attempt by this Government to strengthen
the already existing legislation introduced by
the previous Government and used as a
model for other States is certainly welcomed
by me. 

The introduction of the Crimes
(Confiscation of Profits) Act in 1989 signalled
the then Government's unbending
commitment to attacking organised criminal
activity within this State. The public can rest
assured that that commitment from the
coalition has not weakened one iota and
stands stronger than ever. I welcome the
thrust of this legislation, which endeavours to
close existing loopholes in the law. 

It has long been of great concern to
members on both sides of this House that
criminals—sometimes people guilty of some of
the most horrific crimes—have been able to
profit by selling their stories to the media. It is
a great tragedy and a great indictment on our
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media that a Government should be
forced—and I stress "forced"—to introduce
legislation that prevents criminals from profiting
from their crimes. It is a tragedy that the ethics
of many media outlets have been so severely
compromised that they hold little or no regard
for the victims of those crimes, their relatives
and their friends. It is a tragedy that, in many
cases, the media has had its public
responsibility blurred by the possible profit
margin. I am not knocking the media for
wanting to make a profit; that is fair enough,
but I am knocking those media outlets that
negate their principles and their public
responsibility for the sole objective of
promoting and, therefore, directly or indirectly
giving financial assistance to criminals. A
loophole has existed in the law that has
allowed a criminal to profit by selling his or her
stories before he or she has been convicted
by a court. I welcome the closing of that
loophole, which will ensure that any profits
obtained by criminals are caught.

This issue, of course, was first drawn to
the attention of the Premier by the member for
Crows Nest back in December 1992, and I
welcome this amendment which will provide
some relief to those victims, their families and
friends. It must also be remembered, however,
that no matter how much we punish a criminal,
no matter how much we make it difficult for
them and how much freedom we deprive
them of, the fact still remains that the victim of
that particular crime will always suffer. Nothing
will wipe away those memories, feelings,
emotions, hurt or grief. No laws, no matter how
tough or difficult on a criminal, will ever
compensate the victim of a crime. 

I turn now to the provisions in this Bill
which deal with the confiscation of tainted
property of those people who are convicted
under the Drugs Misuse Act with a penalty of
20 years' or more imprisonment. At the outset,
let me say that this is welcome legislation that
confiscates property and assets that have
been acquired either directly or indirectly
through criminal activity. The forfeiture of
assets strikes at the very core of criminal
motive which, of course, is profit. The forfeiture
of assets ensures that no healthy
accumulation of funds awaits a convicted
criminal upon his or her release—funds which
can so often be reinvested in future criminal
activity. 

What concerns me in this legislation,
however, is that a person whose property has
been used by another party, for example, for
the growing of a dangerous drug, may well be
punished by the law when that person is

entirely innocent. It appears that this Bill will
automatically forfeit the land from the third
party if that land has been used in relation to a
serious drug offence. This is all very well if the
owner of this property was either aware or,
worse, gave consent for his property to be
used, but what if the owner of the block had
absolutely no knowledge that his or her land
was being used for the growing of a
dangerous drug? Surely all members are
aware of just how large are many of the
State's rural properties. Even the owner of the
smallest property would find it extremely
difficult to monitor every fence line or every
area of bushland.

Although limited protection does exist
within this Bill for the owner of the property, I
believe that that protection is far from
adequate. The owner of the property has up
to six months to apply to a court to justify
reversal of that automatic forfeiture, but it
seems grossly unfair that a person who is
entirely innocent—a person who had no
knowledge whatsoever that any other party
was using his property for growing a
dangerous drug—should be forced to apply to
a court to have his land returned. This could
result in potentially exorbitant legal costs, not
to mention the immense stress that that
person would suffer. It is entirely unfair that a
person or persons who has had no charge
brought against them should have to justify
their innocence to a court. If this property
owner was facing a charge, then it would be a
different story, but if he is not charged with a
single thing in connection with the offence he
should be spared from having to justify his
innocence. I believe that that is just common
decency. 

As pointed out by the previous speaker, I
would like the Minister to clarify to what extent
tainted property will be forfeited under these
circumstances. Will it be the portion of the
property where the dangerous drug was found
to be growing or would it be the entire
property? That may be as large as several
thousand hectares. Unless the Minister can
adequately clarify these points, perhaps
property owners all over Queensland will be
very much concerned. I look forward to the
Minister's response. 

I can understand the Minister wanting to
make legislation tough on those who have
been charged with an offence, but more
particularly those found guilty of that offence,
but I find it a little difficult to comprehend that
the Minister should wish to make legislation so
tough on those people who are not even
connected to crime, perhaps those who have
not even been charged with an offence. 
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I further remind the Minister, and indeed
the Government, that it is entirely pointless
implementing tough new legislation to deal
with criminals when it has become blatantly
obvious to every community throughout
Queensland that this Government has
consistently failed to provide adequate
resources to the police to catch the criminals in
the first place. Recent police statistics show
that crime clearance levels are plummeting all
over the State. It is all very well for
Government members to sit in this Chamber
with a warm feeling because a Bill has been
introduced to make things tougher for
criminals. That is entirely useless unless we
catch those criminals. 

There is no more obvious example of a
community confronted by an escalating crime
wave than the community of Toowoomba.
Each year, I see the Queensland Police
Service's statistical review and each year I see
crime spiralling—not only that, I see the gap
between crimes committed and crimes cleared
widening. Toowoomba has one of the lowest
police-to-population ratios of any region in the
State, with one officer for every 981 people.
This compares with the State average of one
officer for every 516 people. 

This Government's law and order record in
Toowoomba, indeed in Queensland, is very
questionable and something of which all
members opposite should be aware. It is also
tragic that Toowoomba's spiralling crime wave
is not an isolated incident, and it is tragic that
Toowoomba's crime problems are
representative of those in many other areas of
this State. 

If this Bill is to have any impact
whatsoever, if it is to be really effective, then
this Government must address urgently the
underresourcing and understaffing of this
State's Police Service. To simply pass this Bill
without making corresponding improvements
in the police force would be negligent; it would
be simply window-dressing. 

Other than those areas which I have
asked to be clarified, I support this Bill, as do
other members of the Opposition. I ask the
Government to ensure that it really will have
an impact and that it really will work. The
Government can only address that problem by
addressing the mammoth problems of
inadequate police funding.

Mr BRISKEY (Cleveland) (3.46 p.m.): I
was sitting here quite enjoying the honourable
member for Toowoomba North's contribution
to this debate until he started to beat the old
law and order drum. How many times do we
hear the same old bleatings from National

Party members who, for 32 years, did nothing
about law and order and crime. 

Mr T. B. Sullivan: Except encourage a
corrupt police commissioner, and promote
him!

Mr BRISKEY: The member is
absolutely correct. I will just enlighten
members a little bit on what this Government
has done in the past five years. Statewide,
there are now 1,500 more police on the
streets than there were under the National
Party that members opposite say was so
wonderful. We have increased the police
budget by 70 per cent. In 1989-90, when the
National Party was in Government, the police
budget was $295m; it is now $503m. 

Mr T. B. Sullivan: We started paying
them decent wages.

Mr BRISKEY: The member is
absolutely correct. But we have done more.
The Government is now spending over $200m
more on police than the National Party
Government did in 1989—its last year in office.
I could go on and on about what this
Government has done in relation to law and
order, but I will not because I have risen today
to talk about the Crimes (Confiscation of
Profits) Amendment Bill. 

Along with other members who have
spoken this afternoon, and the honourable
member who preceded me, I support this Bill
because it is predominantly about getting
more illegally obtained property from criminals,
in other words, confiscating the money and
the property that they have gained or obtained
through their illegal activities. The Bill has
come about as a result of a review committee
set up by the Attorney-General to look at the
law in other States and the Commonwealth
and to compare it with our own State law. This
review of legislation of other States and the
Commonwealth was an important way to
ensure that we had the best confiscation of
profits legislation in Australia.

 One of the major problems with the
present legislation in Queensland is the
problem relating to criminals who sell their
stories to the media. At present, the courts
can seize the money obtained from a criminal
selling his or her story only when the criminal
has entered into a contract after his or her
conviction. There is a further problem with
respect to the present legislation where a
contract is entered into outside Queensland.
This made it unlikely that the proceeds could
be seized from the sale of a criminal's story. 

Importantly, this legislation will stop
criminals from obtaining money by selling their
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stories to the media. In other words, at
present, crime does pay for criminals, but after
this legislation is passed by this Parliament,
crime will no longer pay with respect to
criminals selling their stories to the media.
Whether criminals enter into contracts with
media outlets before their convictions to tell all,
or whether they enter into contracts outside of
Queensland to tell all, the moneys received by
them will be able to be confiscated. 

Another important provision in this Bill is
the creation of a new category of serious
offence which relates to drug offences carrying
a sentence of 20 years' imprisonment or more.
After the passage of this Bill, and upon a
restraining order being made, all property will
automatically be forfeited to the Crown six
months after the conviction unless the criminal
can prove that the property was acquired
lawfully and not used in connection with the
crime. A similar provision is contained in the
Commonwealth legislation and works well.

As the honourable member for Everton
outlined to the Parliament, that provision
reverses the onus of proof. There are those
within the community who would say that that
reversal of the onus of proof is unfair and
unjust, but we must get tough on major
crimes, and taking criminals' ill-gotten gains is
a major discouragement to their being
involved in criminal activity. Reversing the onus
of proof puts it fairly and squarely in their laps
to prove that they obtained the property legally
and not by way of criminal activity.
Understandably, it has been very difficult for
prosecutors to prove that property was gained
through the proceeds of criminal activity.
Reversing the onus of proof with respect to
serious offences will send extremely strong
messages to criminals that they should think
twice about their activities because what they
have gained will be taken away. 

Both the National Crime Authority and the
Criminal Justice Commission have supported
the introduction of that initiative. The rights of
innocent third parties must be protected, and
special provisions are contained in the Bill to
ensure that their rights are protected. Money
laundering is a well-known and widely
practised way in which criminals hide their ill-
gotten gains. The offence of money
laundering has been widened by the Bill so
that those involved in trying to hide their
criminally gained money or property will be
caught.

 After the passing of the Bill, sham
transactions—those transactions that are
entered into in order to defeat the Act—will be
able to be declared void. If a criminal tries to

transfer property from his or her name in an
endeavour to avoid its being confiscated, the
Bill will enable ownership of the property to
revert to the original owner and therefore it will
become liable for forfeiture. 

The Bill was allowed to lie on the table of
the House for a significant period to allow
comment on it before it became law. When
discussing the proposed changes with
constituents within my electorate, I received
wholehearted support for the changes
contained in the Bill. Crime is taken seriously
by the Government, and the message
contained within the Bill will provide a powerful
disincentive to criminals. Those measures will
send a strong message to criminals that, if
they get involved in crime, the monetary gains
which they make and which are, of course, the
major incentive for their getting involved in
crime in the first place will be taken from them. 

It is often said: "If you can't do the time,
don't do the crime." Many criminals have no
problem with doing the time if large amounts
of money or property are waiting for them
when they get out. Following the passage of
the Bill, I would endorse what the Minister for
Justice and Attorney-General said: "Even if
you have done the time, you cannot keep
your profits."

In April 1989, the previous Government
introduced the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits)
Bill into the Parliament. I commend the former
Government for introducing the legislation. It
came into force in 1990. Between 1990 and
1994, over $10m was seized under that Act.
The cash that is confiscated is paid into
consolidated revenue, and certain other
property, for example, cars, are turned over to
law enforcement agencies to continue the
fight against crime. 

The three agencies that confiscate or
seize cash and property are: the Criminal
Justice Commission, the Queensland Police
Service and the Director of Prosecutions. The
Criminal Justice Commission's annual report
for 1993-94 provides information with respect
to the net value of restrained or forfeited
assets for the year. It can be seen from that
document that the total amount of assets
removed from criminals by CJC operations
since September 1990 amounted to
$1,455,000. 

I agree wholeheartedly with the statement
of the Criminal Justice Commission that
stripping illegal gains from convicted criminals
is, in some cases, a more powerful deterrent
than imprisonment. I wish the commission well
in its continued fight against organised and
major crime in this State. I hope that it
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continues to have success in that aspect of its
work. 

In the past year, more than $3m in cash
and property were confiscated or seized by the
three agencies that I have mentioned. Some
of the property included a ship worth
$400,000; bank accounts containing
$123,000; $2.8m in 13 lots of real estate,
including a $500,000 property at Runaway
Bay on the Gold Coast and a $300,000
property on an exclusive north Queensland
island; 11 cars worth a total of $224,000,
including a $40,000 Toyota Land Cruiser; a
$500 TAB account; cash totalling $301,900; a
$20,000 catamaran and a $15,000
motorcycle. 

It can readily be seen by those amounts
of property and cash which have been
confiscated that the present legislation in
Queensland is working, and with the
amending Bill that will be passed by the House
today, the legislation will be even more
effective in getting at the ill-gotten gains of
criminals.

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN (Caboolture)
(3.56 p.m.): It is a pleasure for me to support
the amendments to the Crimes (Confiscation
of Profits) Act that are contained in the Bill. A
large number of speakers canvassed in detail
the issues, and I acknowledge and welcome
the support of the Opposition speakers. 

I refer in particular to one aspect which
has not been hidden and which was
mentioned by a number of speakers, that is,
the reversal of the onus of proof as it relates to
property that is subject to confiscation. So
often in the past when the rights of individuals
were infringed by Acts of Parliament, the
Parliament was unaware of what it had done.
It is important to say at this point that, in his
second-reading speech, the Attorney-General
made it very clear that the usual right of
individuals in this State is being infringed in the
legislation, and he pointed out why. The
reasons are valid and just, and the provisions
of the Legislative Standards Act allow the
Parliament to do that.

Some time in the future, a person who is
charged with the responsibilities that I now
have as Chairman of the Committee of
Subordinate Legislation will be very grateful
that the Parliament, in infringing upon that
right of individuals, was very clear that it was
doing that. The Parliament has the power to
do it, and there can be no excuse at a later
date that the Parliament did not know what it
was doing. As all honourable members have
said, the reason behind the measure is that
we must get tough on criminals. Whilst I

support that, I am also grateful that the
Attorney-General moved to ensure that we in
the Parliament and the people in the
community are very much aware of what the
Parliament is doing. 

I found in an article on the case of Bruce
"Snapper" Cornwall one example—which I am
not sure has been cited today—of why it is
important for us to make sure that we get to
the money that the criminals have.

Mr Beattie:  Old "Snapper"!
Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: "Snapper"

Cornwall, yes. I understand that he is a good
friend of the honourable member's, but he is
no friend of mine. Bruce "Snapper" Cornwall
happily pleaded guilty to charges that earned
him 23 years in gaol.
 Mr Beattie: If I had defended him, he
wouldn't have got that.

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: Perhaps he might
have had a longer stay. 

Mr Littleproud: This was a fact in law,
was it? 

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: No, just a
comment on solicitors. Bruce "Snapper"
Cornwall happily pleaded guilty to charges that
earned him 23 years in gaol but fought
hammer and tong each step of the way as the
authorities tried to take $7m of his ill-gotten
gains from him. Clearly, there is a level at
which criminals regard a gaol sentence as part
of the job description, but they want to hang
on to the dollars. The Bill will help to make
sure that criminals hang on to less and less of
the money.

I was pleased to hear my colleague the
member for Brisbane Central talking about
Operation Favour and a character by the
name of Laurence Norman Ripps.

Mr Beattie: He was arrested in your
electorate. 

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: Indeed, he was
arrested in my electorate. My constituents and
I were very grateful for that excellent police
action. I think only two weeks elapsed
between the police being advised that he
might be around and his being arrested; so
the police did very well in that instance. We
were very happy to have that particular
gentleman off the streets. It may well have
been named Operation Favour, because the
police became aware of Mr Ripps' presence in
the area as a result of a tip-off from the New
South Wales police and, as a consequence,
$865,000 was confiscated. So, in that respect,
New South Wales did Queensland's coffers a
favour. I was pleased that that particular
instance was mentioned. 
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In respect of other matters relating to law
and order—I was a little disappointed that the
member for Toowoomba North used the last
half of his speech to fly the flag about law and
order issues in a debate in which we had all
been working together towards what is an
excellent amendment to an Act that was well
received by members on this side of the
House when we were in Opposition and it was
introduced by the former Government. In that
context, it is probably opportune to remind the
member for Toowoomba North of a couple of
little matters. Firstly, I remind him of the tough
new Criminal Code that is currently available
for public discussion. It has been 100 years
since the existing Criminal Code was
toughened up, and that is now being done by
this Government. The new Criminal Code
provides for some particularly harsh penalties
that are going to be imposed on people who
infringe that code. I, for one, will be very
pleased to stand in this place and support that
new Criminal Code when it is introduced. 

The member for Toowoomba North talked
about the number of police in Toowoomba. I
do not share his complaints. Perhaps it is not
a matter of the number of police in
Queensland but, more particularly, the quality
of representation in the Toowoomba area.
Since 1989, there has been an increase of 50
police officers in the Redcliffe police district, of
which my electorate is part—an increase of
approximately 40 per cent. My constituents
and I are very grateful for that. 

Taking this issue in more detail—the
number of officers at the Caboolture Police
Station has increased from 27 to 43,
representing an increase of 16 officers. The
new Deception Bay Police Station now has
responsibility for an area previously covered by
the Caboolture Police Station. That new police
station was promised by the former
Government until the now Honourable Minister
for Transport, Mr Hayward, defeated its
candidate, Ron Grant, at the 1986 election.
The former Government's view was that if
people wanted a Labor member, they
obviously did not want a police station, so it
did not provide one in that area. The new
police station was provided by this
Government. A total of 32 of those extra 50
officers are now stationed in that area
previously covered by the Caboolture Police
Station, so my electorate has done well. Some
1,500 extra police are on the beat in
Queensland, and the CRISP computer system
will provide the equivalent of another 400.

In an area just outside my electorate but
which was part of it in my first term, the

Government is building a new hospital—a new
prison—on the Woodford prison site.

Mr Beattie: There's a difference, you
know. 

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: There is some
small difference, I agree. A new 400-bed
prison is being built on that site. That is in
addition to the 318 beds in existing prisons.
This clearly shows that, under this
Government, more criminals are going to gaol.
This Government is getting tough on crime,
and people are going to gaol. From time to
time, we hear members opposite complain
about the juvenile justice system, saying that
juveniles are not being incarcerated. That is
not true. In fact, although the new Juvenile
Justice Act provides a range of sentencing
options, including non-custodial options, the
reality is that the percentage of offences per
1,000 people is reducing and that juveniles
can now be sent to prison for up to 14 years.

Mr Littleproud: And they get out at an
increasing rate, too.

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: The increasing
rate of juveniles getting out is due to the
increasing rate of their going in. The
honourable member should be big enough to
acknowledge the fact that this Government
has done, is doing and will continue to do
something about crime—something which
members opposite did not do when they were
in office. 

In relation to juvenile crime—I have
anecdotal advice about a case in 1977 in
which two gentlemen, young juveniles by the
names of Casey and Smythe, were
imprisoned by a magistrate for the offence of
throwing eggs at police. They were
subsequently released on appeal. The judge
in that case indicated that we do not lock up
young people. Honourable members opposite
had 22 years to do something about it, but
they did nothing. In 1992, this Government
introduced the Juvenile Justice Act. We have
done something. Yet, in the election
campaign that Opposition members have
already started, they are running against this
Government on law and order issues. What a
sham!

 Mr Littleproud: We'll come up to
Caboolture.

Mr J. H. SULLIVAN: The honourable
member can visit Caboolture. I will talk to him.
I am sure he will visit, and I hope the
Opposition will put its candidate on the stand.
They are welcome to visit Caboolture, put up
their candidate and let him talk. 
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Mr Deputy Speaker, I thank you for the
time that you have allowed me. I acknowledge
that you have given me some latitude in this
matter. I support all the views expressed by
members on both sides of the House in
relation to this legislation. It is good legislation
which will help in the battle against crime in
this State. As a Government, we will continue
that battle. I commend the Attorney-General
for introducing this legislation.

Hon. D. M. WELLS (Murrumba—
Minister for Justice and Attorney-General and
Minister for the Arts) (4.08 p.m.), in reply: I
thank all honourable members who have
spoken in this debate, particularly the
honourable members for Everton, Brisbane
Central, Cleveland and Caboolture. I
appreciate their contribution not only to this
debate but also to the process of policy
formulation that preceded it. I also thank the
honourable members for Indooroopilly,
Clayfield and Toowoomba North for their
contributions to the discussions that have
transpired here today and shall respond to
some of the points they made. 

Firstly, I refer to the points made by the
honourable member for Toowoomba North,
who expressed some concerns about the
rights of innocent third parties. I refer the
honourable member to section 8 (2) of the
Act, which states that in considering whether it
is appropriate to make a forfeiture for a
particular property, the court may have regard
to any hardship that may reasonably be
expected to be caused to anyone by the
order, and the use that is ordinarily made or
was intended to be made of the property.
Provisions do exist to ameliorate the people
whose civil liberties concerns the honourable
member for Toowoomba north has just been
expressing. 

That very same civil liberties concern
permeated the speech of the honourable
member for Indooroopilly, who adopted a
generally negative approach to the statute. He
said that the legislation had failed. It is a pity
that he makes that judgment because, as the
honourable member for Clayfield pointed out,
the legislation which the honourable member
for Indooroopilly alleges has failed was
introduced in 1989 by the former National
Party Government. It is true that that
legislation got off to a slow start. Although the
former National Party Government introduced
this legislation, which was, broadly speaking,
uniform legislation throughout Australia, it
failed to set up any unit that had the capacity
to enforce it. It also failed to pass the
necessary regulations, without which the

legislation could not operate. This Government
stepped in and got the legislation going.

It is a pity that the honourable member for
Indooroopilly is making this attack on the
legislation of his National Party coalition
partners. He does not seem to realise that he
no longer has the luxury of being able to
attack the National Party; he is the agent of
the National Party. The second point made by
the honourable member for Indooroopilly was
a concern that there was inadequate
protection for innocent third parties. I have
referred to that matter in the context of my
reference to the remarks of the honourable
member for Toowoomba North. 

The honourable member for Clayfield said
that he supported the legislation subject to
about six provisos, one being that the rights of
innocent persons were acknowledged. That is
contained in section 10 of the Act, which
should satisfy him. He said that the proceeds
should be used to fund law enforcement and,
indeed, there have been numerous occasions
where the proceeds of crimes could have
been used in the process of law enforcement,
and have been used in that process of law
enforcement. For instance, seized motor
vehicles have been assigned to the police so
that the very tools that the criminal underworld
were using to try to breach the law are now
being used for the purposes of its
enforcement. 

I note that the honourable member for
Clayfield said that the financial return is not the
criterion. I also note that this is not entirely
consistent with what the honourable member
for Indooroopilly said. Nevertheless, I agree
with him. The true criterion is the disincentive it
provides to the criminal underworld. The
member for Clayfield pointed out that the
legislation should be compatible with that of
the other States and, indeed, it is. Indeed, I
note that a significant part of this legislation is
simply the application of Commonwealth
criteria. The member for Clayfield said that the
Government should monitor deals where the
level of confiscation is reduced and, indeed,
he will have the reassurance that that will be
so.

The underlying purposes of this legislation
are very clear. They have been summarised
by the honourable member for Everton, the
honourable member for Brisbane Central, the
honourable member for Cleveland and the
honourable member for Caboolture, and they
have been summarised very well. The most
significant deterrent to crime is not simply the
prison sentence for the organised, planned
criminal; the most significant deterrent is that
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that person cannot make a living out of it and
that person cannot, in the long run, profit from
the crime at all. That is what this legislation
does. The Government makes no excuse or
apology for the fact that this is tough
legislation—indeed, the toughest confiscation
of profits of crime legislation in Australia.
However, we are leaving them with the shirts
on their back, and they are lucky to have that.

Motion agreed to.

Committee

Clauses 1 to 39, as read, agreed to.

Bill reported, without amendment.

Third Reading

Bill, on motion of Mr Wells, by leave, read
a third time.

ANZAC DAY BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 28 October 1994
(see p. 10127).

Mr SANTORO (Clayfield—Deputy
Leader of the Liberal Party) (4.14 p.m.): It is
particularly appropriate, if perhaps
coincidental, that the Anzac Day Bill 1994 has
been carried over from last year's notice paper
and that it is being debated today in the year
of 1995.

I say that it is appropriate to be debating
this Bill today because this is the year when
Australia remembers and it celebrates the
fiftieth anniversary of the end of World War II
and the commencement of peace, at least at
that time. Celebrations and commemorations
will be held throughout the Commonwealth,
with the major focus being on Queensland. In
fact, when the Japanese surrender was
announced on 15 August 1945, there were
tumultuous eruptions of joy throughout the
length and breadth of our State.

Honourable members are undoubtedly
aware that there will be a huge parade
through the streets of Brisbane on 15 August
1995. Those marching will include World War
II veterans, civilians who kept the home front
running, and allies who fought in World War II
alongside Aussies. The Royal National
Association, in conjunction with the RSL, will
put on a display in the main show ring of the
Exhibition grounds from 6 p.m. on 15 August.

I am pleased to recognise that the
Government of this State supports the

Australia Remembers activities. A practical way
for them to show this support is to grant free
rail travel on the night of 15 August to the
Exhibition grounds. That will allow veterans,
families, friends and a host of Queenslanders
to see the spectacle in the main ring. It will
indeed be a worthy activity in the Australia
Remembers program.

The Opposition supports the Anzac Day
Bill before us today and, in particular, its main
objective, that being the recognition and
commemoration of Anzac Day. When I
listened to the Minister deliver his second-
reading speech, his statement of this objective
reminded me of a speech I heard delivered on
Anzac Day 1993 at the Clayfield Bowling Club
by Len Don, the then patron of the Clayfield
Bowling Club. In his speech, Mr Don
expressed the concerns of many ageing
Anzacs and, indeed, many other returned
service people, which are addressed by the Bill
before us today.

In his speech, Mr Don made a plea to our
community. I would like to indulge the House
with this brief speech which, I believe, says it
all. It also makes a point that is addressed by
this Bill. The speech went something like this—

"It is Sunday, 25 April 1915 in the
faint light of the false dawn, and the first
wave of troops from the Australian and
New Zealand Army Corps is approaching
the Gallipoli shore.

Some of the boats touch the sandy
bottom and the troops jump over the side
into waist-deep water and make for the
dimly seen beach.

Suddenly, all hell breaks loose as the
Turks, entrenched on the hills behind the
beach, open fire with rifles, machine guns,
mortars and artillery. Some of our men
fall, mortally wounded, as more boats
touch and disgorge their loads.

Those not killed or seriously
wounded, surge ashore and make their
way across the beach to the foothills and
up the steep rocky slopes, in the face of
murderous fire, in an endeavour to meet
with and dislodge the enemy.

The sun rises on a scene of seeming
confusion, thousands of moving men,
hundreds lying still in death, or writhing in
pain, with, overall, the thunder of big guns
as the naval vessels offshore hurl their
shells over the scrambling soldiers into the
fortified positions of the Turkish
defenders.

Thus was born the legend of ANZAC.
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In the months that followed, the
ANZACs inched their way painfully forward
and upwards, taking ground from the
enemy in hand-to-hand fighting and
losing some to dogged Turkish
counterattacks.

Ultimately it became obvious that the
British High Command's plan to take the
Dardanelles and control the Black Sea
would not succeed, and in a quite brilliant
operation, our troops were withdrawn, by
night, and the Gallipoli campaign became
history.

Soon after the Great War ended,
April 25th was gazetted as a national day
of Remembrance and since then, on this
day Australian people in cities, towns and
communities throughout the land have
gathered together to honour their war
dead.

Due to Australia's involvement in
further wars in the years since Anzac, the
number of fatal war casualties has
increased greatly, and the significance of
Anzac Day has widened to embrace
those who fell in these other conflicts.

Some detailed changes in the
observance of Anzac Day have taken
place over the years, but in general,
today's ceremonies follow the pattern as
always, and we trust this will continue in
the future."

I pause here, because that is the major
point that Mr Don was making, and it is also
the point being addressed by this Bill. Mr Don
went on to say—

"In recent years, while watching the
Parade on television, I have pondered the
future of Anzac Day, and two major
options suggest themselves. One is that
we will not be involved in war ever again,
which would mean that in the fullness of
time there will be no living returned service
personnel to go on parade. The other,
much less attractive, but eminently more
likely alternative, is that wars will continue,
this country will be involved in some, and
there will be a continuing supply of
returned service personnel and an ever
increasing number of fatal casualties.

In either event, I feel that Anzac Day
must always remain a significant part of
our lives. We already have an imposing
list of many thousands of young
Australian men and women who never
returned from wars, and this is something
we should never forget."

This was for me one of the most touching
speeches I have heard at Anzac Day services,
for it touched on a very real fear. I am sure
that all members in this place have, during
their normal course of duty, had similar views
expressed to them by Anzacs and other
veterans. This Bill goes a long way to allaying
these fears and, as a result of its passage, will
clearly entrench the commemoration of Anzac
Day in the calendar of national days that will
be celebrated by Australians in years to come.

This is a good thing because, with the
passing of many of our valiant Anzac and
World War II veterans, there is a growing fear
that the Anzac spirit which is so much a part of
the Australian culture will simply vanish.
However, it is not a fear that I hold. Year after
year, I attend Australia Day, Queensland Day
and Anzac Day services in my community and
each year I am delighted with the keen
interest and appreciation of young people and
students in the history of World War I and
World War II and in the brave and magnificent
efforts of Australians at war. It is great to see
the growth of a sensible and constructive
sense of nationalism within our young people
and this augurs well for the appreciation and
preservation of quintessentially Australian
ideals such as the Anzac ideal.

I wish to turn briefly to the main objective
of the Anzac Day Trust, for another of the
major concerns of the Bill before us today
deals with the operation of this trust. As a brief
historical note, honourable members would
appreciate that the Anzac Day Trust was
established in 1965 under the same legislation
that provided for places of public
entertainment and amusement to open during
the afternoon and evening of Anzac Day. The
Anzac Day Trust distributes annual moneys
held in the Anzac Day Trust Fund to
institutions, organisations and associations
that provide financial assistance to ex-service
personnel and their dependants.

An examination of last year's annual
report shows the significant size of the total
disbursements from the Anzac Day Trust. I
quote directly from the report, which states—

"A total of $740,046 was available for
distribution as a result of income received,
representing an increase of $54,023 over
the previous year. A large proportion of
this total was received from the
Queensland government by way of:

• an annual grant being one three-
hundredth part of the total Licensed
Victualler's fees received in the
previous financial year
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• revenue foregone, namely a
prescribed percentage of the total
amount wagered on totalisators and
with bookmakers in relation to race
meetings conducted on Anzac Day."

It is interesting—and I am sure that
honourable members opposite will find this
equally interesting—to note some of the
appropriate bodies and organisations which
receive some fairly large amounts from the
State. They include the following—

Legacy Clubs of Queensland

Brisbane $109,225

Cairns $10,090
Gold Coast $11,525

Maryborough $8,275

Townsville $21,775
The Returned Services League, a major
beneficiary of the fund, receives—

Returned Services League

State Headquarters $189,275
Branches and Sub-branches $231,235

A lot of other very worthwhile
organisations are funded. I am sure that
honourable members would like to see
funding to these organisations not only
maintained but also increased, in particular by
Government contributions. They include the
Limbless Soldiers Association of Queensland,
$1,345; the Partially Blinded Soldiers
Association—a small but nevertheless
significant amount—$340; the Salvation Army,
which was ever so present on the battlefields
of World War I and World War II— $7,000; the
Totally and Permanently Disabled Soldiers
Association, $15,720; the WAAF branch of the
RAAF Association, $990; and the War Widows
Guild of Australia, $18,745.

Of equal interest—and I am sure that this
also provides much heart to honourable
members—are the organisations that donate
to the Anzac Day Trust. Again, as we consider
the list of donors, it is most gratifying to see
the range of community organisations which
keep on doing their bit to help ensure ex-
services personnel and their dependants are
looked after. Donor organisations include
many worthwhile groups within the
community—for example, bowling clubs and
RSL clubs. And I will not cite only the ones
from my electorate, although I mention the
Hamilton Bowls Club, which last year donated
$100. The list includes the Aspley Memorial
Bowls Club, $173; the Sherwood Services
Club, $200—the honourable member for
Mount Ommaney may be interested to know

that—the Townsville RSL Sub-branch, $750;
the Cairns RSL Club Ltd, $1,000; the Hervey
Bay RSL Sub-branch, $1,203; and some of
the bigger RSL clubs, such as Kedron/Wavell
RSL Sub-branch, $2,000; and the
Kedron/Wavell Services Club Inc., $2,000.

It would be obvious to honourable
members that the size of the fund—and this is
one of the points that I have been trying to
make by illustrating a few examples—and its
administration is no small feat, and recognition
must be given in this place to the efforts of the
professional officers administering the fund,
including the trustees: Mrs A. Forbes, Chair;
Captain E. T.—or Ted—Keane, representing
the Returned Services League of Australia; Mr
J. D. Hatch, representing the Legacy Clubs of
Queensland; and Mr N. M. Connelly, BEM,
representing associations of ex-servicemen
and other organisations. These people work
selflessly for the benefit of ex-service
personnel and their dependants. They bring to
the management of the fund the degree of
sensitivity and financial expertise which is
essential to the successful operation of the
fund. 

Before concluding, I wish to comment
briefly on a few other issues that greatly affect
and interest our Anzacs and other war
veterans. The first of these is the issue of the
Greenslopes Repatriation Hospital. I am
pleased to go on the record as saying that
after consulting with various groups that have
been associated with that hospital, and in
particular the RSL, they are happy with the
choice of the Ramsay Health Care Group,
which has taken over the operation of the
Repatriation Hospital. It was the successful
tenderer for the Western Australian
Repatriation Hospital. It has performed
extremely well in the west. The Department of
Veterans' Affairs, the RSL and individual
veterans, as well as the State Government,
are all in agreement that the new hospital set-
up is working to everyone's satisfaction. Part of
the reason for this is that the Western
Australian State Government did not make
any alterations to the hospital's charter.

The story in Queensland is different.
Currently, there are 360 beds available for
veterans and a small proportion of community
patients. When the Ramsay Group took over
in January, the Queensland Government
restricted the number of beds to 285, which
includes the private patient allocation. The
RSL believes that there is a need for the bed
allocation to remain as it is on the handover of
the hospital. I have been asked to make
representations to that effect. Surely the
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Government can do something positive,
particularly for World War II veterans, by
leaving the bed allocation as it is. It would be a
generous decision—and I am sure the Minister
would agree—in the year of the Australia
Remembers celebrations, and perhaps a
gesture that he can impress on his ministerial
colleagues as being one worth making.

Another issue which is of great interest to
veterans is rental assistance. Honourable
members would be aware that every State in
the Commonwealth gives veterans on a
disability pension rental assistance. If the
veteran is renting a State Housing
Commission home, this is in the form of his
pension not being classified as income for the
assessment of rent. Queensland does not
extend this concession to its veterans and has
continually rejected RSL requests for this State
to fall into line with the rest of the
Commonwealth. 1995—the year Australia
remembers its heroes from 1945—is a good
time for this Government to relent and show a
little extra compassion to the elderly veterans
by granting this benefit to them. I ask the
Minister to seek to influence his colleagues to
extend this recognition to our veterans.

I wish to conclude my statements on the
Anzac Day Bill by paying tribute to some
wonderful people who do an enormous
amount for our veterans. I do not often have
the opportunity to rise in this place and speak
about what happens at a State level, including
within my electorate, but there are many
people who look after the interests of Anzacs
and other war veterans in an exemplary way,
including the State president, Eric Kay, who
continuously and selflessly works on behalf of
his organisation. 

Within the electorate of Clayfield, there is
a group of people whom I would like to
mention by name, not only because they run
a very, very good branch of the RSL that goes
under the name of the Clayfield/Toombul
sub-branch of the RSL but also because so
many of them make such a significant
contribution, both on the local scene and right
across the State. Ed Tremayne, known as
"Old Ted", who is the president of the
Clayfield/Toombul RSL, is recognised right
throughout Queensland for the contribution
that he makes to the RSL. I acknowledge the
efforts of senior vice president Ted Keane,
who, as I mentioned earlier in my contribution,
is one of the trustees of the Anzac Day Trust
Fund. I want to mention also vice president
Nguyen Loc Buu, affectionately known as
"Loc". One of the great transitions made by
the RSL was that it welcomed people who

fought next to Aussies during the Vietnam
War. It is terrific to see Nguyen Loc Buu within
the ranks of the Clayfield/Toombul sub-branch.
I acknowledge also retired Brigadier Mick
Harris, Treasurer Bill Best and George
McGregor. 

Many members would appreciate that
George McGregor makes a significant
contribution to upholding the ideals and
feelings that we undoubtedly will express
during this debate by putting on a display and
inviting school children from right across the
State to contribute to that display, which is
mounted year after year within the Brisbane
City Hall. Prizes are awarded to those who
contribute to that display. A little further on but
still encompassed within my electorate is the
Nundah/Northgate RSL. George Catchpole,
the president of the Nundah/Northgate RSL,
and his hard-working secretary, David Prince,
make a great contribution to the ideals of
Anzacs and to the welfare of returned services
personnel within my electorate. 

Every Anzac Day I am run ragged—but
pleasantly so—as service after service is
organised, including those at Cameron Rocks,
the Kalinga memorial gates, St Colombs
memorial hall, the Pinkenba memorial service
and the major service at Buckland Park. After
the St Colombs memorial ceremony, we all go
back to the RSL hall at Clayfield in Wagner
Road, where much fellowship is enjoyed. 

I wish to conclude my statements by
reiterating that it is pleasing to see this
Parliament enshrine in legislation 25 April as
the date for commemorating Anzac Day
throughout the State. As a result of this Bill, on
each successive Anzac Day, Queensland,
through the RSL, will honour the memory of
those who fell at Gallipoli and in subsequent
battles. By public statements such as the
Anzac Day Parade and the memorial service,
the people of Queensland are able to reaffirm
each year a resolution of loyalty and sympathy
to the unperishable memory of the Anzacs
and their sons who followed them. With the
support of the Parliament of Queensland
through Bills such as this one, Anzac Day will
forever be dedicated to the memory of fallen
comrades.

Of course, honourable members would
appreciate that the Bill would have allowed
me, if I had so chosen, considerable latitude
to talk about the impact of the deregulation of
trading hours on small retailers. I do not wish
to indulge in a discussion of that topic at any
great length, because my colleague the
honourable member for Nerang will enlighten
the House with some empirical evidence which
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shows that small-business retailers have been
adversely affected by deregulation. I simply
wish to stress to the Minister one very
important point about the deregulation of
trading hours. Since that legislation was
introduced, debated, carried by this House
and eventually enacted, I have visited in
excess of 100 small retailers, including
receiving representations from many of them,
the most recent being a large delegation in
Townsville. All of them without exception have
told me that the deregulation of trading hours,
as occurred through deliberate legislative
intent and action by the Government, has
affected them and, in the vast majority of
cases, adversely. 

I am aware that at present within the
community there is a debate about various
surveys and about the collection of empirical
evidence. There is dispute as to which survey
is valid and which survey is not valid. The best
way for us all to obtain feedback as to what is
really happening as a result of the introduction
of legislation such as that which deregulated
trading hours is to actually go out and talk to
those people who are affected by it. That is
what I have been doing, and that is what
members of the Opposition have been doing.
There is a story there that I think the Minister
should listen to and absorb, because it is a
very salutary lesson as to how Governments
can affect the economic and administrative
operations of small businesses and, in this
particular case, retailers. 

In view of the time and the day of the
week, I will conclude my remarks by again
saying that the Opposition is pleased to
support the Bill. As a result, we will not be
calling a division in relation to any aspect of it. 

Mr PEARCE (Fitzroy) (4.37 p.m.): The
Anzac Day Trust Fund was established by
legislation on 1 December 1964 in response to
pressure from commercial outlets to be
allowed to trade on Anzac Day. The
Government of the day, through consultation
with the various returned service organisations,
decided to amend the then Anzac Day Act
1921-1930 to make provision for the morning
of Anzac Day to be a closed holiday. This left
the door open to commercial outlets to provide
a service for the public in the afternoon and
evening of Anzac Day. In appreciation of the
cooperation displayed by the ex-service
organisations the legislation allowed for the
establishment of the Anzac Day Trust Fund,
into which is paid a proportion of revenue
derived from the relaxation of the full-day
holiday to a half day. Under the legislation,
moneys paid to the trust fund are collected by

State Treasury from the Licensing
Commission, the TAB, bookmakers' turnover
tax, racing clubs' turnover tax and moneys
received as a donation from commercial
outlets that now benefit from the half-day
trading. 

The Bill before the House has the support
of returned service organisations. I spoke to
quite a number of those organisations in my
electorate, and I discovered that they are quite
happy to see the Bill go through the House
because it continues to recognise Anzac Day
as a day of commemoration and will provide
for the ongoing operation of the Anzac Day
Trust. The Anzac Day Trust plays an important
role in receiving moneys from various sources,
in investing those moneys and in distributing
the proceeds for the benefit of ex-servicemen
and women and their families. The trust is
made up of representatives of the RSL,
Legacy and other ex-service organisations.
The trust conducts its annual appeal to
business people by direct mail and through
media messages. Despite the obvious support
from a number of organisations, as mentioned
by the member for Clayfield, in the main the
appeal is ignored and commercial outlets that
promised to donate to the appeal if trading
restrictions were lifted are now ignoring the
pleas for help from the trust fund. 

Let me illustrate to the House just how
much commercial organisations have let down
the spirit of cooperation promised for the right
of the half day's trading on Anzac Day. In
1994, veteran-supported organisations applied
to the Anzac Day Trust Fund for $3.4m in aid,
but the trust—and remember that it is funded
by the taxes and the donations from
businesses allowed to trade on the half day of
Anzac Day—had only $716,800 to distribute.
Personally, I think that is a disgrace. How
quickly people forget that, if it were not for the
sacrifices of so many, those businesses may
not be able to trade today, and we would not
live in a country that has the freedom that
Australia enjoys.

There is a great deal of concern that
Queensland businesses are not honouring
that agreement of December 1964. In 1993,
about 250 businesses across Queensland
donated to the appeal. This means that in
excess of 2,000 eligible traders failed to make
any donation at all. The average donation was
around $50, and only about 40 businesses
donated more than $100. Donations have
ranged from as little as $20 to more significant
amounts. In some cases, amounts have not
varied since 1965, despite increased turnover.
They are really nothing but token donations. 
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Contributions from private businesses in
1993 amounted in total to $12,417. This was
up from $11,000 in 1991-92 but down on the
1990-91 figure of $13,186 and $13,970 in
1989-90. So, while businesses benefit from
being able to trade the half day on Anzac Day,
ex-servicemen and ex-servicewomen and their
families are missing out. If businesses
continue to ignore their moral obligation to
contribute to the trust fund, it means that ex-
servicemen and ex-servicewomen and their
families miss out on the benefits they so rightly
deserve. 

Although Anzac Day began as a day of
commemoration to mark the landing at
Gallipoli in World War I, it later became a wider
day of observance to include those lost in
World War II. A total of 39,366 names are
recorded on the Australian War Memorial's roll
of honour for those who died in World War
II—39,366. Following the Second World War,
Anzac Day became part of the tradition of
men and women of the armed forces who
served between 1939 and 1945. Since then,
the same ideals have been incorporated into
the hearts and minds of those who have
served in or lost loved ones in Korea, Malaysia
and Vietnam. 

To me, Anzac Day has always been
special. As far back as I can remember, I used
to head off to the dawn services and then to
the march. I am sure that every person in this
place has watched or participated in an Anzac
Day march. I know that honourable members
would have been moved by the feelings of
respect, pride and the obvious sincerity of the
diggers who go through the process of doing
what has to be done so that their comrades
will be remembered for their supreme sacrifice. 

As a Vietnam veteran, I had the pleasure
of participating in the welcome home parade
held in Sydney in 1987. For many of us who
participated in that march, it will be
remembered as the day that Vietnam
veterans were finally accepted. I recall that, for
many of us, the parade was about 17 years
too late. That was because of the division
within the community. We, as Australian
soldiers, had no-one to welcome us home.
There was no welcome home parade then. I
can still vividly remember arriving in Sydney at
2.30 a.m. and there was no-one there to
welcome us. We had to hang around the
streets like lost soldiers, waiting for transport
links to take us back home. Honestly, it gave
the veterans the impression that no-one really
cared and we felt that we should be ashamed
that we had been away doing a job for our
country. 

Even the RSL, one of the most respected
organisations in this country, did not welcome
us into its ranks. Today, many Vietnam
veterans still refuse to join the RSL because of
the way that they were treated back in those
days. I know that things have certainly
changed, but it has taken time. More and
more of the Vietnam diggers have joined their
local RSL. However, I believe that the
welcome home parade was the event that
made Australians realise that, as a country, we
had treated our diggers badly. 

Marching in that parade with all of those
who had served in Vietnam was an experience
that words cannot express. The real gut-
wrencher for me was to see the old soldiers
standing close to the marching ranks as we
marched through the streets of Sydney.
Having gone through the feeling of being
rejected and not being made welcome, that
particular day, to see these old diggers
there—some of them using walking sticks,
some in wheelchairs, others standing
alongside one another with their chests stuck
out, showing off their medals—gave us a
feeling that went through our hearts and down
the back of our necks. I can still feel it; I have it
now as I am talking. Finally, everyone was
accepting us. There were some great
messages there on banners that said, "We
love you guys and gals", "Welcome home",
"Good on you Aussie." People were calling
out, "Welcome home", "Good on you cobber."
All of those sayings really hit home. I know
that I, and my mates who were there that day,
will never forget that. I believe it was the day
that really brought Australia back together as a
nation. The proud tradition of Anzac Day was
back with us. I thought that, leading up till
then, it was beginning to fail. 

Since 1987—and I know that everyone in
this House will agree with me—the Anzac Day
turnouts have been on the increase and the
true meaning of Anzac Day has been
restored. The 50-year celebration that has
been so professionally organised by the
Federal Minister for Veterans' Affairs, Con
Sciacca, will again rekindle the
commemorative spirit of Anzac Day. The
member for Clayfield has already touched on
that subject. 

The Australia Remembers 1945 to 1995
program is a special program commemorating
the fiftieth anniversary of the end of World
War II. Australia Remembers aims to thank
the veterans who fought in World War II and
recognise the widows and children of those
who died—and too often we forget about
them; but they are still here with us. We
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should remember all who kept the home fires
burning. Again, the young people of today,
even people my age, have forgotten about
the involvement and the effort of mainly
women in this country who continued to do the
right thing so that our forces could serve
overseas. The program aims to recreate the
joy of the end of the war in 1945. Sure, it was
great to see the end of the war, but there was
a lot of heartache for those who had lost loved
ones and those who had suffered because of
their efforts in fighting in a foreign country. 

I think the most important thing about the
Australia Remembers program is that we are
educating the nation about World War II. We
need to educate our young people. We do not
want to find ourselves in circumstances similar
to those of the world wars of the past because
young people do not understand these things.
So it is up to us as adults, those of us who
have gone through the experience, to get the
message through that, today, the best way to
live in this world is to live in peace. 

In his speech to launch Australia
Remembers, Con Sciacca said—

"Every family in this country has been
touched in some way by the last world
war.

The histories in some of these
families may be sleeping, may be
dimmed by time, but over the next 12
months those histories will be re-
awakened, reignited; stories will be told by
the men and women of the war; by the
sons and daughters of the war; by the
grandchildren of the war; by the widows
and orphans of the war—and Australia will
listen.

We will learn from those stories; and
our children will learn from those stories. A
bridge of knowledge, understanding and
compassion will be built spanning the
generations—a bridge that will be
uniquely Australian." 

I support those words totally. I would just
like to raise a couple of other matters of
importance to the RSL in Queensland.
Members of the RSL have requested that I
ask for the support of this Parliament in not
allowing licensed venues to trade past
midnight on the day preceding Anzac Day.
There has to be sufficient time to allow patrons
to get off the streets. RSL diggers, returned
servicemen and women, people going to help
at the dawn service and families do not want
to be confronted by young people who are
coming home from late night entertainment
who have obviously had a good time.

Certainly, we do not need those types of
altercations that can happen. I am not saying
that they happen all the time, but they do
happen. The best way to ensure that they do
not happen is to finish trading at 12 o'clock
and let us keep Anzac Day morning from 12
a.m. till 12 midday as that part of the day on
which we truly remember the tradition of
Anzac.

Another matter of concern is the need for
the retention of Anzac Day as a public holiday
for remembering the pain and suffering of war.
Anzac Day must always be commemorated on
the day on which it falls—25 April. It is a
special day for Australia and for its people and
we all need time to stop and think about this
great nation and the lifestyle we enjoy. It is a
day to remember and should not be used as a
vehicle to create a long weekend. If 25 April
falls on a Friday or a Monday, so be it; we
enjoy a long weekend. However, if the 25th
falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, that shall be
the day on which we commemorate the
Anzacs.

Division 5 of the Bill—"Business of
Board"—provides for a quorum to be formed
by a minimum of three trustees. As the Act
requires three trustees, including the
chairperson, to form a quorum, sub-branch
members to whom I have spoken have no
problem with that change. Apparently, some
difficulties were experienced in the past when,
due to the death of a presiding chairperson, it
was not possible to convene a meeting of the
trust. Clause 27 within Division 5 calls for
disclosure of interests by trustees. Nobody
should have any problems with that. That
change is welcomed by members of RSL sub-
branches, who acknowledge that, in today's
environment, there is a greater need for
accountability. The Bill is a minor piece of
legislation, but the importance of the trust to
ex-servicemen, ex-servicewomen and the
widows and children of those who died is
significant. We must respect that and do what
we can to ensure that the trust continues to
function in the spirit of cooperation that was
the basis for its inception. I support the Bill.

Mr HEALY (Toowoomba North)
(4.52 p.m.): I shall refer briefly to some
comments that were made by the member for
Fitzroy. I wholeheartedly agree with his
comments on Vietnam veterans and
congratulate him on those comments. Most
Australians realised what a tragedy it was that
for so long those young men and women were
virtually cast out from the community because
of their deeds in defence of our country. For
17 years, those men and women were left out
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in the cold. As a young person I attended
Anzac Day ceremonies and saw how fervently
the old diggers of World War I and World War
II were welcomed back each year. But when
our young men and women came back from
Vietnam, I failed to understand why that very
same fervour was not afforded to them. After
17 years, perhaps we have learnt a very
valuable lesson.

Without a shadow of doubt, Anzac Day is
one of the most important and most sacred
days in Australia's calendar. It is not only a
time to commemorate the landing of
Australian forces at Gallipoli on that fateful day
in April 1915, it is also a time to remember all
those Australians who have fought for the
sake of this country, for the sake of democracy
and for the sake of freedom—freedom not
only in our own land but in all lands across the
world. 

Whether they were engaged in the First or
Second World Wars, the Korean conflict, the
Vietnam war, the Malayan emergency, the
Boer War, the current United Nations peace-
keeping missions or the numerous other
conflicts that have plagued history, those men
and women who fought for Australia—many of
whom made the ultimate sacrifice—will always
be deserving of a day of commemoration, a
day of remembrance. Their courage, bravery,
loyalty, determination and pride are all virtues
that must be forever remembered by all
Australians. Those are virtues of which all
Australians are proud, virtues that all
Australians must always instil in their young
and virtues that will forever guarantee Australia
a very promising future and a very proud past.

The Bill before the House enjoys the
complete support of the coalition. It seeks to
update technicalities in the original Anzac Day
Act, which was introduced in 1921—some 18
years before the outbreak of World War II. I
welcome the Bill, which will ensure that Anzac
Day remains a day of commemoration.

I am very much saddened each year
when I see small groups of people—people
with ulterior motives—trying to play down the
significance of Anzac Day by claiming that it
glorifies war. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Those people who try to take away from
the enormous significance of Anzac Day, who
try to blur the extent of human loss, who show
a blatant disregard for the fallen, their mates
and their families, and who clearly have no
understanding of the magnitude of human
loss or the spirit with which those people went
to battle should remember that they are able
to air their views because of those men and
women who died. The reason they are able to

freely express their thoughts and why they are
here at all is solely because of the enormous
sacrifices made by those men and women
who so ably defended this country and played
their role in defending the principles that we all
hold and cherish so very dearly.

The people who fought in those battles
were not decision makers. Anzac Day is not
about passing judgment on battles; it is not
about politics; and it is not about condemning
or condoning wars in which Australians have
fought. Anzac Day is about remembering
those people who fought for their country.
They had no say; they did what their country
asked of them, and they did so with pride,
dedication and great ability. Anzac Day is
about remembering all those brave people. 

One thing that has always touched me
about Anzac Day is the great participation of
our nation's young people. Each year, I attend
the Anzac Day service at East Creek Park in
Toowoomba, just opposite Queens Park in my
electorate, where the Mothers Memorial now
stands in a peaceful and reverent place. With
the indulgence of honourable members, I shall
take a couple of minutes to explain the
controversy that has surrounded that
memorial. Since the days when it formed part
of one of the city's busiest intersections—the
corner of Ruthven and Margaret Streets—that
huge column-shaped memorial has had its fair
share of controversy. It was not in a good
position. Apart from the fact that the streets
forming that busy intersection had to be
closed off in the early hours of Anzac Day, the
memorial suffered problems because of the
number of car accidents that happened on
that corner. More often than not, when cars hit
the memorial, chips would be taken off it.

In 1985, the then city mayor and former
member for Toowoomba South, Clive
Berghofer, took it upon himself to urge the
council to shift the memorial to Queens Park.
There was a huge hue and cry from some
sections of the community that that memorial,
which was presented to the city in 1921 by the
mothers of those brave men and women who
died in battle—that precious piece of the city's
history—was to somehow be desecrated.
Nevertheless, the move went ahead and,
piece by piece, the giant memorial was
carefully dissected and resurrected in East
Creek Park. Today, the memorial stands
amongst beautiful gardens and pathways.
Almost every day, I have seen mums, dads
and kids stop and read the names of the
fallen and simply stand for a few moments in
reflection and prayer. That is hardly something
that could easily be done in the middle of a
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busy intersection. Clive Berghofer's decision
was vindicated, and the memorial is now far
more accessible to the citizens of that city. 

Anzac Day in Toowoomba—as I am sure
it is in most towns and cities in Queensland—is
a wonderful day. It is a day to feel proud to be
an Australian and thankful for those who
made the supreme sacrifice. In Toowoomba,
thousands of people turn out for the service. It
is a moving occasion, as are, no doubt, all
other services around the State. Always
noticeable by their presence are the large
contingents of young people. One particular
phrase has become so over used that it often
loses its meaning, but I will use it anyway.
Those young people are Australia's future. If
there is one day—one event—when that
phrase takes on the real significance of its
meaning, it is Anzac Day. Australia's spritely
young people, full of vision and hope, with
goals and ideas and pride, stand side by side
with the diggers—side by side with those
people who have done their service in the
name of Australia; side by side with those who
have risen to their nation's call. When one
sees them together side by side, each
mourning the loss of those who have fallen,
thanking God for those who survived and
hoping that never again will there be another
war of that magnitude, one knows that this
country will be in good hands for future
generations to come.

However, much work remains to be done
on educating many of our young people on
the significance of Anzac Day. In Toowoomba,
to ensure that our school students realise the
importance of the day, the Toowoomba Anzac
Day Committee organises a special service in
the city the day before Anzac Day, when
school students—mainly secondary school
students from right across the city—come
together in their school uniforms to pay their
respects at the memorial. 

I highlight also the yearly efforts of one
particular small school in my electorate,
namely, the Newtown State School. That
school not only has a monument erected to
the memory of former students who died in
battle, but each year it conducts a special
service the day before Anzac Day at which
students and parents join in to call the roll of
honour of those former students. Believe me,
it is always an extremely moving service and a
tradition that I hope will continue for many
years to remind and educate our young
people about the significance of Anzac Day.

This year, of course—as is happening
around the State—special planning is well and
truly under way for the 50-year

commemoration of the end of World War II. I
pay special tribute to a long-serving member
of Toowoomba's Anzac Day Committee, Mr
Bill Hills, for his continuing efforts over many
years. I pay a special tribute also to the
members of the Harlaxton RSL sub-branch in
my electorate, the members of which have
worked tirelessly over the past few years to
renovate their premises to provide members
and visitors with a very fine facility. Their efforts
can be described only as magnificent.

In contrast to those many young people
who respect Anzac Day and commemorate it
with the overwhelming majority of Australians, I
fear that there is an ever-growing number of
young people who do not appreciate the
significance or relevance of Anzac Day. I have
heard some young people—and I stress "only
some"—who say that the world wars and
numerous other battles in which Australians
took part were long ago and that they no
longer have any significance today. That is a
truly saddening attitude that must be arrested.
Young people must be taught that, without
the sacrifices by Australia's young men and
women—no matter how long ago they were
made—the likelihood that Australia would exist
as it does today is very slim indeed.

It is my opinion that Governments—all
Governments, regardless of political
persuasion—are charged with the
responsibility of teaching our young to respect
our national symbols, whether those symbols
be in the form of national days of
commemoration or celebration, our flag, our
coat of arms, our national anthem, our
Parliament or our Constitution. No matter what
form our national symbols take, we must
ensure that every generation is taught to
respect and understand the meaning and the
significance of those symbols.

I sincerely hope that the passing of this
Bill will be coupled with a commitment from
this Government to step up its campaign to
ensure that Australia's young fully appreciate
the meaning of Anzac Day—the meaning of
the Gallipoli spirit—which can be found in each
and every Australian. The year 1995 provides
a marked opportunity to remember that spirit
because 25 April will be the eightieth
anniversary of the landing at Gallipoli and 13
days later will mark the fiftieth anniversary of
Germany's surrender at the conclusion of
World War II on 8 May 1945. Later in the year,
14 August will mark the fiftieth anniversary of
the surrender of Japan. What better reminders
could there be to our young people of the
tragic necessity—and I stress "tragic
necessity"—for Australia's young men and
women to go to battle.
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I find it even more unbelievable that many
of these atrocities are repeating themselves in
the eastern states of Europe as I speak.
Thank goodness Australia is spared from
these atrocities. Thank God for all our men
and women who served before and after 25
April 1915, all those who have defended this
great country of ours at home and abroad.

I wish to conclude by addressing an
unrelated point in the Anzac Day Bill, that is,
those clauses relating to the extension of
banking hours. I entirely welcome the provision
that will allow banks, for the most part, to trade
on Saturdays, with the exception of public
holidays. I believe that this decision will provide
the consumers, the banks' clients, with a far
more readily accessible service. I sincerely
hope that many of the banks servicing rural
centres throughout this State will make use of
extend branch trading hours.

How often have we members of this
House found ourselves in a small rural centre
on a weekend with several banks in the main
street but with no flexiteller? It is a great
inconvenience, which happens in some small
towns. Allowing banks to open on Saturdays in
these centres will allow people to make
transactions within their own town centre. I
believe that, if fully utilised, the extended bank
hours will complement business in the State's
many rural centres. My only concern is that, if
banks fail to totally utilise this extension of
hours, if they choose not to open their small
branches on Saturdays, people living in those
communities may be further enticed into the
major centres to do their banking and their
shopping. This could well have an adverse
impact on traders in small centres throughout
the State. The Government must be cautious
and accurately monitor the impact, if any, that
the extension of bank trading hours will have
on small centres. That is my only concern, and
I hope it is a concern that does not eventuate. 

On a broader scale, however, the
extension of banking hours to include a
Saturday will provide a massive convenience
to shoppers and traders all over Queensland. I
know this move will be entirely welcome in
Toowoomba, which has a thriving Saturday
trade. 

I understand that negotiations are taking
place in enterprise bargaining agreements that
are under way at the moment, which, if
successful, could see certain Government
departments extending their hours and
opening on a Saturday. I am sure that, if that
comes about, that will be welcomed by
consumers and people in rural areas of
Queensland, particularly those who are unable

to access those Government departments
during the week when other people can. 

In conclusion, I welcome this legislation,
and I welcome any Government's decision to
commemorate and highlight the most
important day of the year for the future of our
country—Anzac Day.

Mr BARTON (Waterford) (5.05 p.m.): I
rise to support the Bill, but before making any
comment I particularly want to support what
was said by my colleague the member for
Fitzroy. I do not think anybody who has sat in
this Chamber this afternoon and heard the
way Jim so passionately put his views on this
Bill and the issues that underlie it could have
been anything but moved very emotionally by
what he said and the manner in which he said
it. Clearly, with his experiences, Jim is one of
the people—probably the only person—in this
Chamber to have a right to say those things
about this legislation. Most importantly, in
terms of my support for this Bill, I support it
because it maintains Anzac Day as a public
holiday, on the day, so that everybody can
remember very firmly the events that are the
reason why Anzac Day is celebrated. 

I also support this Bill because,
importantly, it maintains the financial trust to
support diggers and their families and
dependants by ensuring that effective
mechanisms are in place to ensure that that
trust receives the amount of income that it
needs to do the sorts of things that the
member for Fitzroy explained in great detail. 

It is most important that we maintain
Anzac Day. From time to time, there is debate
in the community about whether or not it
should be maintained. Recent years have
seen sustained attacks on the concept of
public holidays generally. I am very sure that
even the people who believe that there should
be fewer public holidays would not be
suggesting that Anzac Day is one that should
suffer. It is most important that we celebrate
the diggers' day. It is the day that allows the
community to pay their respects to those who
have fallen and to those who are living to
whom we owe so much, at dawn parade, at
the Anzac Day march and at war memorial
services. 

In terms of population, the centre of my
electorate is Beenleigh. That is an area where
those celebrations are well and truly
supported, not only on Anzac Day but also
later in the year on Remembrance Day. When
talking with a number of the diggers,
particularly the old diggers who have been
around for a long time, they have shown me
photographs of Remembrance Day
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ceremonies some 10 or 15 years ago at which
there had been only two people at the service.
Remembrance Day is something a little
different but, again, it is one of the days on
which we celebrate and remember those
people. 

On Anzac Day, the services and the
march are particularly well attended by the
public and by old diggers and by many of the
younger diggers. It is important that the
diggers are able to attend and it is important
that the community can be with them to
provide that degree of support and to
demonstrate that those of us who were not
with them certainly appreciate very fully the
events that took place and the sacrifices that
they made. 

Anzac Day provides the focus to ensure
that school children learn about the sacrifices
made by servicemen and women in all wars. It
is important that school children learn the
significance of Anzac Day in Australia's
development of its own sense of nationhood. 

Over the Christmas break, I finally got
around to reading a book that I had sitting
around for about a year titled From Anzac to
Amiens written by one of the official historians
of World War I. That book not only related the
horrendous things that people had to face but
it also related the post-war conferences when
the then Australian Prime Minister was able to
exert real influence in the setting up of the
League of Nations and the armistice with
Germany, which would not have been possible
except for the efforts of those soldiers. I think
the fact that Australia is as respected in the
world as it is today is due in large part to those
efforts in World War I, efforts which have been
proudly continued by our diggers in all wars
since then.

In common with other members who have
indicated already in this debate that they have
attended many Anzac Day ceremonies, I
certainly attended many as a young person in
the cub scouts organisation, I attended a
number as a soldier in the Citizen Military
Forces in the 1960s—in the dawn parade
services and in the marches—and, of course,
in recent years, I have attended more as a
politician. I feel very privileged to have been
asked by my local RSL club to attend in that
capacity. It is great to see the camaraderie. I
know that, following the dawn parade, there is
sometimes a little contest to make the local
politician drink more rum and milk than he
should, but I must admit that I appreciate
being brought into that camaraderie with those
people at the Beenleigh RSL. Sometimes one
sees that camaraderie between people who

see each other only once a year. On Anzac
Day, one sees Australian mateship at its
absolute best. 

I applaud the Australian Government's
plans to recognise the fiftieth anniversary of
the end of World War II by the Australia
Remembers program. I also want to recognise
the steps that have been taken to refurbish
the war memorial at Beenleigh and to shift it to
a new location, which will not only allow more
people to attend the Anzac Day ceremonies
but also will allow them to attend them much
more safely. Similar to the position of
Toowoomba's war memorial, the memorial at
Beenleigh is in a fairly exposed location. It
does not have a lot of room and has been hit
by cars involved in traffic accidents. On
Remembrance Day last year, the Minister for
Veterans' Affairs, Con Sciacca, was in
Beenleigh detailing the level of support to be
provided to refurbish the memorial. I am also
proud of the fact that the Refurbishment of
War Memorials Program was launched at
Beenleigh by the Minister for Veterans' Affairs.
The war memorial at Beenleigh will be the first
to receive funding under that program.

Over the past 30 years or 40 years, many
changes to Anzac Day have occurred. I am
old enough to remember when nothing was
open on Anzac Day prior to the legislation
being passed in 1964. In my view, that
legislation quite properly changed
circumstances to reflect the change in society
so that hotels, sporting clubs and a limited
number of traders could open in the afternoon
on Anzac Day. However, the basis of those
operators being required to pay a percentage
or a donation to the trust fund to support the
diggers and their dependants seems to have
been lost by far too many people. I do not
think that, during this debate on this piece of
legislation, members should be critical about
matters, but I am quite disturbed—and
support the comments made by the member
for Fitzroy—about how quickly some people
forget. I think they have fallen into the vogue
of believing that Anzac Day is just a day when
they are allowed to trade by right. They forget
that in 1964 there was an agreement that
requires them to pay an appropriate share of
their profits to support the diggers and their
dependants for being able to open on Anzac
Day. I think that it is a tragedy that some
people have forgotten so quickly. However, I
am very confident that this piece of legislation
will help put much of that right. 

I will round off by saying that I support the
move to allow banks to open on Saturday
morning, which is a separate piece of
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legislation. In closing, I say that this piece of
legislation helps all of us to make sure that we
and our communities can continue to
celebrate Anzac Day in an appropriate manner
and to ensure that the financial support exists
for those people who gave so much to ensure
that others are not disadvantaged in the
future.

Mr CONNOR (Nerang) (5.15 p.m.): I rise
to speak to this legislation, but more
particularly to the changes to retail trading
hours, which are effected under that part of
the legislation that amends the Trading
(Allowable Hours) Act. However, I would like to
reiterate the comments by both the member
for Clayfield and the member for Toowoomba
North. I would also like to commend those
Government members who contributed to this
debate for preserving the dignity of Anzac
Day. 

As I said, I rise to speak specifically to the
amendment to the Trading (Allowable Hours)
legislation. Many members may recall that the
Trading (Allowable Hours) Amendment Bill,
which was introduced in April last year,
extended trading hours in non-exempt shops
to 9 o'clock each weeknight and to 5 o'clock
on Saturday afternoons. 

I would like to raise two aspects of trading
hours. One aspect relates directly to this
legislation, and that is the extension of bank
opening hours to include Saturdays. This is a
very appropriate amendment to trading hours
on the basis that, if many small businesses
are forced to trade all day on Saturdays, it is
more than appropriate that they have banking
facilities so that at least half of their weekend
trading, if they are opening all weekend, can
be banked. That is especially important with
the rise in the incidence of petty robberies,
especially the home invasion type. As I
understand it, many people who have been
targeted for home invasions are those who are
expected to carry large quantities of cash.
Certainly, shopkeepers on weekends would fall
into that category, and their ability to bank on
Saturday afternoon should certainly help in
this regard. I might add that the QRTSA is
quite happy, from a security point of view, that
the hours have been extended to enable
banks to trade on Saturdays. 

Another aspect of extended trading hours
is the detrimental effect they have on the lives
of two groups of people. One group is the
employees—the retail workers—and the other
is the small retailers themselves. The
Queensland Confederation of Industry survey
of late last year found that 88 per cent of
retailers granted extended hours are working

those longer hours. Most of them are family
people. They have spouses and children at
home, and they are missing out on their family
lives. By the same token, the retail employees
are in exactly the same position. In many
cases, they are forced to work five nights a
week where they used to work just one. 

I would like to bring members' attention to
work that has been undertaken by Professor
Robert Baker of the University of New
England. Professor Baker has realised that
women in the work force are facing a far
greater strain as a result of the extension of
trading hours than one would first imagine.
The reason is quite simple: 20 per cent of all
working women work in retail. Twenty per
cent—one in five—work in retail. Those are the
figures of the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
In many cases, those women are wives and
mothers. Professor Baker had the following to
say—

"People need time to get together,
but with key members of families working
odd hours and with the spread of casual
hours, family life is suffering."

He stated further—
"If you deregulated school hours to

suit, there naturally would be an outcry.
But no-one seems to think of the effect of
deregulated shop hours on employees"

So we have a much larger proportion of
women working those extended hours. We
have wives and mothers who are being forced
away from their families. That is just another
example of the Government's lack of
consideration of women and the family. In
pure economic terms, it may be more efficient
to have less restrictive trading hours, but at
what expense? At the expense of a family.
We have latchkey children. We have women
who——

Mrs Bird: What about the husbands?

Mr CONNOR: The member has
probably never worked in retail—I do not
know—but one finds that, in many cases,
those people are forced as a result of their
mortgages and rising interest rates to work
whatever hours they can. Often, as a result of
their employment, they are forced to work
those late hours. They are forced to work to 9
o'clock at night, so they are not at home with
their children.

Mrs Bird: But the fathers are.

Mr CONNOR: As I will show in a
moment, many of these cases are family
businesses. They are family retailers, and both
parents are forced to work these extra hours.
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Mrs Bird: Thick as a brick, you are.
Mr CONNOR: The member has

absolutely no idea of what retailing is all about
and has absolutely no idea of what small
retailers are going through. She has no idea.
What we have is women getting home at 9.30
or 10 o'clock at night to their children, who in
many cases are already in bed. They are
under stress, having just completed work.
They are not there to prepare the evening
meal, and they are not even there to enjoy it
with their families. And we are not talking
about just a few women; we are talking about
20 per cent of the female work force in
Queensland—one in five.

In this harsh economic climate, with
escalating interest rates, women are often
forced to choose between saving their
homes—in other words, paying ever-escalating
mortgage repayments—or being with their
families. As they are forced to work, they are
often feel guilty and, as a result, are under
stress because they are not at home with their
families. 

Ms Spence: Do you feel guilty when
you are not home with your family?

Mr CONNOR: I am fortunate in that my
wife is at home. However, in many cases,
neither the father nor the mother is at home.
That is what I am taking about.

Ms Spence: You are only talking about
mothers.

Mr CONNOR: Is the honourable
member's husband at home? The honourable
member does not know. Where are her
children? The honourable member does not
even know whether her husband is at home.

Ms Spence: He is now, as a matter of
fact.

Mr CONNOR: So he is now? All of a
sudden he is at home. So someone is looking
after the honourable member's children. What
about the families in which both parents are
forced to work extended hours? And there are
plenty of them, especially if they happen to
own a small shop. I will give the House an
example of exactly the position that people
are in. I quote a letter from a Mrs Jane Wood,
a mother of three young children. Together
with her husband, she owns Woody's
Supermarket at Yeppoon. Mrs Wood states—

"Our store operates 6 AM-9 PM 7
days per week . . . 

We have coped quite well up until
Interspa . . . introduced longer trading
hours—8 AM-7 PM . . . With the onset of
longer . . . trading hours now well in swing,

we are really feeling the pinch. Figures
have dropped dramatically, which means
less hours for our casual staff. Our store
needs a certain amount of staff to
operate & we can only cut so many hours
which means we . . . the owners sacrifice
our family time.

. . . 

In closing, I think we can fill in
Surveys forever & ever & it will not make
one ounce of difference what we say. The
powers that be seem to take no notice of
our position . . ."

The prime examples of that were the
interjections that we heard earlier.

To give honourable members more of a
picture of just how big a problem this is, I point
out that figures I received today show that
about two-thirds of shop assistants in
Queensland are women and an even greater
proportion are casual workers. So when
honourable members are next served at a
shop, if they look behind the counter, the
chances are that they will see a woman. If it is
after hours, honourable members will almost
certainly have a woman serving them, and
probably also wishing that she was back at
home with her family.

Hon. M. J. FOLEY (Yeronga—Minister
for Employment, Training and Industrial
Relations) (5.25 p.m.), in reply: I thank
honourable members for their support for this
important Bill. I thank the Opposition for its
indication of its support for the Bill's passage
through this House. 

This Bill, among other things, provides for
the operation of the Anzac Day Trust. I take
the opportunity to thank the chairperson of
that trust, Mrs Anne Forbes, and her
colleagues for the hard work that they have
done, and are continuing to do, to make the
Anzac Day Trust a success. 

Today in this House we have heard a
most eloquent speech from the member for
Fitzroy, Mr Pearce. Mr Pearce is a returned
serviceman who served his country in
Vietnam. I wish to comment on two of the
aspects of his speech: firstly, his concern at
the need for greater donations from
commercial outlets to the Anzac Day Trust.
That is a matter of concern and, accordingly,
consideration is being given to implement a
strategy to address the matter. In this regard,
a planned media strategy is being considered.
I join with the honourable member in urging
those commercial outlets, in particular those
that have the benefit of trading for half the day
on Anzac Day, to remember the important
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work of the trust in providing benefits to ex-
servicemen and women and their families.

Secondly, I join with the honourable
member in acknowledging the effort by
women during the war, often on the home
front. The honourable member's contribution
to the debate in this respect is particularly
apposite. It is often overlooked that women
have played a very vital role, often out of the
gaze of the public spotlight in this respect. My
mother served at home during World War II in
the census office. She had the unpleasant
task of having to read correspondence to and
from soldiers on the front, in order to ensure
that wartime censorship was provided. She
and many other women carried out these
tasks which were of service to their country.
The honourable member for Fitzroy touched a
very important theme in acknowledging that
aspect.

The honourable member for Fitzroy was
joined by the honourable member for
Waterford in encouraging commercial outlets
to assist the work of the Anzac Day Trust. I
thank the honourable member for Waterford
for his support on that matter. 

I thank the honourable member for
Clayfield, Mr Santoro, and the honourable
member for Toowoomba North, Mr Healy, for
their support and their words.

As to the contribution from the member
for Nerang—I simply point to the great benefits
that are enjoyed in families in which both mum
and dad work through having the opportunity
to have more flexibility for doing their shopping
under the reforms to the trading hours
legislation than was previously the case. That
benefit to family life is something which the
honourable member appeared to neglect in
his contribution today. 

This is a special year for us. Five decades
since the end of World War II is an occasion
for Australia to remember. The events of
Anzac Day, as have been observed by
honourable members, are events not merely
confined to what happened at Gallipoli on that
fateful day but are also matters that touch all
people in Australia. In the early hours of Anzac
Day, when I gather with members of my local
community in Tarragindi and I see local
parents and their children, the scouts, the
brownies and the guides come together to
commemorate this day, I know that I join with 

other parents in reciting the fervent hope that
our children will not have to go to war as did
our parents' generation and as have too many
generations of Australians. 

Anzac Day is a special day. It is fitting that
this Parliament acknowledge that in the form
of this legislation. I commend the Bill to the
House. 

Motion agreed to.

Committee

Hon. M. J. Foley (Yeronga—Minister for
Employment, Training and Industrial Relations)
in charge of the Bill. 

Clauses 1 to 8, as read, agreed to. 

Clause 9—

Mr FOLEY (5.32 p.m.): I move the
following amendment—

"At page 7, lines 22 and 23—
omit, insert—

'(c) to institutions, organisations or
associations that have as their
sole or main object or activity the
giving of help or support to, or
whose membership consists of
or includes—'."

Amendment agreed to. 

Clause 9, as amended, agreed to. 

Clauses 10 to 33, as read, agreed to. 
Schedule, as read, agreed to. 

Bill reported, with an amendment. 

Third Reading
Bill, on motion of Mr Foley, by leave, read

a third time. 

SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT

Hon. P. J. BRADDY (Rockhampton—
Minister for Police and Minister for Corrective
Services) (5.35 p.m.): I move—

"That the House, at its rising, do
adjourn until a date and a time to be fixed
by Mr Speaker in consultation with the
Government of the State." 
Motion agreed to. 

The House adjourned at 5.35 p.m.

V.R. Ward,Government Printer, Queensland


